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ABSTRACT 
"We believe the same thtng, regarding land, u the Aborigimds." 
Th.is thesis has been undertaken to investigate the above statement. which I have frequently beard 
from eD.vironmentalists in informal conversation with them. To investigate this statement requires an 
ana!ysis of all its possible meanings and underlying assumptions. and a comparison with the beliefs 
and perceptions regarding land that Aboriginal peoples uphold. Emphasis has been given to the word 
"same", as the understandings of this: word will indicate how this stale~ent needs to be qualified. 
As a person who has interests in bc1th envir~mmental issues and those that concern indigenous 
peop!~, I feel that statements such as the one above can perpetuate misconceptions about the beliefs 
and perceptions of Aboriginal pCoples. In situations where environmentalists and Abotiginal pecples 
secic to work together on issues that concern both grQups, such as in the shared mar.agement of Nat-
ional Parks, these miSCf.lnceptions can lead tu conflict. and the severance of communication and mut-
iUll respect. This, in my o;>inion, would be regrettable. Both of these groups, in their own way, are 
challenging the dominant land ethic which threatens their interests, and, when necessary, much could 
be gained by mutual support. 
Research for this thesis was carried out as a two-part process: (1.) a Literature Analysis, in which 
various texts from both Aboriginal and non-Aborigil'l.al sources were analyzed and compared. and (2) 
a Case Study, involving interviews with a Perth environmental group, and some of the Nyungar 
eldeo; of the region. These peop!e were asked to express their perceptions llflanrl, where their perc-
eptions originated, and how the two groups perceived each other. Their perceptions on each issue 
were then compared, within each group as well as a cross--culturally. Where relevant, references from 
the Literature Analysis were cited along with the findings. In the Conclusion that follows, the main 
points that had emerged from these two processes were outlined. My comments and points of view 
were edded along with the summary. 
During the process of research I found that for the environmentalists perceptions of land were often 
intermingled with problematical perceptions of Aboriginal peoples, and their designation as the "orig-
inal environmentalists". It became apparent that the priorities of non-Aboriginal environmentalists 
were not the same as those of Aboriginal peo~Jes. Phrases such u "sustainable economies" and "the 
spirit of Gaia" were contrasttd to the Aboliginal peoples' 11caring fllr countly", These reveal not only 
different priorities, but also different conceptual models and perspe.."tives. 
This research;'project is not intended to p,rovid6 a definitive aDswer to the point of inquiry. fooJSSCd 
' 
on the statement given above. Its main purpose is to explore the topic and related iHues, through an 
' 
' 
I 
\\ 
' 
maunination of the excerpts and citntions givP.n in the Literature Analysis and the Case Study 
Analysis .. It is hoped that an examination of the perceptions of land and related issues, as held by 
envirorunentalists and Aborigin.1l people, may give some indication as to where and how they div· 
erge, and bow their perspectiv~s may interact in shared undertakings. It involves an exploration of 
world views, and t.l,e tUfficulties encountereU in cross-alit ural understandings. The practi~ of 
verstehen, or empatP~c U!1dcrstanding, has been ofTered as one means whereby different perspectives 
may be communicated and understood, not as a maWc fonnula, but as a carefully-acquired skiil. 
In the Conclusion of this thesis, there is also the call ftor environmentalists and like-minded non-
Aboriginals to respect the traditions of indigenous peop•es, even while admiring their world-views 
and relationship to the ian d. If thil fOrmer are to cultivate a more hannonious relationship with the 
land. it is far more appropriate for them to Uo so from within their own culrural framework. than to 
appropriate conce;tts and pt.:.ctises fmm indigenous peoples. Our beliefs need net be identical, but 
they can be equally valid in their own way. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Over th~ past few decades two oftbe main issues that have both uniled and divided the social debate 
and politics of Australian society have been Aboriginal Land Rights and environmental a\"ltn:ness. 
What has exacerbated the impact of these issues is that both Aboriginal peoples and environment-
alists are earnest about obtaining results, by putting their values into practice and achieving their 
goals. The success of the Mabo case in 1992 was a major step forward for Aboriginal peop~es. but as 
has been shown since, that.battle is not yet over, and for those who do not have "traditional" Jinks to 
the land. the battle still continues as it has since 1788. 
For environmentalists the battle has been mainly a series of contentions over issues such as logging in 
Australian forests, the impact of mining, the use of nuclear power, Greenhouse-gas emissions from 
industry and consumer product;, and the prudent use and recycling of natural resources, to name but 
a few. Although there have always been people concerned with protecting the Australian bushland 
from unlimited urban, industrial and rural development, and conservation groups dedicated to preser-
ving and fostering an appreciation of the natural environment for its own sake, since the 1960's and 
70's a myriad of environmental groups have emerged in Australian society. These were formed, or 
gained support, as an extension of the New Left, and the anti-war and anti-nuclear p.>Wer movements 
of those decades. This provided a political base for an international Green movement. which also had 
its inflvence upon AustraJia. The same people who questioned issues of international politics and safe 
technology also began to question issues regarding the environmental and social impact of these 
factors, and consequently these issues ~gan to cross over to different groups and individuals. This 
movement came to be known broadly as the "alternative movement" of the 1970's. Feminists also 
added their perspective to issues of power, politics and perceptions of the natural environment 
(Hallen, 1994:18-21). 
Concurrent with all this, Aboriginal activists and grQups were also campaigning. in their own way, 
for Land Rights and the recognition of their culture and needs within Australian society. Some non-
Aboriginals who were affiliated with, or influenced by, the groups and issues described above, 
acknowledged Aboriginal concerns as wen, and gave them their support. Among them were those 
environmentalists who assumed that the Aboriginal peoples' quest for Land Rights, and their own 
aims to preserve and protect the land, particularly those tracts designated as "wilderness", indicated a 
po5$ible coalition of interests. Aboriginal peoples were hailed as the "true environmentalists", on the 
basis of their 60,000 years of sustainable land management As wen as this, some environmentalists 
asserted that their perceptions and fee1ings for the land was the same as that of Aboriginal peoples. 
During the times when I was involved with environmental groups, or in eontact with environment-
alists, I frcquendy heard this statcmen4 or its equivalent: •we believe the same: thing, reprding land, 
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as the Aboriginals". I took this statement at face value for quite a long time, and did not question its 
assumptions. However, having since completed three years of Undergraduate study in Aboriginal and 
Intercultural Studies, thereby becoming more conversant with Aboriginal peoples cultures and perce-
ptions of land, I began to question it, as its assumptions did not match what I had learnt through my 
studies. On the basis of my commitment to environmental issues, as well as the concerns of indig-
enous peoples, I felt the need to invest.igate this statement, and therefore have made it the topic of this 
thesis. Prelimiruuy reading showed me that behind this statement are a whole range of assumptions, 
some dating from far back, about non-Aboriginal perceptions of land. about Mwildemess•, and of the 
Aboriginal peoples as the "true environmentalists", all of which may seem innocuous or even positive 
on the surface, but upon closer examination reveal themselves to be problematical. 
A1i will be seen in this thesis, these assumptions are still prevalent today among certain environ-
mentalists. The contentious aspects of these assumptions emerge mainly in issues concerning the 
preservation ofNational Parks and "wilderness" areas, and the role of Aboriginal peoples in manag· 
ing, or co-managing. these areas. These assumptions, and their effects on the relationship between 
Aboriginal peoples and environmentalists, have been well documented in recent publications (foyne 
and Johnson, 1991; Nutting, 1994; Rowse, 1993; Head, 1990; forbes, 1994). Some specific areas of 
contention (such as hunting technology and burning) have been discussed by these writers, and from 
their works it appears that there are quite a few areas in which Aboriginal values to land and priorit-
ies diverge from those of the environmentalists. These writers have also identified certain terms and 
concepts as held by the environmentalists that could cause conflict between the two groups if the 
preconceptions of the former are held unquestioned. The main terms of contention that will be exam-
ined in this thesis are those of"wildemess" and Aboriginal peoples as the "original environmental-
ists". Whilst many Aboriginal people may agree with the latter designation, it must be remembered 
that in non-Aboriginal understandings it is often loaded with assumptions about Aborigioality and 
appropriate land management that do not reflect the way that Aboriginal peoples see themselves, and 
the ways in which they "care for country". 
Taking just the above facts into consideration, it is apparent that the statement: "We believe the same 
things, regarding land, as-the Aboriginals" needs to be examined and qualified. As will be indicated 
in the following sections, it is the held understandings of the word "same" that will decide whether 
this statement can, with qualification, be upheld, or whether it needs to be qualified. Those "things 
regarding land" are matters of appropriate land use and habitation, and between the two groups there 
may be quite a different emphasis on what is "appropriate•. There is a need to examine no.:·Aborig-
inal perceptions of land, conceptualizations of "nature", "wilderness" and the role of "environmental-
ists". whether indigenous or not, as all these issues have emerged from the literature. 
!! 
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This statement: "We believe the same things regarding land etc• also implies an assumed common~ 
ality ofunderstanciJng with Aboriginal peoples. at least in regards to perceptions of land. From some 
of the literature, however, it has become evident that this assumed commonality extends further, and 
that it is believed there are other areas where Aboriginal and non~Aboriginal perspectives can merge. 
This perception seems to prevail among New Age writefti, whose; works express their belief in some 
sort of mystical philosophy in which all the world's religious traditions arc, at root, expressions of one 
and the same reality. To explore the theological and cultural implications of this belief are beyond the 
scope of this thesis; instead, emphasis will be given on the way such beliefs are articulated. and how 
they could influence environmentalists' perspectives towards Aboriginal peoples, their culture, and 
their relztionship to the land. If a shared commonality is assumed, then Aboriginal peoples are at risk 
of enduring a new type of colonialism in the fonn of cultural appropriation. 
However, th~ literature also indicates that it is not only the New Age writers _who are guilty of such an 
imposition. Problematical perceptions ofland.and Aboriginal peoples are found in other sources 
within non-Aboriginal Australian culture, in literature and the arts as well as through representations 
in the media. Aboriginal peoples thereby become merely part of the scenery in popular depictions of 
the Australian landscape. This is no less a fonn of cultural appropriation than that described above. 
and both deny Aboriginal peoples not only their cultural identity, but even their very humanity. 
It must be pointed out, however, that such assumptions are not universal among non~ Aboriginal 
Australians. Certain sections oft11e Literature Analysis and citations from the Case Study Analysis 
reveal that there arc some people who arc making a sincere attempt to Wlderstand Aboriginal per~ 
ceptions ofland and priorities, without imposing their own conceptual framework too heavily over 
what they understand. This includes the expressed opinion that non~Aboriginal people will have to 
develop their fb:lings for the land in their own way, to search within their own cultural heritage for 
these perceptions. In so doing they may also express the fullest respect for Aboriginal peoples and 
their cultures. For example, a recent publication put out by the Australian Conservation Foundation 
titled "Competing Interests", addresses and defends Aboriginal participation in the management of 
National Parks. The contributors to this publication acknowledge that the priorities of Aboriginal 
peoples and environmentalists do sometimes diverge, and that the Iauer may then have to negotiate 
their policies in the interests of cultural sensitivity. 
The perspectives of Aboriginal peoples have been included in tbis thesis as a baJance and counter~ 
point to those of the non~Aboriginal contributors, in bolla the literature and the Case Study. Their 
statements 'have been compared with those of the Iauer, in order to ascertain if there iJ a commonality 
ofperceplion.llowcver, as a non-Aboriginal pen;on, I acknowledge that my own cullullll PRlCODCq>-
tions may" influence my understanding of their statements, and thus tho conclusions drawn in the text. 
Thls is a common problem in intercullullll communication, u \lill be-by exampleo ;1..., fiom 
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some of the sources in the thesis, yet the very act of constructing a thesis dealing wilh these issues 
does not render it immune from those same problems. These are issues that will be dealt will in the 
section dealing with Tbccry. 
The research for this thesis was begun as an attempt to examine and qualifY 1he statement: "We 
believe the same thing, regarding land, as the Aboriginals". as expressed by certain environment-
alists. It is not assumed that they all intend to impart an identical meaning by saying this, and thus a 
great deal of emphasis is put on exploring the possible shared and diverging meanings of this state-
ment, and others that have emerged from the process of research. It is for this reason that the per-
ceptions of Aboriginal pec~ples. as well as environmentalists, were ~died and compared. It was also 
necessruy to examine the cultural background ofiheir respective perceptions, and that way in which 
these perceptions were sustained and l.lanSmitted. As will be explained in the Methodology, this 
involved the analysis of texts as well as the gathering of interview data 
It is also not assumed that a research project such as this can present a clear cut-and-dried answer or 
conclusion to the question that it sets out to explore. However, if it makes some small contribution to 
the understanding of the issues and perceptions that emerge from its undertaking, a contribution that 
may be of some benefit to those Aboriginal peoples and environmentalists who seek to work together 
in a mutually-constructive way, then it will not entirely be considered a failure. 
11 
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METHODOLOGY 
This thesis ls constructed as a two·part document The first part is an examination of some of the 
available literature on issues dealing with the topic. This will be referred to as the Literature Analy· 
sis. The second part is a Case Study analysis, dealing with material obtained from interviews con· 
ducted specially for this thesis. In the following Conclusion, the main points that emerge from a com· 
parativc analysis of both these sections will be outlined. It should be noted, howwer, that compar-
isons will also be made within each section, as part of the analysis. 
The Literature Analysis 
Selecting the material to be usOO for a comparative analysis of perceptions of land between Aboriginal 
peoples and non-Aboriginal environmentalists was not an easy task. Textbooks, journals and articles 
. . 
provided much material and offered me many different approaches that could be taken for this study. 
After some wide and careful reading I decided that ~rtain texts would form the focus of the Liter-
ature analysis, and each of these would be designated as a chapter for the purpose of ana1ysis. Apart 
from this. however, the viewpoints of those authors whose perspectives have contnbuted much to my 
understandLng of the topic bave been used to support, question, give emphasis or add perspective to 
the citations given by those writers whose works were selected for analysis. The first and last chapters 
of the Literature analyeis will explore some of the topics and concerns delineated in these supplemen-
tary texts. 
I divided the selected sources into tluee groups: anthropological works, whose authors deal with the 
issues explored in the thesis topic~ popular works, which may also infonn the perceptions of environ-
mentali~ts. and a collection of citations from Aboriginal people who comment on these issues. 
The anthropological works were selected because, by the vecy nature of their profession, anthrop--
olOgists are expected to have attained some skill at croSS<Ultural understandings, and thereby ought 
to be the people best quaHfied to infonn non-Aboriginal people, by translation, on tl~:; cultures and 
perspectives of the people that they have worked with Thjs is not to assume, however, that this is 
always ::o. or that an anthropolOgist's understandings on their topic are necessarily superior to evtey-
one else's. The anthropological perspectives have been included in this AnaJysis as representing one 
approach to cross-cultural understanding and translation, according to the viewpoints of the four 
anthropologists selected. They will be appraised according to their observations. as supported or 
contradicted by the Aboriginal V\~lnts included in this Analysis. 
The populor texts_ included for examination were selected aft:r informally swveyin&journal>, libruy 
.--.-and bookstore shelves fbr works that dtalt with Aboriginal people and <Uitule, wriltl:n by 
12 
non-anthropological non-Aboriginal people. The purpose of this was to see how Aboriginal cultures 
were perceived and translated by non-anthropological writers. I eventually ~elected five texts for 
focus. and out of these five, two of the writers described themselves as conversant with Aborigi1llll 
cultures, and as having had personal acquaintance and shared knowledge with Aboriginal people. 
Another writer represented a group who purport to be renewing affective links with the land in a 
slmilar way, according to their understandings. that Aborigir.al people do. Another is an Deep e;olo-
gist who expresses himself in words as well as action.· The fifth is an academic (Eng~;~,b. s~.lti.:~ and 
liter.uy criticism) who has written and spoken widely in areas related to this thesis topic. 
The Aborigiaal texlS were obtained from a variety of sources, from textbooks, jourr.als, :l'llthologies, 
transcriptions from talks, newspaper articles, and their own publishers (eg. Magabala). The intent-
ional selection of such <i variety serves as an acknowledgment that AborigiMI peoples are diverse in 
their cultures and cutlook, and tl'.at there is no one definitive Aboriginal viewpoint Where known, 
the place where each writer comes from has been indicated with their citation, to acknowledge that 
Aboriginal peoples strongly identifY with their counUy, and are not as likely to speak in a generalised 
context as non·Aborisinal people tend to do. 
The name& cfthe non-Aboriginal writers selected, and the titles of their works, will be shown !n tbc 
Introduction to the Literature Analysis. The names and sources of the Aboriginal Miters or speakers 
will be acknowledged with their citations, as their sources were too rruu-.y 10 list in a brid' introduc~ 
lion, and they range widely in their approach and style of expression. 
In the Literature Analysis the chapters . ,c ordered and titled in a way that would best fit the flow of 
the analysis, sometimes by the title of the work being examined in focus, sometimes by subject matter. 
It is hoped that in this way the reader who is unfamiliar with the issues and concepts dealt with in the 
thesis will be able to identify and follow the main points as they emerge from the literature. 
TheCaseStud1 
The Case Study was undertaken in order to obtain some expressed perceptions of land from eaviron-
mentalists, in order to compare them with those of Aboriginal peoples. The first task was to define 
exactly who an "environmentalist" is. Iss/he a member ofGreenpeace or any similar organisation, a 
person actively involved in environmental issues, from writing letters to politicians tn gecting arrested 
at bloc \cades, an organic gardener who also recycles their household rubbish. or one who professes to 
•tovc nature•? Or any or all or~esc? 
13 
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It was decided, eventually, to focus on a case study of a group who were committed to a particular 
environmental issue. I made the initial contact with one person involved in such a group, introduced 
to me by my thesis supeiVisor. After an inL:rvicw this person recommended three other people 
involved in the group, whom she had told of the r~h project and who also expressed inte>est in 
participating. This mcthoti, called network or snowball sampling. was considered to be the most 
appropriate and non·intrusive way of making contact with contributors to this Case SUldy. 
Tiuee of the inteiViews with environmentalists were taped, and one was writtr..n by the contributor. 
The taped interviews were one to one·and·a-halfbours long. and were conducted in a variety of loc-
utions. These variables were due to necessity and expedience. as all of the contribators live outside the 
Perth metropolitan area, and interviews therefore had to be coru!ur:.ted where and when opportunity 
allowed. Despite all these factors, each ofth~ contributors diG their best to provide a comprehensive 
description of their perceptions of land, as well as other issues. 
Each of the environmentalists was asked, in their own way, to express their perteptions ofland. 
However. as the reading for tbe Litc•ature Analysis had already shown that non-Aboriginal pcrctp-
tions ofland are often 1ink,"4i with perceptions of Aboriginal people and their relationship to land, the 
environmentalist:> were aho asked to give their views on this topic. Thirdly, they were asked where 
their perceptioi'IS original~\ how they were formed. and bow they bad devcloped or c.banged. I felt 
that these questions could help ascertain how their perceptions compared to those of Aboriginal 
peoples. Apart from these three questions, which the contributors were encouraged to answer in their 
own words, the interviews ·were unstructured, and as a result the contributors varied in the time or 
emphas~s they gave to each question. This was not regarded as a flaw in the procedure, but as another 
indicator of their views and priorities. 
I transcribed the interviews, and collected those citations that described their perceptions on each of 
the issues. to be analyzed and compared. The analysis was broken up into the three issues listed 
above, and each of the contributor's sections were presented in order (this will be further explained in 
the Introduction to the Case Study AnaJy;;is). Throughout the written analysis each of the contnb-
utor's citations are compared with those of the others, and, where relevant, citations or view·points 
from ,he Literature Analysis and other writers have been included. 
Defining who were the most suitable Aboriginal contributors was easier than defining the environ· 
mentalists. It was decided that the most appropriate people would be some of the Nyungar elders who 
are associated with tho Swan Valley region, and can opeak for tho land. Collla<l with live of these 
pcopt. was made with tho assismncc of my thesis supervisor, whom they already !Mow, and wioh 
wbom she was in contac.1. As one .of these people wu ill at the time, ooly tbc rmainiJ11 four wcie 
14 
approached. A letter was sent to them. infarming tht:m off he dcC:i;.; O.J. this research project and iuvit-
ing them !.o participate. Each of the Nyungar elders approached agreed to participate. 
Onoo again. due to busy work schedules, interviews were held in a variety of locations. but never-
theless this did not seem to be an obstacle. Two of the iiltervie~>'S were taped, and two were taken 
down in note form. As a result the latter rely more on parnphmsing than exact quotation. as will be 
evident in the Case Study Analysis. Even so, it was possible to show the essence of their pertq)tions 
and beliefs. which differed from the others on!y in individual expression. Tlu: taped interviews were 
then transcribed and analyzed in th: same way as the interviews with the CD\·ironmentalists. 
The Nyungar contributors were asked about their perceptions of 1aml, and about their perceptions of 
environmentalists. As all of them made it plain in the interviews that their pen.'eptions of land were 
an integral part of their cultural heritage, I did not ask them where these perceptions originated. To 
do so would have been redundant. and even insulting. 
Each ofthe contributors was sent a copy of their citations selected fro:n the transcription. and invited 
to give t;Omment or make amendments. Some of them responded. but only minor corrections and a 
few forgotten details needed to be added. As I transcribed their perceptions exactly as stated, a few 
minor grammar corrections were also requested, with the comment: "Did I really say it like that'r 
Ethical Considerations 
Ethical considerations underpinned the procedures involved in carrying out the interviews. The con· 
Uibutors were not approached directly; the environmentalists were mostly refemd from a meD"lJer of 
the group, and Lite Nyungar elders v:ere approached by letter first, and given some time to consider 
whether they wanted to participate. Interviews were held at a place and time selected by the contrib-
utor, although mutual negotiations had to be made in some cases. mainly due to factors of distance 
and transport limitations. Contributors were asked whether they wished to be identified or remain 
anonymous in the write-up. They were also sent a copy of their selected citations, to give them a 
chance to make amendments. ifnecesSBJ)', before the thesis was submitted. A copy of the finished 
thesis win also be given to each of them, in appreciation of their contribution. 
It was atro decided, to protect the rights of the contributors, that they share the copyright on that 
portion of this thesis fhat deals with the Case Study Analysis, or in any other part where their cit-
ations are given or re~erred to. The material given by the Nyuugar people may, for instance, be con-
sidered culturally-sensitive, and shared co]JYright is also extended to the environmen~'llists. Tbeir 
permission must be obtained before any of their material can be used or cited by lUI)' other pcnoa. 
'.' . 
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THEORY 
Method, it is said these days, is theocy. Our methods reDect our assumptions and values, 
they limit what we study aod what we learn (Cillwford and MareceO, 1989. Cited in 
Ewbank, 1994:6-7). 
The statement: "We believe the same things. regarding land. as the Aboriginals", meals. as stated 
before. certain assumptions and understandings. The very ~ that I undertook to examine and eval-
uate this statement indicates that I hold lhese assumptions and understandings in doubt. and thereby 
reveal something of my own values. 1 he statement affirms the possibility of shared belief between 
cui~ and whilst I do not deny this possibility outright. I would like to question the basis, or 
nature, of these perceived commonalities. 
My examination is based on the assumption that all individuals in a society participate, in some way, 
in its world view. World view can be defined as: "a set of more or less systemized beliefs and values 
in term of which the group evaluates and attaches meaning to the reality that sunouods it" (Kraft. 
1978. Cited in Gudy!runst and Kim, 1984:40~ Each known group has a world view (Weltanschauung) 
acquired through the socialization process and reinforced by familiarity to become "the way things 
are". We are mostly unconscious, or unaware, of the nature of our world view, which makes it veJy 
difficult to perceiv~ let alone articulate (Gudy!runst and Kim, 1984:40). Our conceptual fuunework or 
world view thus not only b .. luences the way we see others. but also how we regard (or fail to see) our 
own "natural" assumptions and biases. 
Berger and Luclcmann refer to world view as a "symbolic universe", saying that: "These are the bodies 
of theoretical tradition that integrate different provinces of meaning and encompass the institutional 
order in a symbolic totality" ( 1966: 113). They add that: • ... symbolic universes are social products 
within a history" (1966:11.5). This is pertinent to the topic. If one considers the long and divergent 
histories that have shaped the societies ofboth Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples in Australia 
today, one would not readily assume that many cultural commonalities would exist between the two 
groups. One could, hoWever, point out that Aboriginal peoples, to varying degrees. have adopted asp-
ects of the I)OR·Aboriginal culture and ways of life in the post-contact years, and that. environment-
alists have diverged from the values of their own culture, and its land ethic, to a land ethic more Jim-
liar to that of Alxlriginal peoples. It is on these words "similar" and same" that I focus my analysis. 
lti a qualified sense, this thesis is a phenomenological analysis of certain expressed undeuwuiings. 
as given by people from ditrerent culhUlll backgrounds. Phenomenology is usually defined as bei"'! 
the study of the ev<tyday·life, tai<en-for-snmtcd shared meanings wilhia a society, that, 1hrouBI> 
.IOcialoction. rell«t back onto and lnDuenco that society (Bullock, Stall)i>rus. Trombley, 1m:46-
(· 16 
47). These shared assumptions emerge from •commonsense• knowledge. those •natural assumptions• 
that constitute world view. However, my analysis does not seek to achieve the phenomenological 
reduction sought by Husser~ whereby: 
.•. consciousness abandons all ideas about the external world and its objects [to be--
come] ... pure consciousness. In this way society. culture, history are 'bracketed away' ... 
(Swingewood, 1991:268-269). 
My approach, instead, is based on the understanding that society, culture and history in fact shape our 
whole consciouness about the extelll31 world, aud that there is no •pure" consciousness beyond or 
beneath these shaping influences. As in Schutz's sociological phenomenology, whereby: •Meaning is 
thus not waiting passively to be discovered but requires active construction• (Swingewood. 1991:269), 
I have focussed on the cultural and histocical factors that construct and influence the perceptions cited 
and analyzed in this thesis. This approach has been supported by Schutz's own perspective: 
Our everyday world is, from the outset, an intersubjective world of culture. It is inter-
subjective because we live in it as men among other men. bound to them through 
common influence and work, undt=rstanding others and being an object of understand-
ing to others. It is a world of culture because, from the outset, the life~world is a 
universe of signification to us, i.e. a framework of meaning which we have to interpret, 
and ofinterrelations of meaning which we institute only through our action in this life 
world. It is a world of culture also because we are always conscious of its hlstoricily, 
which we encounter in tradition and habituality (Schutz 1978. Cited in Swingewood, 
1991:271). 
In this thesis, however, there are two such cultural worlds lobe looked at in examining lhe statement: 
•we believe the same thing, regarding land, as the Aboriginals•. Central to my inquily is the question 
of whether these "same• beliefs are identical or equivalent. If they are identical, then there can be no 
question that the statement •we believe the same things ~tc• is correct. If they are equivalent, then 
they each, as set of perceptions or beliefs, emerge from a different world view or conceptual 
framework. Even so, an empathic communication may be possible. This does not refute the statement, 
but quaJifics il. This empathic communication or understanding is what I refer to in the thesis as 
verstehen. This term is further defined in this way: 
Since social reality always originates in meaningful human actions, it continues to carry 
meaning even it it is opaque to the individ~ at a given .time. 111c original may be re-
constructed, pr«isely by means of what Weber calls Verstebeo (Berger aod Luckmano, 
'1966:222). 
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According to Trusted (1987:7·8), the operation ofverstehen does not rely on shared. identical exper· 
iences, but on sufficient experience and empathic imagination, backed by knowledge of the cultural 
and historical context of the situatioa She does, however, acknowledge that: 
The greater the differences between the culture of the obse~ and the observer, the 
more difficult it is to explain the beha\iour of the former, 3lld the more important it is 
to see over cultural barriers to cany out the operation ofverslehen (1987:J.40) 
With this particular kind of illlderstanding it may be possible to get at least some insight into another 
person or group's world~~~· Such an understanding, when expressed, may on the surface sound like 
an assertion of a commonality, when it is in fact an expression ofverslehen. Through verstehen simil· 
ar or eqUivalent views can be acknowledged. without adopting the assumption that beliefs and percep-
tions are shared and identical. 
My approach to the analysis of the material used in this thesis is based on cultural relativism, the idea 
that cultures and societies each develop their own way of deal111g with the basic human needs within 
their particular environments (Kornblum, 1988:94)~!, and that these cultures ought not to be CDmpared 
to one another by any set of absoh:te judgemental cri(eria. In its extreme form cultural relativism bas 
been criticised as being morally-relativistic, or "anyu.i.ing goes". However, I take the assumption that 
no-one is ever entirely value-neutral, that somewhere along the line in between ethnocentrism and a 
relativistic suspension of judgement. their own values wiD be asserted. This is not to say that cultural 
relativism is ineffective as an anaJytical tool or approach. It is, instead : "an acquired skiD to which 
the social sciences can contribute through cross-cultural research" (Kornblum, 1988:94). The striving 
for a value·neutral ~1£fiation is part of the •;csearcb process as a tool, and is not regarded as an ,, 
intended goal in ;_~If. 
-;,1, 
My approach to the analysis has also focussed on the ernie perspective, an insidets viewpoint. app-
lying the use ofverstehen as best as I can to the material found in the literature and the Case Study. 
especially when cross-cultural understandings are sought. However, I have also expressed criticism of 
sources whose stated or implicit assumptions conflict with my own. In the case of the statement: "We 
believe the same things, regarding land, as the Aboriginals", the distinction between identical and 
equivalent is, I believe, an important one that reflects on one's attitudes towards another cultwe. 
Ethical considerations are at stake here, especially when these attitndes violate the integrity of that 
· i;ulrure and the pen:eived hunianlty of its people. In these situations. I feel that open criticism is 
justified. 
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OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS 
In this section some of the terms. assumptions and understandings upon which the text of this thesis 
is based, will be defined and explained. It must be remembered that these definitions and understand-
ings do not apply to citations, where the author's meanings will have to be ascet13ined from hisfhr:r 
own theoretical perspectives and the context of the citation. 
Denning tbe "Environmentalists" 
Throughout~ thesis the term •environmentalists• will be used to refer only to non-Aboriginal 
people. wen though Aboriginal people have also, at times, referred to themselves as enviromnent-
alists according to their understanding of the term. and others may regard themselves as affiliated 
with both groups. One such person is Fabienne Bayet, from South Australia, who WOiks at the 
Aboriginal Research Institute at the University of South Australia, and is also undertaking a course 
in Environmental Studies. She defines herself in this way: 
I am Aboriginal, as is my mother's mother. I also consider myself as an environmen-
talist. consetvationist. greenie, whatever. I care about this planet, this landscape we live 
in. So, am I black or green? Black on the outside and green on the inside, or the other 
way round? Perhaps there is no clear definition. I am both green and black. swirling 
colours which combine to make my identity, me. (Bayer, 1994:27). 
However, in her article which follows this introduction she focuses more on defending Aboriginal 
interests against non-Aboriginal environmentalists who uphold notions of•wiJdemess• and approp-
riate land use, particularly in regard to National Parks. She makes some incisive statements which 
wiD be cited in the relevant chapter of the Literature Analysis. While acknowledging Bayet's dual 
affiliation. in this thesis only the perceptions of non-Aboriginal environmentalists will be cited and 
examined, as an exploration of cross-<:Uitural understandings needs to be undertaken in order to 
evaluate the statement; •we believe the same things, regardiug land, as the Aboriginals". 
The reason why the tenn •environmentalist• has been selected for use to cover all the dlff'erent 
approaches and perspectives found within the Green movement has been explained in the closing 
parngraphs of Chapter I, where some of these pcrspediv<s have been examined. The term "dominant 
land ethic" derives from the ecofentinist undemanding outlined In Chapter I (llallen, I994), and io 
used to refer to the prevailing attitudes and values of land as held by the dominant or •main5tJeam.• 
section of non-Aborigioal AIW'alian SClCicty, These are, briefly, that laod IINillllblral_..,..aro of 
primary ..alue as a souroc ofeco~c wealth. This ec:oaomic:<lmpellltive lhen:by ..,...-rides the 
'' . () 
aostbttic, ecological and cultunl valuct that e..U.nmontallsts and Abori&Jnal-les ascribe to the 
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land. It is in this mutual resistance to the dominant land ethic that some environmentalists assume a 
commona!ity of goals and perceptions of land with Aboriginal peoples. 
Although in the Literature Analysis a whole chapter has been devoted to indicating some of the ways 
in which environmentalists diverge ill aim au.d outlook, a similar attempt has not been made to delin-
eate any similar divergences within or between Aboriginal peoples. Aboriginal readers may feel that, 
to offe-r a balance in perspective and treatment, this should have been done. However. I have decided 
that such an investigation is best left for Aboriginal peoples to Wldertake for thcmrelves. if it needs to 
be done at all. That there are divergences in aim ami outlook among Aboriginal peoples is a possib-
ility that I acknowledge. but as a non-Aboriginal person. it seemed inappropriate for me to speak for 
people who wou1d no doubt prefer to define themselves in their own way. 
Aboriginal peoples: Pre-contact and Post-Contact 
It will be noticed that in the text of this thesis I have taken care to avoid the making a distinction 
between "traditional" or "tribal", and "urban" or ~contemponuy: Aboriginal peoples. As will be 
Ulustrated in Chapter 11, these distinctions are highly problematical when made by non·Aboriginal 
people. This distinction has reflected on the perception of Aboriginal peoples i11 non·Aboriginal 
society, in cultural images as well as in legislature. For instance, the Mabo ruling acknowledges the 
rights to land of only the "traditional" owners, and this ne~ects the needs of those Aboriginal people 
who are no longer affiliated with their ancestral lands, due to the history of dispossession and the 
breaking-up of families that occurred after the European invasion. As well as this factor, the term 
"traditional~ is generally problenmtical, as anthropologist Erich Kolig points out: 
To all peoples everywhere, tradition is what they think the past was, and this by defin-
ition is different from the past itself ... the very concept ofLadition is ideological 
insofar as it redefines and reinterprets the past in term:i of the present .... whether it is 
the social scientist's concept of the past or that of the people concerned, images of the 
past are always formed from the current stock of knowledge (Kolig, 1981:5-6). 
In this thesis Kolig's critiqu'e of the definitions of"traditional" will be upheld in the context of non--
Aboriginal understandings and use of the term, as they are applied to Aboriginal peoples and culture. 
In the text, the terms "pre-contact- and "post-contact" will be used where appropriate, whenever a 
distinction needs to be made. However, it must be stressed that this is a blltorical distinction. and 
does not reflect upon Aboriginal culltmll self-definition. 
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Finally, it is acknowledged throughout the text that the Aboriginal population of Australia comprises 
of many different regional and langu<~ge groups, each with their own sense of place and identity. For 
this reason I have used the term Aboriginal "peoples", indicating a plurality of groups, in the text to 
show this acknowledgment. 
Defining Land 
The term "land" was selected for this exploration afpcrceptions of land after some careful thought 
The literature revealed that environmentalists use the tenns "natlll'e", "the environment", "the ecosys-
tem" or ''biosphere", ar the "bush", more so than "land". However, I felt that these terms were not 
ones that Aboriginal peoples most frequently use, and may indeed not carry a shared meaning with 
the "land" or "country" that they speak for. It was for this reason that "land" seemed to be the term 
most easily shared by both in undertaking the research. In the interview question the term "land" was 
offered to both the Nyungar peaple and the environmentalists, but each were allowed to use the words 
of their own choice in expressing their perceptions. 
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LITERATURE ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
In this Literature Analysis several different rexts will be examined. and where necessacy. other rd'er-
ences obtained from background reading will be cited to give complementaty or contrasting points of 
view, or to offer further explanation of ideas or concepts encountered in the texts. The selection of 
texts is by no means exhaustive or definitive; due to the limits imposed on this thesis only a certain 
number could be selected, and from some of these only excerpts could be focussed on. A brief 
introduction to the chosen texts will follow. 
Graham Dunkley (1991:68-74) and Peter Marshall (1992:404-412) were the sources used for 
identifying and describing the difl'crent perspectives among environmentalists. Allbaugh through 
further resear~h these perspectives could have been analysed in much greater detail to do them full 
justice, this settion of the Literature Analysis mainly serves to acknowledge and illustrate that 
environmentalists do not always share the same persp.:,·<i~:es and aims. Citations from the writings of 
Australian environmentalists are given to provide: ex&. or:.!s. 
Definitions of the Dreaming, which is crucial to understanding the culture of the Aboriginal peoples, 
were obtained from anthropological texts, Aboriginal perspectives from various sources, and the 
definitions of a popuJar non-Aboriginal writer who has sought to explain aspects of Aboriginal 
culture to a non-Aboriginal readership. Being popular and easily available, works such as these may 
well have a significant impact on environmentalists who do not have access to academic or anthfo... 
pological sources. The views of these anthropologists: Robert Tonkinson (1991), W.E.H. Stanoer 
(1979) and Deborah Bird Rose (1988, 1992) are cited in this chapter. An excerpt from one of the 
works of James Cowan (1989) has been included to give a pGpuJarised perspective. Non-Aboriginal 
writer Tony Swain's (1992) observations of post-contact influences on the Dreaming are also.-
examined. The sources of aU the cited Aboriginal perceptions have been indicated where they are 
given in the text. 
The Aboriginal sources have been indicated similarly in the next chapter, which examines their own 
expressed perceptions of land. Another anthropologist. PatriCia Baines (1988) supports their vie4. 
with an example from her own fieldwork. In the following section, which refers-to the concept of 
ll'fhe Earth, my Mother", much is owed to the research of Tony Swain (1991, 1992). Although this is 
only a very short chapter, :twas decided that the nature of the issue that it presents warrants its 
distinction from the previous topic. The Gaia hypothesis is then. defined and examined, and the work 
of JamCJ Lovelock (1979) who flfSt toined the tenn after developing his hypothesis, Is the main 
referi:ll4'e-source for this chapter. 
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The following text to be studied is the Invocation by John Seed (1988). whose perspectives are based 
on thr; Gaia hypothesis as well as Deep ecology. His perceptions are contrasted with those of an 
Aboriginal elder, Bill Neidjie (1989), as each refer to a Tree of Life, or a living tree, in a way that 
revcais quite a different way of seeing the world The Invocation is reproduced in Appendix 1. 
In the next chapter an article by Chris Farmer (1984) is examined, wherein slhe describes the beliefs 
md activities of a group called The Dreamers, who are seeking to re-unite with and regenerate the 
land in their own way. Fo11owing this, the aims and main ideas of Robert Lawlor, in his book Voices 
of the First Day {1991) are looked at, as well as an excerpt from the book in the form of a diagram 
which appears in Appendix 2. Another excerpt from James Cowan's book Mysteries of the Dream-
time (1989) is then used to compare with the perceptions of Robert Lawlor given in the preceding 
chapter. An article by Veronica Brady (1991) then gi•.:as an alternative perspective to those of 
Cowan and Lawlor. These three non-Aboriginal writers each give their own perceptions of land, as 
wen as their own perceptions of the relationship that Aboriginal people have with the land 
From undertaking this Literature Analysis, it has become apparent that non-Aboriginal perceptions 
of land, and their perceptions of Aboriginality, are often linked in the way that they view Aboriginals 
as the •original conservationists•, and their conceptions or•wndemess•. These issue!l are then 
explored in the last chapter of the analysis, using a variety of cited sources to offer different 
explanations and perspectives. 
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Chapter One 
TilE MANY SHADES OF GREEN 
Environmentalists are in no way homogenous in their perceptions of land. their values in regard to 
natural resources (so~e even question perceiving nature as a •resource"), their ways of life, their 
methods and practises. Different analyses of the environmental movement have their own way of 
id:mtifYing and defining these divergences, some of which will be examined in this section. 
Graham Dunkley (1991:68-74) has colour<Oded the perceived groups into 'light green' and 'deep 
green". The first ocaJPY a \vide middle ground which seeks to replace the conventional economic 
logic Within an environmentaVsocial ethic, whereby environmental and human values precede con-
sumer goods and GOP growth in value and priority. They seek to work within the existing frame-
work, making change where necessary through le~slation to bring about their goals. They are in 
favour of "sustainable development", and preservation of wilderness areas and parks for the reaeat· 
ional and educational benefit of future generations. 
The "deep greens• are the radicals and idealists, who seek to take apart and re-form the whole system, 
replacing anthropocentrism (which they accuse the "light greens• of) with "ecological consciousness". 
They seek to deal with the underlying causes rather than the surface problems. and see antbropocen-
trism and human domination over nature as the basic flaws in present-day society. For them, nature 
is not just a resource for human needs, but an end in itself. Humanity is just one amongst many 
species, having no more "rights" or value than any other, and is therefore encouraged to "tread lightly 
upon the earth". Human over-population is thus often seen as a crucial issue. Deep ecology, as this 
perspectiv-e is also called, was first defined by the philosopher Arne Naess. and is founded upon the 
principles ofbiocentrism and a holistic consciousness, or "ecosophy", which emphasises the "unity 
wilhin the diversity of forms' (Dunkley, 1991:71). 
Freya Mathews defines anthropocentrism in this way: " ... we tend to see ourselves as the paradigm 
members of the moral community, and we admit other beings according to their degree of-resemb-
lance to us" (1987:212). She then explains the biocentric viewpoint. which entails an alternative 
perception of the self 
Our interconnectedness with nature might be seen as entailing the view that Nature is 
,1,1 
an extension of the self - that the boundaries of our individual egos can expand to 
encompass the mounlllins, riven, deserts.lkles, elc .... Alternatively, the principle of 
interconnec:tedness might induce ~ to see ourselves as belonging not to Oundves but to 
the eanh ... both these views of the 10lfhave affinities with the lhinkinlofcertain 
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primal peoples, notably the Australian Aborigines and the North American Indians 
{1987:213). 
Another Deep ecologist. John Seed, supports this view: •anc of the things that we have to do is to 
extend our identification beyond the social fiction we call'ou.rself and extend our identification to our 
body on this planet" {1991:35). He 'llso expresses the radical nature ofDcep c<ology: 
... Deep ecology has no particular faith in the ability of scientists to replace the life--
support systems we are dismembering ... it's an indication of our alienation and it's an 
indication of our separation that we would rather look to solving these kinds of prob-
lems than to solving the spiritual problem that causes us to destroy these things in the 
first place {1991:35). 
Peter Marshall (1992:404-412) distinguishes between shallow environmentalists, radical environ-
mentalists and ecofeminists, and between conservationists and preservationists. The shallow environ-
mentalists are·,'lnthropocentric, and regard nature as having only instrumental value. They are •envir-
onmentalists" only as far as nature can contribute to human well-being and swvival, other than this, 
any interference is justified. Among the shallow environmentalists are two strands: the conservat-
ionists, who wish to conserve natural resources for human ends (eg. outdoor sports. recreation, 
tourism and sustainable development) and the preservationists, who are more concerned with main· 
taining "wilderness" and other endacgered or fragile areas. free from any human interference. and 
with saving endangered species. 
In contrast. the radical environmentalists have a biocentric perspective: that nature exists for its own 
sake, which over-rides the utilitarian interests of humans. They are the Deep ecologists mentioned 
previously. Marshall's description of their beliefs and aims concurs with that of Dunkley, but be also 
points out that Deep ecology's extreme holism threatens the autonomy of the individual, who is 
sacrificed or subsumed to the interests of the biological CClalmunity. As a libertarian philosopher this 
attitude is of concern to Marshall, and he compares it to tribalism, nationalism and racism. "The call 
of some radical ecologists to put the earth first in all situations- and their readiness to sacrifice individ-
ual humans for its general well-being tread perUously close to ceo-fascism• (Marshall, 1992:408). 
The other major perspective within the environmental movement is ecofeminism, which: "proposes 
that the domination of nature and the domination of women are not only intimately c:onnc:cted but 
mutually reinforcing• (Hallen, 1994:18). The roots of this identification of women with nature. and 
the domination of both, lie within Western culture, its religious beliefs ODd its science. Paraphrasing 
Fl'llllcis Bacon, a Renaissance philosopher and sci enlist, Hallen oays: • ... the history ofWostcm 
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science is permeated by images of an enticing but uncooperative female who must be penetrated by 
baa! science:. mastered into passive submission. a11d rendered barren to reveal her seems• (1994:19). 
Marshall traces tWs woman-natu~ identification as originating furtlu:r back in the history of Western 
societies: 
For long in the Western tradition ... the earth bas been considered femaJe,. sometimes as 
a consoling mother (as by the Romantic poets), and sometimes as a stem mother (as by 
Jau.aes Lovelock). Whereas for the Egyptians the fecund earth was male and the 
sheltering sky female, the Greeks and the Romans turned the Egyptian goddess Isis 
(queen of the gods) into an earth goddess and universal Mother Nature (1992:410). 
H~ perceives the effect of this identification upon the Western world-view and attitudes to women and 
nature thus: 
The analogy of woman and nature, the idea that women somehow have a 'special' 
[etationship with nature originates in the old dualisms of men and woffien. nature and 
culture. It continues the myth of transcendence, the myth that humanity transcends the 
realm of nature by entering the realm of culture. Such a view clearly shows a 1aclt of 
ecological sensibility which recognises that all subjects, men and women, .are inter· 
connected with each other and other life-forms within the web of nature (1992:410). 
This last image is also used by Freya Mathews: "According to Deep Etology, Nature truly is a seam-. 
less web. a continuum which has to be understood in holistic rather than purely analytical terms" 
(1987:213). 
Both Marsfu1oJl and Hallen cite the Gaia hypothesis as encouraging a renewal of this ancient identi-
fication of Mother Earth. While regarding the Gaia hypothesis as "a powerful ecological metaphor"', 
Hallen also says: 'Mother Earth appeals to the fragility, beauty and vitality of the planet", and sbc 
regards the political consequences of the Gaia hypothesis as radical: " ... the small is the significant. 
and we are profoundly interconnected" (1994:21). The Gaia hypothesis will be looked at ina later 
chapter, as will the images and understandings ofMother Earth in relation to both Aboriginal and 
non-Aboriginal perceptiotls of land. 
Ec:ofeminism combines Deep ecology's affirmation of diversity within the unity of life, the biocentric 
penpective, and the need for a radical transfonnation of society, with the social concerns of the "lisht 
groens•. The exploitation of woman, coloured and iodisenous peoples, and disadvantq<d or miaority 
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groups. is seen to parallel the domination of nature. "A central theme of ec;ofemioisrn is that if we arc 
able to become ecologically sane, we need to overcome our need to dominate" CHalten. 1994: 18). 
Domination, or power-over, is to be replaced by shared power and non-violent mcaus, and by 
"empowering the oppressed" (Marshall, 1992:411). Ecofeminism encourages social action to bring 
about change, though its aims are more radical than those of the 'light gn:ens".Jnccntmst to this, 
Deep ecology "calls on one to examine oneself, one's own consciousness and lifestyle. more than it 
calls on one to change the world" (Mathews, 1987:213). Ecofeminism. instead, bas emerged from the 
Women's Movement, whose leaders were involved in consciousness-raising in the 1960's BDd 1970'1. 
and an ecological awareness allied to political action. Deep ecology attracts Buddhists and meditators. 
which may reinforce its more quietist approach, but this may not be typical of all its adherents. John 
Seed. who spent many years in a Buddhist monastery, is also committed to action for change: 
To me, the highest fonn of ritual is non-violent disobedience. Putting ourselves on that 
line where the machinery of the modem world is eating yet further into the primac:val 
wildness of nature ... I find that I have to participate in this kind of action at least oote 
a year, in order to believe in myself. In order to really believe that this isn't all a bunch 
of talk (1991:37). 
It is thus obvious then, that one cannot use the tenn •environmentalists" and assume a homogeneity 
ofbeliefs and aims, lifestyles and priorities. Some Deep etologists don't identify themselves as "envir· 
onmentalists" at all, they perceive the term as referring to the anthropocentric "light greens" who r:c 
nature more in utilitarian tenns. In the literature studied for this analysis. the term "conservationist" 
was used instead as a broad definition by some writers. Marshall. however. uses "conservntionist" to 
refer to a very specific perspective within the green movement William Lines prefers the term "eco-
activist" to "environmentaliS.:" (1991: 296). These are some examples to illustrate the many differen-
ces of opinion and per::;pective that shape people's definitions of environmentalists. 
Commenting on the Australian environmental movement, Boris Frankel has made these observations: 
... most Australian environmentalists have tended to oscillate between essentially de--
industrialized utopian models .... or a mixture of nature conservation and social 
democratic/liberal utban policies (1992:223). 
Apart from those greens who want to break radically with existing tlmnB of t:OIISIIIIlp-
tion and production, one could say that the main culuual di.llCmx:es bc:lwocn the larie 
environmental groups Is not tMOrbroader socit><uluual visions, but....-'- maay 
'" 
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existing indu.."1ries are to be opposed. or which tactics and organisalioiW' principles 
should be adopted (1992:223-4). 
For the purposes ofthls paper. however. the tenn •environmentalist• \\ill be maintained to refer to all 
ofthe groups described above. while acknowledging the differences in perception and policies that 
exb~. When necessmy, any relevant distinctions between the many shades of green will be given in 
the text The environmentalists' perspectives will be returned to in later chapters, but first. &OIDC 
perceptioru of the Dreaming and Aboriginal perceptions of land will be examined. 
;: ,_ 
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Chapter Two 
THE DREAMING 
Any serious study concerning Aboriginal culture and perceptions requires a certain understanding of 
the Dreaming: " ... the key integrating force that shapes their lives and imbues every facet with 
powerful motivations and meanings• (Tonkinson. 1991: 106). Alternatively called the Dreamtime, as 
a concept it has intrigued non-Aboriginals. although many different ways of defining and under· 
standing it have been found in the literature. In Ibis chapter both Aboriginal and non· Aboriginal 
ex~lanations will be examined. Of the latter, Robert Tonkinson, W.E.H. Stanner and Deborah Bird 
Rose will provide the anthropological perspective, and James Cowan will give th!it of a popular writer 
on the t.;~pic. The Aboriginal perspectives come from a number of sources as indicated after each 
citation. 
II must be remembered, howeve:l', that Aboriginal understandings are presented in & language and 
conceptual framework not necessarily their own. How they themselves feel about the Dreaming, 
within their o·wn set \"tf shared meanings, may not be able to be expressed in a non· Aboriginal 
langu.;1ge and world-vit..~J. except in a rough or approximate translation. An_thropologists who have 
done thek best to uodem11nd the Dreaming as it is explained to them, by verstehen, then have to try 
to communicate their understandings to other non-Aboriginals who do not have their experience or 
dUlls in cross-cultural comp;uison. 
In his essay "The DreamJngw (1979:23-40) W.E.H. Stanner gives his interpretation as comprebe~ 
ively as he can. Even so, he warns the reader that without an attempt to "lhink. black", particnlarly in 
regard to adopting a holistic perspective, any understanding of the Dreaming will be flawed or iJl. 
complete. "'We shall not understand the Dreaming fully except as a complex of meanings" (1979:23), 
and "The trul.h of it seems to be that man. society and nature, and past, present and future, are at One 
together within a unitary system of such a kind that its ontology cannot illuminate minds too much 
under the influence of humanism, rationalism and scienceM (1979:27). 
According to Stanner the Dreaming is a cosmology. a cosmogony, and a body of oral literature based 
on a lOlJg·ago event, thus having a linear, temporal perspective that non·Ahoriginals are familiar 
with. But ti';.e Dreaming is also the past, present and future co-existing in what Stanner so aptly calls 
"e-JerywhenM (1979:24), which pervadet the eve~yday present, a unitary temporal dime&icn through 
which: "the blackfeilow holds his philosophy in mythology, attaim:d as the social product of an 
indefinitely ancient past, und proceeds to live ll out 'in' life, in pan through a ritual and expressive 
art, and In part tlrrough non·sac!ed social custorru:• (1979:30). 
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In this essay Stmmer is C9ncemed with defending the Aboriginal world-view against the prejudices of 
non-AborigiruJs, and be gives little emphasis QD the Significance oft~ He himself shows a adtural 
bias by ascribing the perceived failure of pre-t<~ntact Aboriginal societies to "develop" or "progress", 
as measured by material technology, as contributing to the continuity and the :nability endowed by the 
Dreaming (1979:36). While he seems to admire these aspects of the Aboriginal world-view, Bl he 
understands them. his statement also indicates an adherence to the theOry of cultural evolution, 
whereby Western technolQgy and industrialism is seen as the pinnacle of human "progress•, and 
hunter-gatherer societies are a less "developed" precursor. 
Stanner also mentions the use of the tenn "dreaming", as given by his Aboriginal infonn:ants. as the 
closest possible translation of their understanding. "It may be because it is by the act of dmuning that 
the ~boriginal mind makes contact- thinks it makes contact -with whatever mystery it is that 
connects the Dreaming to the Here-and-Now" (1969:24). Stanner appears to believe here that his 
informants are using "dreaming", in it's usual meaning, as a metaphor for their understandings; in 
other words, making ~ attempt at verstehen. Either that, or he has failed to perceive what they were 
trying to convey, and has instead given us an explanation based on his own understanding. 
Robert Tonk\nson's understanding of the Dreaming, as given to him by the Mardu people of the 
Gibson desert region of West Australia. is explained in a brief yet condse fashion: 
Every AOOriginal group attributes a ho..~ ofphysical features in its territory to the creat-
ive acts of Dreaming beings. These events are forever imprinted on we landscape as 
visible signals of extra-human powers and are immortalized in myths. songs and 
rituals, which are the religion's vehicles for meaning. As people engage io their daily 
food quest, they are Sllli'Ounded constantly by what they regard as ceiillin proof of the 
existence, power and vitality of created '.>eings. 
The vital power, or life essence, contained in the bodies of the creators and in every· 
thing they possessed or touched remained undiminished, but not indivisible, throughout 
their lives on earth. Wherever they went, they invisibly shed a small part of this fund of 
power, which WQuld eventually animate hosts of tiny spirit children, ultimately to be 
born as human beings. This vitally important aspect of the Dreaming extends the 
ancestry of every person back to the creative epoch ( 1991: 107). 
Deborah Bird Rose hBies her interpretation of the Dreaming on the cosmogony of tho Yamlin -le 
of tho Northern Territory, with whom she huworked. Unlike SlaDMr, her III:<OUDilsfocuaed on 
what she hBilcamt and 9bscrved from these people, Instead of a generalised view of Aboriginal 
penpec:tives. Her version is worth citing in'iiS entirety: 
,- \ 
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In the beginning, according to Y arralin people. there was only earth covered by water. 
The water putted back, and life emerged from the earth. TI~e earth is mother to all life. 
and life is related by virtue of being descended from one mother. Within this cosmo-
gony, time is conceptualised as being of two inter~penetrating types: Dreaming and 
ordiiUU}'. Dreaming is essentially non-sequential, an "everywhen" to use Stannel's 
(1979:24) felicitous term. In the Dreaming the forebears of all life acted together, 
producing what I will term 'key events', which continue to inform the present. Although 
a boundaiy is conceptualised between the Dreaming and the ordiwuy present, Dream-
ing inter-penetrates ordinary time .... Thc cosmos is emergent: life is always coming into 
being according to the principles established in the Dreaming. Ordinary time is marked 
by sequenced and patterned recurrences, and can be characterised as the time in which 
moral agents (humans, animals and others), continue to ccnstruct the cosmos according 
to Dreaming principles. Through continued regeneration in social action, Dreaming 
continues to infonn the ordin:uy present..Life in the cosmos is maintained and verified 
through the regeneration of the Dreaming (Rose, 1988 b:366). 
Rose describes Yarralin society and its world-view as: •a-centred .... they place no species at the 
centre of creation, and any centralizing, unifying structures are rejected as being asocial" (1992:218). 
This is to be held in contrast to modem Western societies, which are monocentric both in their 
strecture and world-view. According to Rose, Yarralin society has no hierarchy ol:'valuc between tbc 
species or nlembers of society: "the same meta-rules apply to all", and: "all parts of the system have 
their own world-view" (1992:221). In relating this to the Dreaming cosmogony, and the observations 
&be bas made from Y analin society, Rose says that: 
An essential part of human culture is to know that other Dreamings and other parts 
have their own view. Once one understands, one can learn the system from any point 
(1992:221). 
Dreaming law tells the story, often obliquely, frequently in bits that people have put 
together for themselves. Dreaming and ecology intersect constantly, providing a rich 
understanding of universal and local life (1992:218). 
From what Rose seems to be saying, tbere is no one universal, unified body ofknowledge called tbe 
D...ming Law, but a wd> or pattern ofinfonnaUon acquired through life by oral teachings, art, 
ceremonies, kinship, hunting and gathering, Uving In tho land. Neither tbe universal nor tbe local, or 
particular, dominate over tbe other. Her perspective is supported by these words of Bill Nei<ljlo, fJom 
Kakadu In tho Northern Territory: 
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But aU, each animal got "business11 • 
They got stocy each (1989:13). 
James Cowan's interpretation, in some respects like Stanner's, is taken from a generalised perspective 
of Aboriginal culture. Cowan, however, goes much i\uther than Stanner in his compa.risons or equat-
ions of Aboriginal cosmologies to Western and Eastern n:ligious and philosophical traditions. For the 
non-Aboriginal reader,lhe result is likely to be more confusing than clarifying. Cowan's writing style 
does not help, being interspersed with Latin phrases and obscure or idiosyncratic terminology. One 
gets the impression that he is self-consciously attempting a scholarly or erudite analysis, and partic-
ularly so when compared to the direct simplicity ofTonkinson's and Bird's explanations. To illustrate 
this, here is an extract from his interpretation cl"tlie Dreaming: 
The Aboriginal belief is that before the Dreaming or ljukurba- that is, before the Prim-
ordial Event had occurred - this pristine landscape was represented by an unending 
featureless plain. In this sense ~eland was pristine since it confonned to the idea of 
'"chaos" (lit. fonnless void). Not until the period of tjukurba or Dreaming and the 
mysterious appearance of the Sky Heroes, either from inside the earth itself or Jiom an 
iU-defined upper region, did the landscape take on a truly cosmic signifance and 
attain to Fonn. At.the conclusion of the Dreaming period the Sky Heroes disappeared 
from the face of the earth, leaving in their place their personalised 'signatures' io the 
guise of topographic landmarks, contour variations, tree, animals- in fact, all manifes-
tations of life on earth. Such a remarkable event as the Dreaming however must not be 
confused with the advent of a Golden Age. It was simply a Primordial Event devoid of 
. any qualitative associations that are normally appended to world~tion, or to those 
who might have been responsible for initiating the event in the first place (Cowan, 
1989:25-26). 
The "Sky Heroes" and the mythology attributed to them are later compared to the Vedic and Olym-
pian deities. Cowan also uses Aboriginal tcnns (i.e. tjukurba) in a generalised context, as lfthcy were 
universal, thus not acknowledging the regional and linguistic variations throughout the continent. 
Here is a further example of this: 
Kurunba, or "life essence", is a metaphysical expression denoting the presence of a 
cullural1ayer within the landform itself that has been inspired by mythological oonlllcl 
with the Dreaming. In other words, the landscape has become iconic in essence. 
fulfilling a role of containment, not only of physical attributes ... but also of meta· 
physical signification (Cowan, 1989:19). 
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Cowan believes that the Dreaming has significance and meaning not just to Aboriginal people, but 
also, palentially, to all humanity: 
Recognizing the Dreaming as a living reality. however, demands a fundamental shift in 
the attitudes of everyone concerned. It requires, firstly, that the dreaming is seen for 
what it is- a DJetaphysical statement about the origins afmankind as a spiritual being 
(Cowan, 1989:19). 
The Dreaming, and characteristics of Aboriginality, arc thus able to be claimed by non-Aboriginals as 
their own: 
The Dreaming still exists. The pure ascetism ofnattUe as an attainable condition 
within evecy one of us is possible if we listen to what the Aborigine is saying to us. Re--
establishing our links with totems, making our own Dream Journeys, listening to the 
voice of our own Dreaming and aclrnowledging our ancestors as being primordially 
present. is the beginning of the process of renewal (Cclwan, 1989:12S). 
His beliefs and intentions are made explicit in this closing sentence: 
Indeed, it is this very unchangability of the Dreaming that makes it so steadfast in the 
lives afaU Aborigines- and us if we wish it to be so (Cowan. 1989:126). 
The futility of this notian, and its violation of respect for another culture, is expressed quite succinctly 
here by Veronica Brady, whose perspectives will be further examined in Chapter 10: 
... to pretend that we are 'Aboriginals in spirit' may be both delusive and dangerow;, a 
form of sentimentality. or "working off in words offcelings we haven't really got". to 
use D.H. Lawrence's definition. They are the ancient people of the land who have been 
here for at least 40,000 years. A~ the vel)' least. we have been here a mere 202 years 
(1991:38). 
Though Aborigirml people have different ways or approaches to defining the Dreaming tn non-Abor-
iginals, none of them have expressed any doubt as to its endurance and relevance for them in QOntcm-
portlfY situations, Yami Lester, from the Anangu peoplo of central Australia, is most emphatic about 
this: 
.': '·' 
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For Ananga (Aboriginal peop\c)the time of creation is real and it is here and now. It is 
not just a story from the past, and this is crucial to understanding our culture. In the 
lime of creation when our ancestors were human beings who walked tbe earth that same 
as we do now, the land and its features were formed and our laws and our culture were 
made for us to usc and keep. for us tbe past and the present arc part of the same thing 
(Lester, 1994:16) 
Eddie Kneebone supports this view in bis explanation, though he alternates between using past and 
present tense, and "them" and "us" when talking about Aboriginal people and spirituality. Despite 
this, the meaning of his message is clc:aly expressed: 
The Dreamtime is still with them, it is not a long way away. The Drcamtime is the 
environment that the Aboriginal lived in, and still exists today, all around us ... the 
Creator spirit and the Dreamtime spirits that were created by the Creator spirit, and the 
spirit or soul, the life force that is common in all living things, flows from the Dream· 
time and the Creator spirit through the environment to the Aborigines and back to the 
Dreamtime .... For the Aboriginals, the spirit is ever present and they are very aware of 
that presence (Kneebone, 1991:90~91). 
Anne Pattci~Gray has combined her Christian beliefs with her understandings of the Dreaming: 
All the Aboriginal ceremonies and sacred sites are based on our Dreaming. In our 
Dreaming, God the Creator gave r.o us everything that is here, now: the birds, the Uees, 
the rivers, the lakes, the food, th(; caves, the mountains, the morning, day and night. 
Then God created man and woman, and with that creation God came to walk the land 
with our people, to Jay down the law between God and the people, thus teaching us the 
worth and value of God's creation (Pattel·Gray, 1991:6}. 
David Mowaljarlai speaks of the history of the culture of the people from the north~west Kimbcrleys 
of Western Australia: 
Wandjina came from the wind and travelled the land and made thi1; earth, and sea, and 
the mou11tains, the rivers, waterholcs, the trees, the plants, the animals, the language, 
and then the people. Wandjina made cve[)1hing. Wandjina then gave us the Law to 
follow and gave us the land .... Wandjina's spiritual presence is in all things living, in 
the land itself and in the universe (Mowaljarlai, 1992: 180). 
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Although many Aboriginal people have strongly expressed the endurance and continuation of their 
Dreaming traditions, a few non-Aboriginal writers have observed certain influences ofEuropean 
culture and history on Aboriginal cosmologies, but have interpreted this phenomenon in di.fl'eRnt 
ways. Here are a few examples of their obServations and conclusions: 
TOny Swain, a non-Aboriginal writer in religious studies, has studied the Aboriginal response to the 
threats to their cultural identity and links to the land since 1788, and has observed a "New All-Abor-
iginal macro-myth" emerging, including influences of Christian traditions, pop culture, environmen-
talism <Uid New Age beliefs (1992: 123-124). He describes pre-contact Aboriginal religion as abiding 
or ahistorical, pluralistic and locative instead of universal, with the focus on "learning one's own 
spiritual identity as ... a manifestation of the sacred essence of a specific site". This Was "a cognitive 
acquisition. it was not primarily an affective appreciation or an emotional conversion" (1992:12). In 
contrast. in this new myth: 
"The period of the Dreaming is equated with tbe time before colonization ... is spoken 
of as beginning 40,000 years ago ... and ended abruptly in 1788. Not onJy does the myth 
seem to incorporate a Judaeo-Christian concern with temporality and historicity, it also 
reveals a part of its cosmo gonic pattern. Forth~ pre-colonial.period is inevitably depict-
ed as an idylUc eco-Eden, while 1788 surely marks what can only be detennined the 
Fall (Swain, 1992:124). 
The anti-hero of this myth is Captain Cook: "not~ a man of 1770 but as a symbol of the principle of 
theft which began then and has continued ever since" (1992:125). Swain seems to be implying that 
tbe Biblical metaphors and Western temporal prespectives have been grafted onto anJ perhaps even 
replaced the older Dreaming beliefs, for some people. Swain's conclusion may be influenced by the 
fact that most of his source material seems to have come from literary sources and publications, and 
not ftom personal contaCt with any Aboriginal infonnants. Deborah Bird Rose has also noticed this 
identification of Captain Cook among the Y arralin people, and she makes her own observation, based 
on her fieldwork, offering an alternative viewpoint: 
Yarra1in peoples' cosmology defines continuity as a key value, and in daily and ritual 
life, with the contexts still available to Aboriginal people, the process of constituting 
one's self requires maintaining communicative and other links between people, between 
. people and country, between the past and the present, and between Dreaming and 
ordinary time and life. The Captain Cook saga offers a point of resistance to conquest 
through postulating that whatever captain Cook may have been. and continues to be, he 
was not part of a moral order (Rose, 1988 b:371). 
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According to Rose's understanding, Captain Cook is not grafted onto or imposed over the Dreaming, 
but has instead been woven into it, and thereby incorporating post-contact events and influences into 
an older tradition or body of knowledge. Having thus given captain Cook an appropriate meaning 
within their own cultural framework, Yarralin people need not see themselves as threatened by 
phenomena that would have been alien to their ancestors. The new myths described by Swain and 
Rose may thus not indicate a breach with the pre-contact Dreaming Law, but may illustrate a flexible 
and resilient way of incorporating post-contact events into li world view that continues to affirm the 
integrity of Aboriginal identity. 
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Chapter Three · 
ABOIUGINAL PERCEPTIONS OF LAND 
Aboriginal perceptions ofland. its value and meaning. show a considerable consistency in the 
literature that has been studied Land is kinship, identity, spirituality, and survival, and all these are 
interwoven in the Dn.:aming Law, however this may be expressed or interpreted. Their identification 
with land is immediate and affective, as the title ofBiU NehJ~ie's Story About FeeUna: (1989) 
indicates. In this chapter Aboriginal people will of course be the main contributors, although at the 
end an observation made by Patricia Baines, an anthropologist. during her fieldwofk will be cited. 
James Wallace says that: "there is a vast difference between the concern which white soci~ hold for 
our land, and the instinctive, traditional feeling which we black society of Aboriginal people have 
always felt for !he land" (1992:29). In reference to environmentalists, Burnam Burnam says tbat: 
"Aboriginal people dis1ike intellectual verbalising in the Green movement" (1987:92), and on looking 
after the environment, Dean Collard has given this response: 
Aboriginal people have been saying this for years. It's not that we've jumped on the 
band wagon and said that conservatioa and our own spiritual attachment to the land 
was something new. We've always had that respect for the land and the intuitive 
knowledge that there is a delicate balance between the needs of man and the sustenance 
this earth in giving what we want to get out of it. I think that is an attitudinal change 
that needs to take place more in the non-Aboriginal community that in the Aboriginal 
community (Collard, 1993:15), 
In these, and the following citations, land is referred to both in broad terms (the Australian continent) 
as well as specifically (one's country and sacred sites}. For example, David Mowaljarlai speaks Ill the 
north-west IGmberley region of Western Austrdia, and Wandjina, who could be called an Ancestral 
Creator or Spirit, yet is ·~ust Wandjina" to the people of that region. 
Wandjina says we must keep this tribaJiand ..... Wandjina's spiritual presence is in all 
things, in the land i~lfand in the uniVerse (Mowaljarlai, 1992:180). 
According to Mowaljarlai, Wandjina created the Dambun, a network of trib31 boundaries across 
AustJalia, and designated an area of land for each tribal group, a Gh<e, which indicated land afl"d-
lations and Identity, and a set of responsibilities for looking after the land: "Onr Ghcc.tclls us Mlich 
WancUina we arc P.lated to" (1992:82)! !o <!:::way the local and the universal arc lntcn:onnectcd 
. througit the creative powers and Law of Wandjina. 
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To non-Aboriginals, Aboriginal descriptions of the links and boundaries between the loeal and the 
· universal, between sacred sites and a sacred land, may seem to be contradictory. Different levels of 
understanding seem to be operating simultaneously. This is obviously not a problem for Aboriginal 
peoples. but it is easy to see how cross-cultural misunderstandings can, and have, developed with 
issues concerning Land Rights and the protection of sacred sites. Kenneth Maddock bas pointed out 
that non~Aboriginals regard a site as a point on a map, but for the Aboriginals the surrounding area is 
also linked to a site, or series of sites (1983:131·133). 
Eddie Kneebone tries to explain these links between sites and the surrounding land in this way: 
Aboriginals don•t go anywhere to worship because everything around them is alive and 
they are totally in touch, c:onstantly, with the Dreamtime or the place of the spirits. But 
it is not the spirit world of the Europeans. It is everything that is Uving around them, 
that shares the common soul or sjlirit. 1t includes the entire environment. The Aborig-
inals didn't worship in the same context as Europeans dri, but they did have special 
places for ceremonies that were necessal)' for the continuation of Aboriginal culture and 
teachings to the younger ones as they became older. These areas are where the Dream-
time spirits dwell and are the strongest (1991;90). 
Eddie Kneebone speaks here, as before, in a mixtme of past and present tense, but other Aboriginals 
cited here repeatedly affirm their coMections and affinities with the land as ongoing. Despite the 
often·tragic impact of200-odd years of European presence, there is still a strong sunrival of Abor-
iginal identity and affinity for the land. According to Alfred Mullet: 
Aboriginal culture is not dead. It is alive in every Aboriginal person. And the sites 
themselves are not 'dead' either, They require free access and use by Aboriginal people 
.... We as Aboriginals belong to the land, we're part of the land so the land needs our 
presence ... we can bring the spirit back to the Jand (1992:46). 
Aboriginal viewpoints are often given with a focus on land as kin. Thi!: is expressed either by the use 
of a simile. eg. "like father and mother", or as a direct relationship, eg. Mthe land is my mother". 
Some examples ofboth follow: 
' 
' 
Daughter oftbe Sea and Land am I, 
the Land my Mother, my Soul. 
In my inheritance sbe give> to me • Rigbts 
to care for ber (Fest, 1989:8). 
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Aboriginals are true lovers of nature .... [We] come literally to love the soil .... we sit or 
recline on the ground with a feeling of being close to a mothering power (Pattel.Qray, 
1991:2). 
The Aboriginal people's Jove for the land is the same love that white persons would 
have for their mother. Aboriginal people are proud of our Mother Earth (Pattel-Grny, 
1991:10). 
Listen carefully this, you can hear me. 
I'm telling you because earth just like mother 
and father or brother of you (Neidjie, 1989:3). 
Because feeling ... this country where you brought up 
and just like you'n'me mother (Neidjie, 1989: 152) . 
... tree just about like your brother or father, 
and tree watching you (Neidjie, 1989: 168). 
The first thing that you are umght as an Aboriginal child of Australia is that you are 
part ofthe land. The land is your father and mother ... and if you can't respect it you 
will die (Wallace, 1992:30). 
Survival, kinship, ceremonies, spirituality and·the land are thus cormected in both meaning and 
practise. Land forms and art fonns are not symbols or representations of spiritual concepts. but they 
embody spirit, they are spirit, as are the people, animals, and natural forces of the land. All are bound 
in inter--connectedness through the Dreaming Law. As the local and the universal are interwoven. so 
the many diversities of language and ceremony are part of a larger pattern, as David Mowaljarlai 
illustrates: 
We aU got these ceremonies and that's why we married with a woman and we married 
in tbC ceremony and we married into the land .... because we all set in order in the 
marrying system. we all got different lingo in this big pattern -pattern of lifo .. pattern 
oflhe Law and pattern of caring for place and counby, pattern ofrapoosibility, and 
thats whilt it is in the Kimberley now (1992:189). 
Caring for place,looking after the land, isnol a one-way process, hIs part of a mUIUal nlll1wing, u 
these citations show: 
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.. .in nurturing it [the land] they [the Aboriginals] were as much part of the land's 
survival as the land was theirs .... The land is pan of the Aboriginal people ... our 
people need the land as much as it needs us (Mullet. 1992:45). 
Blackfellow never change him ... we been homing (in) this counby .... We been grow 
up (in] this cou.ntty. We been walking about this countty. We know this country all aver 
.... Blackfellow been born top of that ground, and blackfellow - blackfellow blood [in 
the ground) .... This ground is mother. We born top of this gro111ld;. This [is) our moth~ 
er. That1s why we wony about this ground (Riley YoWl g. Cited in Rose. 1992:220). 
Patricia Baines, an anthropologist who has worked with the Nyungar people of south-west Western 
Australia, has defined their perception of land as "subjectified", and explains her observaticns in this 
way~ 
To look at the land through Nyungar eyes is to perceive personhood in all life-forms. 
Old tree~ are parents and seedlings are children. Birds and animals, particularly when 
one of them behaves in an unusual manner or is distinguished in some way ... maybe a 
deceased ancestor. The land is seen as a huge body- most often it is recognised as the 
body of one's mother. To put a trench through the ground is to scarifY the mother's back 
or dig into her guts. This recognition of all living things as subjects, that is, as sentient 
and cognisant beings or pe;sons, is one of the crucial premises o~"•be Nyungar comm-
entaiy on and reaction to white excavation, clearing or 'landscaping' of the land. From a 
Nyungar pe~ve, the essential relationship of generation and regeneration is seen to 
be shared in by all living things. The lives of animals and plants participate in the same 
life processes as people (Baines, 1988: 228). 
This explanation reflects the perceptions given here by Aboriginal people, but also expresses the view 
of the Earth as Mother, a perception held by some non-Aboriginal writers as well. In the following 
chapter this perspective, as expressed by both groups, will be explored. 
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Chapter Four 
THE EARm, MY MOTHER 
As will have been noticed, land is often perceived in close kin-relationship to individuals. comm-
unities, or even all Aboriginal people. Land as "mother", emphasising a nurturing aspect, is most 
often encountered. but so are other kin-definitions, like "father", "brother", "sister". Tony Swain hal 
observed tha( "The Earth. My Mother", or slight variations of it. is a statement that AboriginalJ have 
used in written or spoken statements with increasing frequency in r ..cent years. He has traced the 
origins oflhis stalemcnt back to early anthropologists (Geza Robeim, AP. Elkir, A. Capell) and..,.. 
Aboriginal writers (poet Roland Robinson), who equated the local Earth·:Mothcr anccston on Bath· 
urst and Melville Islands and Amhem Land with the European Earth Mother or Goddess (1988:6-
10). According to Swain, this has no universal basis in Aboriginal pre-contact perceptions: 
... the land as a whole is the immanent presence of a multiplicity of ... Dreaming 
Beings. Some are female, some male, but in any case human reproductive methods are 
not relevant to them .... To speak of a single Earth Mother is not only to misrepresent 
the evidence, but also to negate the principles of desert Aborigines' ontology (1988:6-7). 
Nevertheless, this identification of the Earth or land as Mother has been supported by many state-
ments from Aboriginal people, as indicated in both Swain's article, and in the citations given in tbc 
previous chapter. However, Swain has also uoticed that: 
Every instance of Aborigines asserting their beliefin Mother Earth of which I am 
aware is contextualized, either in referring to Christian faith or white Australian 
destruction of the land or, often, both (1988:13). 
An example of this is a statement from Anne Pattei-Gray: 
We still fight against the destruction of our land and the abuse to our Mother Earth, and 
on a wider scale, we now believe the world is starting to see what their destruction has 
done to Mother Earth .... As believers in God, should we not be taking up our swords 
for justice. peace and the integrity of creation (1990. Cited in Swain, 1992:134). 
In order to assess Swain's observatiollS and his claims, one has to consider the possibility that Abof .. 
iginal people might be using "Mother Earth" as a means of communication to non-Aboriginals, u tho 
closest approximate conceptual translation of their perceptions of laad. In lhilcue, "Mother Earth' II 
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then the bridge whereby, with verstehen, their view-point may be appreciated. Swain has also 
observed that: 
Mother Earth perfectly suits the needs of contemponuy Aboriginal spiritual life. Uolikc 
specific lands whose traditions are open to those who have the privilege of an often 
esoteric education, Mother Earth is open to all of Aboriginal "Blood" who feel for the 
land in an Aboriginal way. She provides a new. radically.uansformed spiritual comm-
unity for those denied their plate (1992:134). 
"Mother Earth" may then be one of the means of cultural MVival and renewal, related to the new 
"pan-Aboriginal myth" described in Chapter Two. Whatever its origins and understandings, Aborig· 
inal people refer to the earth as "Mother", in one way or another, with noticeable frequency and c:on-
viction throughout the citations given in this thesis, and thus "she" cannot be ignored. Their under· 
standings of "Mother Earth", however, need to be compared to those of non-Aboriginals, and this 
issue will be more fully examined at the end of the next chapter. Swain has also considered "Mother 
Earth" as potentially having both ecological and theological significance for non-Aboriginals as well 
as Aboriginal people, and gives as an example the Gaia hypothesis (1991:12-13). The Gaia 
hypothesis, a union of Western science and Classical beliefs, offers a holistic, ecological perspective 
of the planet, and as it bas been referred to in the non-Aboriginal writings examined for this analysis, 
a brief account of this hypothesis and its origin will be outlined in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Five 
THE GAIA HYPOTHESIS 
The Gaia hypothesis was fonnulated in the 1960's by scientist I.E. Lovelock, and further developed 
with the collaboration of another scientist. Lynn Margulis in the 1970's. It postulates that the planet 
Earth is in itself a living organism: " ... a complex ~ntity involving the Earth's biosphere, atmosphere, 
oceans and soil~ the totality constituting a feedback or cybernetics system which seeks an optional 
physical and chemical environment for life (Lovelock, 1979:11). Lovelock named this perspective of 
the Earth "Gaia", after the Ancient Greek earth goddess, ami int~nded this designation to be 
understood merely as a metaphor: 
Ancient belief and modem knowledge have fused emotionally in the awe with which 
astronauts with their own eyes and we with indirect vision have seen the Earth revealed 
in all its shining beauty against the deep darkness of space. Yet Uris feeling, however, 
strong. does not prove that Mother Earth live'.i. Like a religious belief. it is scientifically 
unteslable and therefore incapable in its own context of further rationalization 
(1979:1X). 
' Even so, Lovelock seems to slip into a personified view of the planet in a later chapter of his work. He 
may still intend to regard "Gaia• as only a metaphor, but his repeated 'references to "Her" could invite 
cenain readers to envisage G;aia theologically, as a Goddess. or a teleological process: 
... the evolution of homo sapiens, with his technological inventiveness and his increas~ 
ingly subtle communications network, has vastly increased Gaia's range of perception. 
She is now through us awake and aware of herself. She~ seen the reflection of her 
fair face through the eyes of astronauts and the television cameras of orbiting 
spacecraft. Our sensations of wonder and pleasure, our capacity for conscious thought 
and specu1ation, our restless curiousity and drive are hers to share (1979:148). 
This citation also illustrnt~ Lovelock's views on technology and humanity's role in Gaia's function~ 
ings. It echoes the ideas ofTeillhard de Chardin, and offers an extension ofDarwinian evolutionary 
theory. Lovelock also suggests that a sense ofbeauty is in inherent in human beings as part of the 
Danvlnian fitness selection process: 
It may be that we are also programmed to recognise instinctively our optimal role in 
relation to other forms of Ufe around us. When we act accordingly to this insliilct in our 
dealings with our partners in Gaia. we are rewarded by finding what seems right also 
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looks good and arouses those pleas\l.rable feelings which comprise our sense of beauty. 
When this relationship with the environment is spoilt or mishandled. we suffer frore. a 
sense of emptiness and deprivation (1979:142). 
Lovelock.. does not take into account that evaluations of gOodness and beauty may be culturalJy. 
determined, an issue that will be further examined later in this anaiysis. However, it is evident from 
the given citations how Lovelock's hypothesis could strongly influence the perceptions of environ-
mentalists. and. according to Tony Swain, those of contemporaay Aboriginal people as well. The 
concept of Gaia, as Mother Eanh, has been taken up as a new religious perspective as well as a 
scientific theocy, and parallels have been drown with indigenous beliefs. Deborah Bird Rose, citing 
the Gaia hypothesis, makes this comparison: 
When Yarralin people speak of Mother Earth they speak to a similar understanding. 
They are the inheritorr. \lf a theory and practice of participating in living systems. They 
understand these systems sc.ientifically, through observations and hypotheses developed 
and tested through time. They also understand them metaphysically ... Dreaming and 
ecology intersect constantly, providing a rich understanding of universal and local life 
(1992:218). 
This can be seen to offer a perspective similar to that of the Nyungar people of south-west Western 
Australia, for whom: "The land is seen as a huge body ·most often it is recognised as the body of 
one's mother" (Baines, 1988:229). 
It must be remembered that the Gaia hypothesis presents a global perspettive, including sea and air 
as well as land. It refers to the biosphere, an~ thus supports the global awart.less fostered by environ~ 
mental groups: "Think globally, act locally". In this view of the world humanity has a vel)' special 
role, albeit as part of an interdependent network of species and natural forces. It appeals to people 
who have lost their ancestrallaPd affiliations and sense of place, due to the cultural and historical 
transformations that have shaped Western societies to what they are today. The Gaia hypothesis. as 
presented by Lovelock, redeems and validates Western humanity's place in the world, and also 
validates an ecological perspective with which they can defend their commitment to environmental 
issues. It also invites those who are so inclined to adopt "Gaia" as a religious concept. or an actual 
personification of deity, the Goddess. Mother Earth. Ecofemininst Patsy Hallen bas also cited the 
Gaia hypothesis in her article (1994:21) In reference to both the ecological and theological "Mother 
Earth", Tony Swain has commented: 
..• they both owe their being to their felicity as symbols of otherness ·the natural Earth 
defiled by Western technology, the Mother of the Land juxtaposed with the Christian 
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God of the Sky, the autochthonous (alleg;:dly) female against the (alleged) patriarchy of 
European civilization. In brief, Mother Earth is but a negative image of a stereotype of 
the Western world and thus .... she cannot be spoken of in detail without including, at 
the same time, non-Aboriginal beliefs and culture (1991:13). 
Swain assumes, however, that Mother Earth. as a metaphor for the land or the biosphere. conveys the 
same understanding that Aboriginal people hold when they speak of the land as "my molher" (or as 
"Cather" or ,rather"). The similarities of kinship designations and their use in expressing peraptions 
of land could in fact be deceptive. There may actually be a huge gulf of understanding between 
"Mother Earth" as a metaphor for the land (emphasising closeness, nurturance, dependence), and the 
land as "mother" as an actual source of an material and spiritual sustenance, and therefore not just a 
metaphor. From the citations given in Chapter Three. one may posit that for Aboriginal peoples. the. 
land as kin in some form is not a symbolic, but an actual, personal link or identification. It may in-
clude, but also transcends, a metaphorical understanding. These distinctions bear consideration when 
comparing perceptions of land between non·Aboriginal and Aboriginal peoples. Swain's observations 
may hold true for the former, but one cannot assume that they accurately describe the understandings 
of the latter. 
In the next few chapters, the perceptions of some non· Aboriginal writers will be examined, not only 
in regards to land, but also in regards to their views of Aboriginal perceptions and their attitudes to 
Aboriginal culture. The statement •we believe the same thing, regarding land, as the Aboriginals• 
implies certain understandings of Aboriginal beliefs, and it is thus these understandings that are 
important to consider in a cross<Ultural comparison of perceptions ofland. 
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Chapter Six 
INVOCATION (John Seed) Appendix A. 
We ask for the presence of the spirit of Gaia and pray. that: the breath of life continue to 
caress this planet home ... (Seed, 1988:2-3). 
This is an invocation, a prayer, a petition, an affirmation and a manifesto aU in one. In its scope it 
encompasses the entire cosmos, and the feathers and ~es of every species upon the earth. The 
language is at limes oratory, even grandiose, and at other Urnes expresses the reverence and humillty 
of a prayer. It thus calls for a wide range of emotional response on the part of the reader or listener, 
and draws on both Western scientific and religious modes of discourse. 
Fundamenta11y, it is an invocation of"the spiri.t of Gaia", perceived here as ungendered (in contrast to 
Swain's perceived designatiOn of Gaia as female, or the Earth Mother), and to "the spirit of evolu-
tion". To its readers it call for inspiration, compassion, vision, and the-deep ecologist's self-realization 
extending into the natural environment, herein referred to as "the biosphere", or "this planet home". 
The invocation is made on behalf of an undefined "we"; one assumes this refers to those committed to 
Gaia, as it requests rights of advocacy, to "speak in all hwnan councils on behalf of the animals, 
plants and laudscapes of the earth". Human beings are thus to defend and care for .the Earth , with 
their "dispensation" and "charter to witness and facilitate the healing of the tattered biosphere", in 
these HJeaden times" of the "present crisis", the nature and cause of which is not described in this text. 
This petition to the "spirit of Gaia" implies that Gaia is more than her physical being, the biosphere, 
but also has a transcendent aspect that may be invoked. Gaia may thus also be understOOd as some 
kind of deity or teleological force. If this is the case, the "spirit of evolution" may refer to the latter. 
The Invocation calls for the sustenance and continuity of life on Earth, as well as the "wellabeing and 
continuous enfolding oft he Self", "the true Setr', "our true and onJy nature ~none other than the 
nature of Gaia". Global and personal identity are perceived as linked on the continuum of the 
diversity of the individual parts within the planetary whole: " ... tiny ephemeral blossoms on the Tree 
of Life"". Personal, localised identification extends into a global, evc:n universal, identification. 
The Tree of Life symbolism is found in many Western traditions: the Middle Eastern Tree of Life. the 
origin of the Biblical Tree of Life, the Tree of Life of the cabbalists, and the World Tr<e of Norse 
mythology. In all these traditions, the Tree of Life is a symbol of the cosmos and the process of 
creation. Here the Tree of Life is used as a symbol of all life within the biosphete, and .....US the 
"evolutionary tree", which branches out into all the species, as often seen in textbooks of Darwinian 
evolutionary theory. It has 'pu!JXlSC aud destiny', as do its individual parts. wbiob n>Calls the Ideo-
' i 
.. ~ 
logical ideas found, in a scientific expression, in the citations from Lovelock cited earlier, and in the 
writings ofTeillhard de Chardin, as a paJaeontologist and a Christian. In the Invocation humanity's 
role and purpose is lhat: n ••• our brief flickering lives may truly refiect the work of vast ages past". 
This is a Tree of Life on a grand, universal ~d symbolic scale. To give an cxampleforc:ontrastfrom 
an indigenous tradition, Bill Neidjie also mentions a tree in his story, but with a different perspective: 
Have a look while e blow, tree 
and you feeling with your body 
because tree just about like your brother or father 
and tree watching you (1989:168). 
'fh:at tree, same thing, 
Your body, my body, I suppose. 
I'm same as you ... anyone. 
Tree working when you sleeping and dream (1989:3). 
This tree has a sense of awareness and consciousness of its own, and is aware of everything in its 
environment, including humans. It is an active agent, felt by human beings who are being watched, 
and: "working when you sleeping and dream", when humans are passive and unconscious. Here the 
tree. and everything else in the land, is depicted as participating in a process of mutual awareness and 
caring with human beings, kinship makes Uw:m "same thing", "just about like your brother Or father". 
The tree Neidjie describes could be a tree he knows. or is watching while talking and mentioned to 
illustrate his perceptions, or a tree with an ancestral link. It is a particular tree, not a centralizing. 
universalizing symbol or metaphor, but part of an "a-centred" landscape in which each individual 
tree, rock or animal, has its own particular "angle of perception" (Rose, 1992:2ll).ln reference to 
Nyungar perception of the trees of their land, Patricia Baines says: 
The tree is respected for its particularity as tree. It is also and at the same time Jll..n icon, 
for tree is the sign of immanent ancestral presences by virtue if having shared in the life 
and times of the old people. Instead of human lives being set orr against the landscape, 
here locations within the landscape are integral to the interpretation of human acts 
(1988:229) . 
. Neilljie1s story is not a petition or invocation addressed on behalf of an unspecified audience towards 
fWfilllng a transcendent evolutionruy goal, but Is instead tt~ articulation of an elcler who oan speak , · · 
for his community, and for c:ounlly. The stol)' oomes from the land, and be needs no abstml:t <Cli1C<PII 
or trans<endent souroe ofintplrolion. The Drearnill8 Law Js embodied in tho landscape. 
- .·-
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Hany sacred texts have inspired the Invocation, it is the writings of the sciences as well as religious 
beliefs. Scientific tenninology ("biosphere". •metamorphose", "biology", "evolution") and a religious 
style of expression combine in this t.W, for example, "the power that sustains the planets in their 
ozbits", and YYou who have stood by us for millions and billions of years - do not forsake us DOW". 
The "spirit of evolution" has all the characteristics of an omnipotent deity, yet the "aeou of ow solar 
journey* refers not to a Heavenly afterlife, but an ongoing destiny in the Solar System, the COSffiG"' 
legist's universe. The scale of space and time is extended beyond the history of humanity and planet 
Earth. to the origin of the galaxy, the •2oo~million year spiral". The human individual hold "the 
millions of years of evolution" in his/her •ttembling hands",like Christian humility in the face of an 
almighty, eternal God. 
Western science and Western religion have thus shaped and influenced Seed's perceptions in the 
Invocation, and it bears little if any resemblance to those expressed by Aboriginal peoples. In SeOO's 
universe there is an evolutionary link through time to the earth and all its life, but there is no mention 
of kinship or social structure ap:srt from the •human councils". It speaks of the relationship of the 
individual to the cosmcs, an inheritance of "tile works of vast aees past", but not of homeland, land-
scapes and comm1mity. One has to believe in Rthe spirit of evolution", as if in God, in order not 10 
become lost in this immense world. 
Seed, however, sees this as a positive image. In an interview he refers again iO the image cftlle Tn:c 
ofLife in LlJ.is way, which offers antJtlter perspective of his vision: 
When we acknowledge our roots in nature, that we're not the apex of some pyramid ... 
that we're not the crown of creation, but actually that we're a little leaf that's growing on 
a huge old tree, and that we have no existence independent of that tree. we are thereby 
related lhrcugh the sap that runs through that tree to all the other leaves. all the other 
species, and so on. As we acknowledge this, then immeasurable new sources of joy 
becl)me available to us (1991:33). 
The Invocation is thus the expression of a new vision or world-view in which humani!y can disi:ova' 
an alternative percepticl!' of its place and role in the natural world. One might argue, however, thr.t 
Seed has m•rely replaced the Christian porspettive of God with "the spirit of Gaia" aud "the spirit or 
evoluti6n•, attd_redirected the mission of saving souls to the saving of life ~n Earth, comblnin&.saip-
tural ·language with scientific tenninology. In the Invocatloa &W does not sive specific directiOllS u 
to how to in1plement this new vision, but an environmentnllst group in New South Wales called Tho 
Dreamen have put their own particular philosophy into pr:ictise. Thio will bo described in. t1to-
c:bO.pter •. • 
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Chapter Seno 
THE DREAMERS· NATION OF THE DAWN 
An article by Chris Farmer in an environmental magazine describes a grocp "of both European and 
Aboriginal background" (1984:32) who call themselves The Dreamers, and wbo regularly meet in 
places where the Earth's energies are felt to be strong, to meditate there and link up with this energy. 
In this article, however, the European perspective dominates, although there is an acknowledgment of 
Aboriginal custodianship of specific sites in south-east New South Wales, and an expressed respect 
for their link with the land. "They may be well-known busbwalking or tourist places, but the rustod-
lans are closely wedded to them" (19&4:32). It .i.s not indicated in this article whether the word 
"Dreamers" is a reference to either Aboriginal or European understandings. 
The Dreamers believe thatlhe energy of the Earth is more concentrated at specific sites, and that: "It 
is a fair assumption that such places would have been used as Dreaming Channels prior to the British 
conquest" (1984:32). They call their project "The Renewal", defined as: " ..• the restoration of man-
kind's innate spirib.J.al relationship to the Earth, using as a starting point the power at selected sites" 
(1984:32). They also encourage people to attune themselves to lhe Earth's energies in their own 
localities, cities, parks and gardens. 
The Dre:unClS believe that their activities will bring about a new harmony in society: ~ ... if enough 
people are able to sit with the environment as openly as most Australians do before television sets. 
sporting events of human teachers, tben a new harmony will begin to influence society" (1984:32). 
Fanner does acknowledge lhat: "It may be a vezy long lime before the one-ness of mao, society and 
natwe, past. present and future, returns to dominate the land as it did during Aboriginal timesn 
(1984:32). !tis interesting that In tills statement unity dominates the land, as is the implicatioo that 
the "Aboriginal times" are over. 
lo this article Farmer refers !0 "Earth" as the Australian continent. and says that: "Earth is always 
experienced as a woman, usually either Mother or Bride, a loving, uniting and sustaining power" 
(1984:32). He also quoi<S the Bible (Genesis 11) to supporth~ ideas: " ... it was after man began to 
build a tower 10 Heaven that lbcy ceased 10 be one poople. Unity lie3 in ooe~nc.ss wilh the Earth" 
(1984:32). Throughout this article unity Is -hasiud. between people, between people and the 
Earth. Alternative w8ys or pereeptioos, such as that of lhe Aboriginals, are seen t.o have been lost in 
the past. 
l'bc Dreamer's activities btcludc group meditation at sunrite and sunset: "Such times are mom~."Jt.i of 
COIIIllc unity when, tbrough ldeutilicatioo with the Eanh, we feel, u it wm, the Ught of the sun 
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slnking into the depth of our beings" (1984:32). They also practise sensitization: "Sensi!.Wition IDa 
tree, for example, involves being acutely aware of it through the five senses and extending awareness 
into the dreaming dimension of consciousness" (19S4:32).1bey also bqddle together for the wordless 
song "The Humming Bee", as "an attempt to unite with subtle Earth energies and bring them upwards 
through our bodies to disperse them in silent blessing" (1984:32). Meditative linking is "thinking or 
speciftc people and places at the same time .... When undertaken from siteS of narural power it seems 
to have an effectiveness and if developed bas the potential for developing peace on Earth" (19&4:32). 
This group seems to have adopted the melhods of Deep Ecology for a utilitarian, anthropocentric 
purpose. While citations given earlier from Aboriginal people, Eddie Kneebone in particular, also 
acknowledge the signiflcance of certain sites as having special meauing or power, those sites are 
understood to belong to speclflc people and their ancestors, are not there for any groups or indiv-
iduals, Aboriginal or otherwise, to visit and utilize for their own purposes, no mauet how well-
intentioned. 
Fanner does acknowledge that "the spiritual activities of the Dreamers are fumbling and hesitant 
compared to the true Earth-based cultures" (19S4:32). Despite this, be also believes: "We can all 
move toward thiit wllon with the environment. each other, and the inner self which typified most of 
the past 40,000 years 11f human occupation on !hiS continent" (19&4:32). The article then ends in this 
way: "We can be the new Nation of the Dawn, and lead lhe world into a new age of unity if we Jearn 
bow to release the mighty bannoni?Jng energies in the land" (1984:32). 
This last senteDOO shows influeaces of New Age ideas, wed to a commitment of re-linking with the 
land. The land is seen as filled with "mighty harmonizing energies" which need to be released, and is 
thus pen:eived as passive. People are the active agents wbo will renew lhe life-force and restore their 
"Innate spiriblal relalionsbip with tbe Eartb". Although tbe past Aboriginal custodianship bas beeo 
acknowledged in this article, it also indicates that those wbo will ''lead the world into a oew age of 
unity" wUl be non-Aboriginals with New Age perceptions of land and the role of humanity within it 
In the next part of this review, two popular publications that have been influenced by, and in tum in 
their own way papetuale, such perceptions will be examined. 
so 
CbaptcrEigllt 
VOICES OF THE FIRST DAY (Robert Lawlor) 
Voices of the First Day {1991) is a complex: and lengthy piece of work, aimed for a non-Aboriginal 
readerslUp. The author's intention is to transfonn the held perceptions ofihese readers into an alter-
native world-view, based on his understandings of Aboriginal culture and other traditions In his own 
words: 
This book is an invitation to leave behind the most basic assumptions of our civiliza-
tion, along with its destructive arrogance and false sense of security. It is an invitation 
to enter, as in a dream, a lost memory of our race as well as a fresher imagining of the 
earth's cycles of death and rebirth .... We know that Western civilisation is based on the 
ancient cultures of Greece and Egypt. but our ancestral roots extend far beyond: the so-
called primitive world is the common ancestor of us all .... the Aborigine's rituals. bel-
iefs and cosmology may represent the deepest collective memory of our mce (1991:8-9). 
In order to support this idea, Lawlor collects his material from a variety of sources: Eastern meta-
physics, Western religion and science, including quantum physics, Egyptian mythology,~ theories 
about the formation of the world and the origins of humanity from the "fringe" regions of science and 
occultism. These are all selectively combined to formulate Lawlor's grand narrative, in which he_com-
parer the Western world·view negatively against that of older cultures such as that of the Aboriginals. 
His r;ources of Aboriginal material are described as thus: 
In preparing this book, I decided not to pursue field work with any one particular tribal 
group, but rather to seek out Aborigines who were involved in a renaissance of the 
universal aspects of their culture. In addition, I selected from the sizeable body of 
published anthropological works some of the more prominent research on early, pre-
contact tribal life .... The traditional customs and rituals I describe may or may not be 
fully practiced among tribal people in Australia today. I refer to them in thC present 
tense, however, since I believe they are part of an eternal tradition (1991:10-11). 
This "eternal tradition", if the presentation of this book is any indication, is that of a past that almost 
evokes the "Golden Age" and the "Noble Savage". Most of the photographs and illustrations of Abor-
iginal people arc in brown ~nd sepia, and always depict them in pre-contact lifestyles in desert or 
outback regions, never in contemporary situations or settingS: These arc not the Aboriginal people the 
mader mlght meet and relate to in their own Uves, but the idealised people of a bye-aone past Aaainll 
" 
this, Lawlor compares what he perceives as the evils of modem, Western society. Here is an example 
of his comparative bias: 
The Aborigines have no concept or word for the two things that most tonnent modem 
man: the passage oftime and the accun:ulation of possessions (1991:.5). 
Apart from the above, Voices of the Fint Day is flawed by a lack of acknowledgment of the cultural 
diversities that exist between each region and language group, and a blending of the perceived comm-
onalities into the a:~thor's version of a universat traditional Aboriginal way of life and world-view, 
which is assumed to be adequate for making comparisons and providing insight into "Aboriginal" 
culture. Julie Marcus has also observed this tendency, and its effects, in similar works by other non-
Aboriginal writers, and made this comment: 
Such explanations have the effect of negating local knowledge, and reducing Aboriginal 
religion to a variation of a universal, often shamanistic religion which is being defined 
and explored by settlers and which originates in Western mysticism (1988:267). 
The comment perfectly illustrates the approach taken in Voices of the First Day. A$ Lawlor states in 
his first chapter, he does not intend to do injustice or show disrespect to Aboriginal peoples, but 
despite this, his examination of Aboriginal culture is only used as a means to an end: that non-Abor-
iginal people thereby re-assess their own world-view according to his interpretations and vision. His 
intentions are borne out in his own words: 
The overlapping webs of invisible lines of communication that exist among humanity, 
earth and cosmos can return to our active consciousness only when we rediscover the 
myths, ways of life, language and thought patterns of society that will permit us to per· 
ceive the importance and meaning of the interconnectedness of all things. The Alxl'-
iginal culture is a reservoir for that wllich will help us regain the vision of the 
Dreamtime (19,0.1:134). 
In any cross-cultural comparison or shared communication, some sort of translation must take place, 
a translation that may at best be approximate. Only an approach such as verstehen, empathic under-
standing, can help bridge the gaps. One example ofLawlor's attempts at CI'OSKultural translation 
will next be examined, and assessed for its efl'ectiveness as an attempt at verstthen. 
The dlasram on page 329 of Voices of tbe Flnt Doy (Appendix B) pwports to illustntc "Tbe Rdal· 
. . 
lonshlp of Animals and Hwnans in tho Dmmtimo Creation•. This u depicted as allow chart, with . 
tho An<:cstral Creators (be~ sepan~ted 'into a duality) at tho top, and cion moictic:s at tho bottom. 
Creative processes and totemic affiliations flow from top to bottom. dividing and reconnecting. The 
differentiations and their qualities are categorized and arranged in a series of rectangular boxes, 
cOnnected by straight lines to indicate the order of the flow. Next to this is a ladder of levels or states 
ofbeing. in numerical order, again from top to bottom .. TheiC are seven levels (seven being a signif· 
icant number in Western mystical traditions) but the bottom two are empty and undefined. 
The diagram is ordered, symmetrical and hierarchical in its presentation. It resembles the flow charts 
of bureaucratic ·organizations and the diagrams found in sociology textbooks. as well as depictions in 
Theosophical and other esoteric teKts of the hierarchies of the cosmos and levels oft~ing in human· 
ity, from spiritual to physical, from God down to humanity. Lawlor is this replicating the conceptual 
framework of the cultures that he is setting out to criticise in favour of a more "traditional• (ie, indig-
enous) world·view. 
This diagram is thus more of an imposition than an attempt at translation or verstehen. Lawlor bas 
imposed his own metaphysical understandings over whatever he has learned about Aboriginal beliefs, 
and ordered them into an arrangement and depiction that is totally alien to Aboriginal perceptions. 
and misleading to non-Aboriginal readers. An excerpt from Lawlor's accompanying explanation is 
given here to show how it reflects the approach revealed in the diagram, and the inaccucacies and 
generalizations that both make about Aboriginal beliefs and practises: 
The Aborigines believe that the source of creation is symbolised in a quartz crystal with 
an internal fracture that causes a rainbow spectrum to appear within it. This sort of 
quartz was referred to as the crystal throne of the sky: the clear stone itself was called 
the All-Father, the internal rainbow, the All-Mother (1991:328·329). 
Lawlor's book bas been mentioned in this review because popular works such as these may inform the 
W.eas and perceptions of non-Aboriginal readers, many of whom ale likely to be already committed to 
environmentalist issues. Its subject matter, presentation and spiritual emphasis could earn it great 
popularity among those who are open to new perspectives. A review of the book in a West Australian 
New Age· magazine gave it praise: 
Lawlor ... has presented us with a remarkable insight into the Dreamtime heritage. 
Dedicated to the ancient.and living spirit of the Aboriginal people, Voices goes beyond 
the historical to offer the broadest possible perspective (Mu!Ugan, 1992:30). 
In this anaJysis Voices of the Flttt ~ay has not been examined for the purposes oftJyloi to define 
Lawlor's perCeptions of l,and. His particular combination of sources ~~ioctuced such a metaphysicrd 
mish~mash, wherein there is li!Ue thai is definitive. It does, howover, p!O\'ide a goOd example u,to 
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how a W!!Stem conceptual framework can be inappropriately superimposed over that of another cui· 
ture, even with the best expressed intentions to foster an appreciation of that culture. Lawlor's unde1· 
lying purpose and motives are typical of certain other non-indigenous writers. according to Deborah 
Bird Rose: 
There is always the possibility that people who perceive a lack in their own culture will 
be drawn to a romantic and nostalgic glorification of other cultures and seek to trans-
plant another culture's ethical system onto their own. The attempt is misguided. Every 
culture is the produr.t of particular beings living particular lives within the particular 
options and constraiuts of their own received traditions, their mode of production and 
so on. none ofwhich can be readily transplanted. Furthermore, the attempt to approp-
riate another culture's ethical system is self-defeating because it is self-contradictory: 
the act of appropriation i.s so lacking in the respect which is the basis of the desired 
ethic that the appropriation becomes annihilation (1988:378). 
With the above citation held in mind, a piece of work from another popular non-Aboriginal writer on 
Aboriginal traditions will be examined in the next chapter. 
S4 
Cbapter Nine 
MYSTERIES OF THE DREAMTIME (James Cowan) 
In thls book Cowan sets out to provide an analysis of Aboriginal culture, and, like Lawlor, be bas 
made extensive use ofEastem and Western cultural concepts and perspectives for crosNefcn:ncing 
and comparison. There is no doubt that be too intends to make a sincere attempt to understand and 
conununicate the Aboriginal world-view, but the etl'ective practice ofverslehen requires that as little 
as possible be added or subtracted. Cowan has added copiously to what other non·Aborigioal wri~n 
(eg. Rose, 1988; Baines, 1988; Tonkinson, 1991; cited previously) have been able to express briefly 
and simply. He loads his text with cross-references, repeated explications and a formal academic style 
that seems inappropriate for a publication intended for general readership. This excerpt provides a 
good example of his approach: 
The stage had been set for the transformation of landscape from its pristine state before 
the occasion of the Primordial 'Event into that Leo Frobenius called the creation of a 
'paideuma' at the conclusion of the Dreaming. The paideuma being the 'tangle ofinroot-
ed ideas' or 'the gristly roots of ideas' that are the bedrock of any qdture. According to 
Mend us' epistemology, the men of old (ie, "the ancients") wanted to clarify aD(i diffuse 
the light which comes from looking straight into the heart of things and then acting. By 
looking 'straight into the heart' of the physical world, the Aborigines were able to dis-
cover for themselves a profoundly symbolic language capable untangling these inrooted 
ideas so they could exist in relative harmony with themselves and their environment At 
this point landscape transcended itself as a metaphor only for Creation, for the tjukurba, 
and became instead part of the Tradition (1989:29). 
Like Lawlor, Cowan uses his understandings of Aboriginal culture as a point of comparison to "mod· 
em man" (1989:112) in order to express his criticism of the latter.ln so doing he adopts an idealised 
view of Aboriginal societies, particularly in regard to nomadism (1989:124) and as •true environmen· 
taJists", a point that will be discussed more fully later. Cowan's perceptions of land, as can be gleaned 
from this book, reveal more about his own views than it does about his topic, as will be illustrated by 
the following citation: 
IJ 
... what to the early European seltlers of the counlly was little more than a pristine 
landscape, was for the Aborigines a complex and luminous spiritual edifice reminiscent 
of an open·air cathedral. They were not living in a lonely and desolate place. but in an 
environment conducive to their well-being and happl-, provided that the land be 
·respected for the icon that it was (1989:25). 
This citation contains two concepts that Cowan uses frequently: land as "icon". and sites as "open-air 
cathedrals" or as a "sacred precinct or temenos" (1989:24), thus linking Aboriginal sacred sites with 
European places of worship, albeit without a roof. Land as "icon", "spiritual edifice" (1989:24), <'.S 
"sacred topography" (1989:25), "sacred temple" (1989:27), "symholic landScape", "metaphysical gift" 
(I989:28),land as a "mnemonic device" (1989:29}, .. metaphysical edifice" (1989:41); these are some 
of the terms Cowan uses to explain what "land" means for Aboriginal people, although the meanmg 
risks getting lost beneath the conceptual tangle created by all these combined definitions. 
Here there is no "feel~ng" for country evoked, there is in fact very little re&l feeling in this sort of 
writing, and. it recalls Burnam Burnam's comment cited earlier about the Aboriginal dislike of "intell-
ectual verbalising". In these eXcerpts from Cowan's book. there are only the idealised. romanticised 
views mcntionec.l previously, as in his perceptions of the Australian continent, before European 
contact, as "wilderness" or wild": Here ill an example of his understandings: 
Environments have their owu individual genesis .... This is very true of the Australian 
continent which has always been the epitome of wildness. It was this wildness that the 
Aboriginal people sought to preserve in its integrity. They had no desire to pacify the 
land because they knew that in doing so they would cut off access to its mysteries. A 
land that remains wild is a land that remains mysterious (1989:121). 
The land is also anthropomorphised: "A land yearns for its freedom just as men do" (1989:121). 
These two citations reveal colonialist perspectives (of "mysterious" foreign lands and "uncivilized" or 
"Cree" peoples) still inherent in the late 20th Centwy, if now projected from the past into the unsatis--
factory present. They were "mysterious" because their landscapes were unfamiliar, "uncivilized" 
because their cultures were incomprehensible by European conceptualizations, and "wild" or "free" 
because the land was inhabited and utilized in a way that Europeans cou1d not recognist or acknow-
ledge. They could not perceive the patterns, the logic and the social structures behind the Aboriginal 
peoples' behaviour and way of life. As a result the Aboriginals were usually either condemned, or bur-
dened bfthe •Noble Savage" stereotype. Despite the fact that he probably "knows" better, Cowan 
cannot help evoking the latter, in his praise: 
Aborigines who maintain a deep reverential contact with the Dreaming are true Doctors 
of the Spirit. It is they who understand this power of land as a principal force and teach 
us how to respect it. They are true enviroMlentalists, who have carried on a tradition of 
husbandry fOr countless millennia. For them, true imagination is the power to sec subtle 
forces of nature arid their angelic prototype in the form of spirits of the Dreaming 
(1989: 122). 
These ideas and statements found in Cowan's hook raise important points that will be cliscussed more 
fully in Chapter Eleven: that of the land as 11wildemess• before European occupation, and Aboriginals 
as •true environmentalists". Both of these views have been expounded and challenged by other 
writers. 
In Chapter Two of this analysis Cowan bas been cited as suggesting that the Dreaming can be appre-
hended and experienced by non-Aboriginals. Both be, Chris Farmer and Robert Lawlor thus seem to 
share the same beliefs: that aspects of Aboriginal culture can be appropriated and universally applied, 
to the benefit of all. Julie Marcus has identified this viewpoint as a common New Age belie( in 
regard to indigenous cultures: 
Aquarian [New Age] writings on Aboriginal religion have two import.ant character-
istics. First ... there is no sense of any relation between a cosmology and a particular 
social structure, no sense of the politics of religious beliefs, but rather a feeling of the 
timelessness and essential human truths that such beliefs offer. And second, Aboriginal 
beliefs are homogenized so that it is possible to speak of generalities and to use a word 
or concept from here and another from there, without having to consider bow wide-
spread such ideas or practises were (1988:265) 
Marcus' concerns are not w,,''1' 1, nor has this attitude to Aboriginal culture changed since 1988. 
A recent issue of a West Australian Neo·Pagan/New Age magazine carried an advertisement for a 
public workshop titled "Dream time and Clocktirne in Parallel". This event is described as: 
An experiential journey to discover the sacred in everyday_ life. Our challenge is to 
' 
experience the dream time here in the city as well as in the wilderness. It is time for us 
to awaken to our heritage; to begin to heal our separation from the land; to Jearn from 
forty-thousand years of Aboriginal dreamings; to integrate the sacred and the secular 
(Neville, 1994:6). 
The facilitator of this workshop describes herself as a Transperional Psychotherapist (with qualif- ., 
,, 
ications attained in the US, Canada and Australia) and a Deep spiritual ecologist. She is putting into 
practise the beliefs held by Farmer, Lawlor and Cowan, cited previously: that the Dreaming can be :'. 
appropriated by non-Aboriginals because it is universal. This is indicated by her use of"us and "our"·, 
in reference to the Dreamtime heritage, whiCh evidently can be experienced in the city (where lllOil 0.\ 
' 
Australia's non-Aboriginal population live) as well as the •wilderness". The concept of"wildemcss• 
is often based on a mi&COnception, as will be illustrated later in this analysis. 
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" ... i.o learn from forty-thousand years of Aboriginal dreaming,. indicates the misperceived univers-
ality of Aboriginal tmdi!ions, as described by Mmcus previously. It also assumes tltal Aboriginal 
knowledge is rightfully public knowledge, which is not the case. Knowledge to Aboriginal people 
may be considered as what material possessions are to non-Aboriginals; that is. private property 
belonging to certain people or kin-groups. which may not be shared except at their discretion. The 
"universal traditionN that Lawlor (1991:11) writes about is merely a concept held by non-Aboriginats 
influenced by New Age beliefs. and one that violates the integrity of the myriad expressions of 
Aboriginal beliefs and practises, each belonging to a particular people and place. 
Finally, "to integrate the sacred and the secular" refers to the duality of perception inherent in West-
em societies, as a split between tbe sacred and the profune, spirit and body, man and woman, nature 
and civilization, Heaven and Earth. This is reflected in the city/wilderness dicMtomy as expressed in 
the advertisement The concept of "wilderness", and its influence on perceptions of Aboriginal 
peoples, will be discussed in Chapter 11. 
An article in another West Australian New Age magazine serves well to illustrate how popular 
notions of the "universal Dreaming" and relationships to land may be propagated not only by non-
Aboriginals, but also by Aboriginal writers. Here Burnam Burnam proposes that non-Aboriginals 
could embrace the "spirituality of the land" by undergoing some sort of ini(,iation by "traditional" 
people. He does not indicate how non-Aboriginals would make contact with such people, or on what 
basis their relationship would be, but suggests that: "Initiates would be given their own Aboriginal 
names, symbols and signatures once they have sworn allegiance, not to the Australian government, 
but to the Australian environment" (Burnam Burnam. 1992:7). 
He also suggests that non-Aboriginal land-owners could pay local Aboriginal Land Councils $10 per 
annum for ten years, for every block of land owned, as some sort of acknowledgment and restitution. 
According to Burnam Burnam's proposed plan: 
They could be given official documentation, but most importantly, could enjoy a deep 
love of the countrt for the rest of their lives, shaking off the shackles of their 'European-
ness'. Landowners could be happy knowing that the land on which they dwell has been 
blessed by the Aboriginal people. As Aboriginals see their land as their mother, so very 
sacred in all her parts, all Australians would also see their block of land as sacred 
(1992:7). 
It is probably safe to assume that this proposal would not be supported by many other Aboriginal 
_BfOUps and individuals, who are striving to obtain Lat.d Rights for their own people without tbc: tort 
of acquiescence to non· Aboriginal terms or ownership that Burnam Burnam descnbes. Also, hili 
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' 
proposal that this act of "initiation" could also serve as some sort of amnesty for the history of 
dispossession is also likely to be rejected: Yet evidently he believes that: "By doing this. the whole 
guilt consciousness about the acquisition of Australia would be lifted. and that would free up the 
people to take the obvious next step ~ treaties• (1992:7). 
Adherents of the notion of the "universal Dreamtime", and associated ideas, as they have been 
illustrated in this analysis so flar, may veJY easily assume that their ideas have been validated by those 
of Aboriginal writers such as Burnam Butnam, whose articles appear in wldely~available magazines 
and textbooks and anthologies, and who is a well~known public speaker and activist.lUs article bas 
been cited here to illustrate another of the influences on nDn·Aboriginal perceptions of land and 
Aboriginality. The connections between perceptions ofland and Aboriginallty, as held by certain non· 
Aboriginal writers a~d as they emerge in public opinion. will be discussed later. But first. another 
non-Aboriginal writer's perceptions will be examined, as they offer an interesting contrast to those 
examined previously. 
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Chapter Teo 
CALLED BY mE LAND TO ENTER THE LAND (Veronica Brady) 
In her article "Called by the Land to Enter the Land" (1991) Veronica Brady points out the need for 
non·Abodginal Australians to make a spiritual connection to the land. She cites Aboriginal people 
and their relationships to land as an example, without idealizing them r~.portraying their culture as 
the antidote to all the evils ofnon·Aboriginal society, as do Farmer, Lawlor and Cowan in their prev· 
iously--cited writings. In fact, of all the non·anthropological non· Aboriginal writers studied here, &he 
gives perhaps the most sensitive and perceptive references to Aboriginals in regard to their retatlon-
shlp to the land She also expresses perceptions and possible connections to the land which originate 
from her own cultural framework and religious perspective. 
Her main aim in this article is to focus on non·Aboriginal Australians' relationships to land. By 
examining some examples of their literature, she suggests why they have been unable to "enter the 
land", and ways in which they might overcome this inability. Brady uses ihe imagecy of her Catholic 
faith to show how spiritual identification may be found in the land, without appropriating aspects of 
Aboriginal culture or adopting their conceptual language. As she makes clear: "We are who we are 
and are called as we are" (1991:37). 
Her article t.egins with the premise that: " ... by the large, we non·Aborlginals Austmllans have 
refused, or better perhaps, have been unable to heur the call of the land to enter the land" (1991:37). 
Brady sees this alienation as being due to the cultural and geographic displacement of the first 
settlers. and tater the migrants. Many came here by deportation, economic opportunism, or dispt~­
ment due to the Wars. Economic hardship, as during the Dcpressian, or economic wealth, as during 
the gold rushes and the mining boom, reinforced their perceptiori ofland as a source cfwealth, aa-.d 
encouraged the exploitation of natural resources. For the early settlers the Australian continent was 
an alien, even frightening land, with no characteristics which could be accorded aesthetic or spiritual 
significance (1991:38·39, 4445). Brady also acknowledges the cultural in~uences that have contrib--
uted to this sense of alienation: 
We are children of the Enlightenment, educated mainly in rationality, so we le3d for 
meaning rather than for presence. We "read" the land in tenns of our own projects into 
it, read it instrumentally, whereas the way we should read it is symbolically, for what it 
:evea1s, for how God speaks in and through it (1991:42). 
However, there is another side to this condition, according to Brady: 
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As our unofficial national anthem 11Waltzing Matilda" tells us, in our depths, we are a 
restless people unable to settle down ... tOnging to enter the land. Hence the spiritual 
fascination with the land, which is the paradoxical other side of our kar of it Our deep--
est need, I suggest. is to enter the land to find the sacred place where we can enter the 
mystery of God and thus of ourselves and of the land ( 1991 :45). 
She suggests tbat to answer the .. call of the land", and to "enter the land", non-Aboriginals might: 
... find in the land, not just a place but a spiritual ocean. A place of the encounter with 
the living God who figures in the Exodus story as the desert god. In this story the desert 
becomes rather the place of the Covenant where the mutual bonding of God and his 
people is sealed. Nor is it accidental that this occurs in the desert, because the desert is 
th~.: place above all others in which we come to the end of our human resources and are 
ready therefore to !isten and hear the call to go further, to move over the frontier of our 
limited reason, desires and purposes, into the vastness of God (1991:42). 
' For Brady then, in keeping with her Biblical inspiration, the desert, the country's interior, is where 
the spiritual reconciliation can take place: 
Here we understand the sheer audacity of existence, the wonder that life should exist at 
all where we in our arrogance find it so difficult to exist. To its Australian Aboriginal 
inhabitants, of course, the desen is fertile and life-giving because they catt read i~ signs 
(1991:46), 
In her work with the Yarralin people of the Northern Territory, Deborah Bird Rose has also noted 
their ability to "read" the messages of the land. Compared to Westerners, whose understandings of the 
seasons and weather are "partly conditioned by our 'iCRSe of calendar time and by our ideas ofS".at-
istical normality", Yarralin people "know far more about what is bapp.;ning nt any given time of year 
... their knowing depends on correctly interpreting the messages tlw.t plants a,d animaJ.s conunwticate 
through their behaviour" (Rose, 1988 a:381~382). Veronica Brady is thus aware that Australian 
Aboriginal and Western perceptions efland may diverge due to cultural and historical facto~ and 
that these differences are not intrinsic in the Jand itself, as some academic nor.~AOOriginal writers 
have fiOslulated. Tltis rah;es another issue, however, which will be mentioned again in the mxt 
chapter. 
She expresses the differences of ~lture and history that reflect the ways in whl<.'h land is perceived by 
Aborigir.al people tmd non·Aboriginals ln this way: 
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W~J are not Aboriginals but newcomers, miV-mt peoples who must learn the secrets of 
this state ~ learning it, however, not just from Australian Aboriginals, but by wming to 
accept and love and forgive ourselves even in our woundedness (1991:48). 
By implication, then, Brady equates Christian redemption with a spiritual reconciliation with lhe 
land, and the healing of historical, cultural and personal wounds, including that oftbc dispossession 
of the Aboriginah, and the alienation from the land and its in.'tabitants experienced by non~Abor~ 
iginats: 
Essentially, then, the call by the land to enter the land is a caJI io conversion. to a 
change in our way of living, a call to become friends of the earth, of its creatures and all 
peoples who share this one life with us on tiJs small and vezy wlnerable planet suspen· 
ded against the backdrop of infinite space, (1~9J :48), 
Brady's ultimate perspective is thus global and universal, although in this article she focuses on 
AustmJia. This global perspective, including the Gaia hypothesis, seems to predomiflllte among non~ 
Aboriginal perceptions of land, whereas Aboriginal people tend to speak of •my country• or •my 
people's country", indicatit~.g a regional or localised perspective. These differing perspectives bave 
been addressed by Deborah Bird Rose, who has compared the centralised. incorporative systems of 
Western societies with a-centred systems, such as th:n of Aboriginal societies. The Western pers-
pective is based on monism: "a system that recognises one ultimate principle" (Turner, 1987. Cited in 
Rose, 1992:219), which may be God, Gaia, "the 5\lirit of evolution", or a universaJizing scientific con-
cept In contrast to this, in societies such as the Yarraiin people: "local initiatives ... are co-ordinated 
independently from a c~ntral insta..'lcefl (Deleuze and Ouattari, 1981. Cited. in Rose, 1992:220), and 
their perspective is "one of a multi-centred world in which er..ch centre is structurally equivalent. and 
linked, to evezy other centre" (Rose, 1992:220). Aboriginal people might say that they can onJy rcaliy 
speak for their own country, and not for anyone else's country, much less the globe. 
Lesley Head gives an alternate view of these l'.VIJ Jlerspectives~ and their ways of relating to the natural 
environment, by citing Richard Dasman's concepts of "ecosystem people" and "biosphere people", and 
saying that: 
The former live within a single ecosystem, depending for their swvival on the contin-
U'!d functioning of the ecosystem. Biosphere people, on the other band, are tied in with 
the global technological and economic system. If they draw on one system, they can 
draw on others .... In ~ collision between the tw~, ecosystem cultures are extremely 
fragile and the destruolion ofbolh nature and c:ulture ls the result (1990:451-452). 
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The monocentric perspective and modus operandi of the "biosphere people" can here be identified by 
their effects upon the a..centred or multicentred societies of the Mecosystem people", and com,!Jmd to 
Rose's definitions of these two differitag societies. 
To repeat a previously..cited summar1 oiRose's findings: there is no one universal, unified body of 
knowledge called the Dreaming, buL a web or pattern ofinformation, acquired throttth life through 
oral teachings, art, ceremonies, kinship structures, hunting and gathering, living in the land. It is a 
multi<entred web, focused on specific peoples in specific toe3tions, yet each is connected to the rest 
of the world and all of life. If this perception is correct, then it becomes apparent why a generalised 
and universalized understanding of Aboriginal culture such as those upheld by Lawlor and Cowan 
only serve to misinfonn their readers and even violate the traditions they profess to revere. 
A t"Cnain understanding of the Gaia hypothe!lis can be compared to Rose's description of an indig-
enous perspective, whereby each part, each habitat, landform and ecological niche, is interconnected 
within the whole of the biosphere itself. Lovelock named this entity Gaia and perceived it, or "her", 
as a self-regulating entity. He did, however, doubt that Gaia "lives" in the sense of having a cenllal-
zed site of consciousness, as humans aad many other living beings are said to have. Instead, he 
postulates that the self·awarcness of Gaia is the result of human self-awareness and developing 
technology in communications (Lovelock. 1979:148). 
Like the Aboriginal people's "Mother Earth", Gaia may be either perceived as web or pattern of 
information similar to Rose's description ofYarratin people's perspectives, or as another centralizing. 
universalizing concept. From the writings of John Seed and other non-Aboriginals studied here, their 
perceptions tend toward the latter, more so than they.may actually be aware of. For those who seek a 
spiritual approach, models such as the Gaia hypothesis can be perceived as a focus for a universal-
izing spiritual and ecological awareness, as described by Swain (1991:13). This is often the perspec--
tive held by adherents of the New Age and other forms of contempormy mysticism, who may also 
identify themselves as environmentalists of some kind. 
This recalls the aims of the Dreamers and their Renewal project, and Lawlor and Cowan's proposed 
reclamation of the "universal Dreamtime.,. They profess to speak in a universal context, for all 
peoples, in all places, and if not for all time, then certainly the New Age millennium. Aboriginal 
people may also express opinions in this context, but within their own societies, they can only speak 
fbr their own people and their country. The particular is thus never dissolved into the general, nor are 
local identifications and the links between humans, animals and land subsumed into any universal 
vision, or centrclizing concept or source of authority .. 
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The literature so far examined has presented many different ways of perCeiving land. and in this 
analysis many dichotomies have emerged and have been defined and compared. such as the gJobal 
and the local, the particular and the universal, the anthropocentric and biocen..ric perspectives. 
Within non-Aboriginal perceptions, however, <me can find further dichotomies between concepts of 
culture and nature, wilderness and civilization. traditional and non-traditional, to give but a few 
examples. From the readings, it has also become obvious that non-Aboriginal perceptions of land are 
fu:quently bound up with their concepts of "wilderness" and Aboriginality. In the next chapter these 
c:oncepts, as they have emerged from this analysis, wiD be ex:plored with the assistance of other 
writers who have already identified and examined them in connection with non-Aboriginal percepoo 
tions of land. 
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Chapter Eleven 
PERCEPTIONS OF "WILDERNESS" AND ABORIGINALITY 
Wilderness, by popular definition. is a tract ofland which has remained in a pristine state, 
uninhabited and unaltered by human activity, It is of particular concern to certain environmentalist 
groups such as the AustraUan Conservation Foundation and the Wilderness Society, partic:ularly in 
the protection and maintenance of national parks, and in issues where human habitation and 
economic development are considered to threaten the well-being of such designated areas. 
Wilderness is often seen as of particular significance to environmentalists, as compared to inhabited 
and utilized lands, such as rura1 and urban areas. There are. of course, the utilitarian arguments of the 
"light green" conservationists, who regard wilderness areas as important for human education and 
recreation, or as places where the biological diversity necessary for the well-being and survival of the 
biosphere may be maintained. 
But wilderness, as a concept, also has important symbolic significance for many non·indigenous 
people, especially environmentalists of the Ndceper green" persuasion. Wilderness represents a state 
(or place) of grace, in contrast to the cultured, civilized realm ofhwnan life, often perceived as the 
home of corruption. Wilderness is instead a sacred place, a place of purily, where numinous and 
spiritual powers reside and may be contacted, whereas civilization is polluted, a place of the profane. 
Only in the "'vilderness" may redemption be found, be it desert or forest. Despite the ublitarian 
arguments of "light green" environmentalists for the preservation of"wilderness•, the symbolic 
meanings may often be the underlying, perhaps unconscious motivations behind their emphasis on it 
In Australia, more emphasis has been given by environmentalists to issues of"wildemess" preser· 
vation and land management, than has been given to the greening of the cities (Eckersley, 1990). 
This may be due to the popularised image of ourselves as an outdoor, outback nation, despite the fact 
that the vast majority of non·Aboriginal Australians live in urban areas along the coast. However, 
when great distances separate these urban centres, combined \vith this outback image, it may be easy 
to tum one's back on urban environmental problems and focus on the land beyond. lbat wban centres 
also provide many of the facilities, benefits and enjoyments that are part ofnon·Aboriginal Austral· 
ians' way of life does not seem to affect the moral and spiritual values conferred to "wilderness• and 
"nature". 
These moral and spiritual values have been described in the writings of Brady (1991), and Cowan. · 
who refers to sacred sit:s within the land as "open·air cathedrals" (1989:24), Boris Frankel has 
observed a perspective of the "outback" that parallels those held toward "wilderness", and says that: 
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... a majority of the environmental movement (although living in cities) tend to treat 
urban life as the cultural Other. In wishing to preserve the 'outback' from destructive 
and· polluting urban prOduction and cultural practises, many greens have still been lock-
·,) 
ed into the bush myths of the 'Australian legend' ~ minus the logic of domhlation. As 
such, they have largely neglected the socio..culltil'al basis ofwban, non-Aboriginal 
society (1992:223). 
One might add that these perceptions, as described by Frankel, also ignore the socio-cultural basis, 
and perhaps even the presence, of urban Aboriginal peoples as weU. Fabierme Bayet, an Aboriginal 
environmenta1ist, bas this opinion of the concept of"wilderness": 
Such conceptions of. wilderness and conservation are yet another fonn of paternalism 
and dispossession if they continue to conceptually remove Aboriginal people from the 
Australian landscape (Bayet, 1994:27). 
The attitudes and perceptions of non·Aboriginals to land carry important implications for Aboriginal 
people, as some writers have already obseaved. Tim Rowse has commented that: •In particular, ecol-
ogists working in Australia have commonly viewed as 'natural' a landscape much transformed by 
hwnan use", and he asks "Is there in Australia any 'wUdemess' -any Nature wttouched by human 
hand?" (1993:118). Lesley Head supports this view, saying: "This attitude of Australian landscape as 
'an untamed wilderness', ignoring the past and present Aboriginal presence, is "terra nullius'" (1992: 
49). Fabienne Bayct agrees with her on this issue, and elaborates on it in these words: 
Those concerned about the destruction of the environment have often promoted 
Aboriginal people as super-conservationists. Although this is an acknowledgment that 
Aboriginal people have sustained the Australian landscape for thousands of years, it 
stresses the relationship of the noble savage with an idealised 'garden of Eden•. once 
again distorting the reality ofthe landscape we Jive in. In effect the doctrine of terra 
nullius lives on under the conceptual banner of wilderness: a land without human 
interaction or impact (Bayet,l994:28). 
Lesley Head also mentions the dichotomies inherent in nonwAboriginal perceptions, whereby "wilder-
ness", timelessness, stability, the pristine and primeval landscape are contrasted to the Uiban, civil· 
iud, polluted, unstable and destructive JU!m that Western societies have created. (1992:49). Within 
these selS of opposing values and qualities, "traditional" (as opposed to "non-traditional") Aboriginal 
people are seen as part of the rultural order, thus inheriting all those qualities of timelessness and 
liability acoorded to the "wilderness• -that the whole continent was perceived to be before 1788. 
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In reference to this perception, Ros Sultan, speaking as the Aboriginal liaison officer for the 
Australian Conservation Foundatio9, has said: 
For the Aboriginal peoples of Australia any definition of wilderness is problematic. We 
do not think in terms of wilderness, we think in terms of 'country', particular 
landscapes within which people have played an integral part for over 60,000 years 
(Sultan, 1991. Cited in Head, 1992: S2). 
In support of this statement, Lesley Head, who bas undertaken an archaeological and palecH:Calogical 
study of the AustrJlian continent, has come to the conclusion that: 
Aborigines have been on the continent for at least SO,OOO years and have occupied ali' 
pans of it ... Since that time the landscape has changed as a result ofboth climatic 
fluctuation and human action ... (it was, tilll788, and in many areas still today] 
'country'; land cared for, known, named, and managed on a sustainable basis by its 
owners (1992:52). 
This citation by Galamvuy Yunupingu is a good illustration of how smtainable land use and spiritual 
respect for the land are combined, and transmitted. within an Aboriginal society: 
When I was sixteen years old, my father taught me to sing some of the songs that talk 
about the land. He told me they are the histocy of the Gumatj people, which talks about 
us being one with nature ... as though the land is another you. Que day I went fishing 
with Dad. As I was walking along behind him I was dragging my spear which was 
leaving a long line behind me. He told me to stop doing that ... that if I make a mark. or 
dig, with no reason at aU, I've been hurting the bones of the traditional people of the 
land. We must only dig and make marks on the ground when we perfonn or gather 
food. (Galamvuy Yunupingu. Cited in Maddock,l982:23·132). 
This sustainable management on behalf of the original inhabitants has not gone un·noticed by certain 
environmentalists, who have cited them as being the "original environmentalists", often with an 
assumption of shared perspectives and objectives. While some Aboriginal people have also identified 
themselves as such in communication with non·Aboriginals, ther~ are also non·Aboriginal writers 
who hav_e questioned the appropriateness of this identification. Head has obseival that: "the notion of 
'original conservationists' is framed in Eurocentric terms, and does not do justke to the romptcx 
interactions between Aborigines and their environment" (1990:448). Sbe goes on to explain: 
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Conservationists have often assumed community of interest with Aborigines because 
they have a view of Aborigines as 'lhe original conservationists', living in perfect 
'harmony with their environment'. There is then a backlash against the view and the 
people when they act out of character with the stereotype. Since the stereotype derives 
largely from the way Aborigines 'used to bet, we need to examine the evidence in this 
regard (1990:450). 
This point has also been mentioned by Fabienne Bayet earlier. It is therefore necess:uy to examine 
what both Aboriginal people and non-Aboriginals mean when they designate themselves as environ-
mentalists. 
Non-Aboriginal environmentalists, particularly those of the "deeper" shades of green. see themselves 
as deviating from the dominant land ethic, to some degree. Their "struggle" takes place within the 
conceptual and economic framework of their own culture, at least where issues of land use are 
concerned. There are also those, such as the Deep ecologists, who propose to create an alternative 
fmmework or pamdigm, based on a biocentric perspective. They may be inspired by indigenous 
values and ways of life for their model of the ideal e..:ological society, and works such as those of 
Cowan (1989) and Lawlor (1991) could well provide their source material .. 
Aboriginal peoples are also concerned with issues appropriate land-use, and may cite their deep, 
practical knowledge of the land as justifYing their interests. However, at the same time they are also 
seeking to strengthen and consolidate their own culture, not c .!lvide it or challenge its basic frame .. 
work. Their priorities may not be recognised or respected by those environmentalists who assume an 
across-the·board solidarity with Aboriginal peoples. Idealized or generalized notions of Aboriginality 
and Aboriginal values often feed this assumption, and may eventually lead to disillusionment or 
conflict. According to Rowse: 
Non-Aboriginal thinking about 'Nature', however rigorously scientific, also remains, to 
some degree, poetic and metaphoric. The same can be said about our thinking about 
'Aboriginatity'. Put the two together and you have a potentially poetic '~scourse 
(1993:117). 
This brings us back to the topic of dichotomies, this time of traditional or non-traditional, past or 
present. authentic or unauthentic. The attitude dies hard that the "real", "tribal" Aboriginals an:: those 
few that still maintain a ''traditional" hunter-gatherer lifestyle in the "outback.•, far from where most 
non-Aboriginal people live, far from where they create their concepts and views. Others. such as 
wban Aboriginals, are seen as uiututtlentic, not "real Aboriginals", their culture is considered to be 
•' 
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corrupted or deficient. This perspective can be iUustrated in an recent article on Aboriginal spirit· 
uality, compiled by mostly non·Aboriginal writers, in a New Age publication: 
Perhaps if we stopped perceiving Aboriginal spirituality (or lack of it) as it may express 
in those displaced Jle{lples in inner city scburbs who are trying to grapple with their 
ancient heritage in a modem man's world, and look to the outback where the people 
still have the ability to express themselves with the land as they have for thousands of 
years, thro'.lgh their unique style of art, music and dance, then we can see their beauty 
and their undeniable bonding with the land (Provost, 1992:6). 
It is not just in popular publications and texts that problematical concepts of the land. and Aborig· 
inaUty, are to be found. William Lines points out that certain: "leading progressive interpreters vi 
Australian culture and history ... " (he names Patrick White, Alan Moorehead and Manning Clark) 
subscribe to a "mythic geographic determinism", whereby the perceived alienation that non-Aborig· 
inal Australians experience in the landscape is due to certain qualities inherent in the land itself 
(1991: 278). In the Literature analysis, this experience of alienation has been described by Veronica 
Brady (1991) in her article, using examples from literature and her own perceptions, wbereby the 
inland regions, the desert, was seen as both the place of privation and the testing of resources, as well 
as th~ place of communion with God. Like Lovelock's projections of "goodness• and "beauty• onto the 
pristine or sustainably-mar.aged biosphere (Lovelock, 1979:142), these perceptions of land, whether 
positive or negative, are always culturally-based. Lines vehemently criticises the negative aspect of 
thls view of the Australian landscape, by saying: 
The spiritual darkness they detect at the heart of Australian civilization they claim 
emanates from the land itself. a continent of primeval cmelty sustained by omnipotent 
sunlight and a dry interior. Australian indifference to human suffering reflects the 
apathy of the land and sky to all human striving and tra~ail (1991:278). 
Lines also compares the successful and sustainable lifestyle that the Aboriginal peoples maintained 
for t~ousands of years, with the attitudes and values of the colonizers and their descendants towards 
the land. He condemns these attitudes as a projection of culture onto nature, in these words: 
If European Australians, as the learned critics maintain, turned out an obdurate, alien~ 
ated people, it was because of the nature of the society they constructed in Australia, not 
because ofthe landscape. The natural world imparts no moral qualities or Jes5(Jns ... 
(and] is D;Cither good nor bad, just nor Ul\iust .... neither harsh nor gentle, indift'erent 
nor compassionate, primevally cruel nor humanely forgiving, male no: female. Cruelty 
and forgiveness, injustice and compassion, are all human inventions. The British 
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Empire and Australia's tethers to the post-Enlighterunent industrial world -human 
constructions all- not nature, created modem Australia (Lines, 1991:278). 
Lines' perspective that the natural world imparts no morel qualiti~ or lessons may be challenged by 
the beliefs of Aboriginal peoples, or by those environmentalists whose perception of the land are 
othenvise. However, he does quite clearly express the way in which the Western perception of the 
land, or "nature", whether positive or negative, is very much a cultural construction over the physical 
CJr biological world Even the deep ecologists' assertion that nature bas an "intrinsic" value of its own 
is a culturally-based perspective, based on their own need to come to terms with and retate to ll It 
may be argued that Aboriginal peoples' perceptions of land are equally their own cultural creation. 
There is, however, one crucial difference in perception- from the works examined for this analysis. it 
is evident that for the Aboriginal peoples culture and the land are inseparably intertwined. To damage 
one is to equally damage the other. Take away the land, and their culture is diminished, and survival 
becomes a struggle. As Fabienne Bayet puts it: "Without land there is no base for the structure of 
Aboriginal culture", and throughout her article she emphasizes that this is as true of the pre-contact 
hunter-gatherer societies as it is for Aboriginal peoples today. 
The dominant Western perspective is that culture is a triumph, or progression, over nature. MalsbaU 
has identifted this perspective as: "the myth of transcendence, the myth that humanity transcends the 
realm of nature by entering the realm of culture" (1993:21). Whilst there are many environmentalists 
who are working hard to uy to change tbat perspective, their views, as this analysis has shown, are 
still often articulated within a Western conceptual framework. Among some of them, this bas led to 
misconception:; of indigenous peoples' relationship to the land, as the citations from the works of 
popular writers have shown. Anthropologists Inl\V have a more finely-tuned practice ofverstehen 
which reflects in their understandings of the Aboriginal viewpoint, but they too have to struggle to 
convey their understandings in a conceptual framework different from that of the people they have 
worked with. In a culturally-diverse society such as Australia, this problem is unavoidable, and 
learning the skills of effective intercultural commtmication is a pre-requisite to living in a society 
where such differences are to be cherished, and not crushed by policies of assimilation or by persistent 
misunderstandings and misrepresentations. 
"All our vieYIS of the landscape and of the human place in it are images and constructs affected by a 
range of factors" (Head, 1992:53). In this Literature analysis, some of the images and constructs that 
have emerged from the te:<ts have been examined and compared. The factors that have infl!!enced 
them are both cultural and historical, and while to go into each of these factors in detail is beyond the 
scope of this analysis, It is to be hoped that tbe reader will be able to perceive how they operate to 
influence the walks ofth~ writers cited here. 
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This Literature Analysis will be followed by a Case Study, whereby the perceptions of land have been 
obtained from interviews from both environmentalists jnvolvcd in a particular group, and Nyungar 
elders from the Swan River Valley region in Western Australia. From this case study, the stated per· 
ceptions of land (and relaied issues) will be compared with each other, and with reference to some of 
the concepts and issues that the Literature Analysis has raised . 
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CASE STUDY· INTERVIEWS, 
Introduction 
This case study comprises of a collection of interviews held with four members of a Perth conser· 
vation group, and four Nyungar elders of the Swan Valley region of Western Australia. Their percep-
tions and points of view will be examined and compared in this section. Where neceswy, references 
and points of comparison to material cited in the Literature Analysis will be given. Any other percep--
tions and ideas froni these writers will also be presented if they relate to issues that emerge from the 
Case Study. In the Case Study analysis, the contributors will first be briefly introduced. and in later 
chapters their contributions will be given in the same order. 
Kingsley Dunstan is a member of the Ellenbrook Conservation Group, a group of residents who are 
trying to prevent the semi·rural area where they live from proposed housing development and the 
building of a freeway through the region. He outlines the main issues and goals of the ECG, as well as 
expressing his personal reasons for being involved. His concerns are also global, and be sees the aims 
and efforts of the ECG in this perspective as well as for its lor.a1 impact. 
Lyn Dunstan shares his commiunent and many of his concerns, but also emphasises the deep 
personal affinity that she has developed for the bushland that the ECG is seeking to protect. Her 
involvement with the ECG and her growing commitment to the bushland has led her to undertake a 
course of study in Environmental Management. Both Lyn and Kingsley Dunstan have sought contact 
witlt local Nyungar people on the issue of protecting the bushland, and speak with respect of these 
people's presence and relationship to the land. 
Brian Bush is a herpetologist, who has lent his skill and knowledge to the ECG and is involved in 
protecting reptile species through education and c~nservation. With his work he travels extensively 
throughout the state, and has had contact with Aboriginal people in the areas that he visits. As weU as 
this, he is concerned with many other environmental issues, and the complexities encountered in 
ttying to combine a deeply~held respect for the land with the sustainable use of natural resources. 
Dorothy Mulder is also involved with the ECG, and is a resident of the area. She has felt a deep link 
with the land from her early years in north-west West Australia, and later in different places along 
the Swan River in Perth. Her perceptions of the land and Aboriginal people thus originate from her 
own personal experience. She also speaks out strongly against the ind\scriminate use of natural 
'---· 
resources for economic gain. Dorothy Mulder preferred to contribute her views in writing. and 
citations from her contribution will retain her punctuation and capitalization. 
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These four Nyungar elders from the Swan Valley region of Perth also contributed to the Case Study: 
Ben Taylor was born at New Norcia, north-east of Perth, and has an intimate, personal knowledge 
of the Swan Valley, as did his father before him. Richard Wilkes was born in the Swan Valley, 
where his family have lived for several generations. It is through links such as these that the 
Nyungars who have contributed to this Case Study have the right to speak for this region. Both Ben 
Taylor and Richard Wilkes, each in their own way, perceive the land as their Mother, and cmph:Jsise 
that land is vital to the self-esteem and cultural swvival of their people. They also stress that the pre· 
contact spiritual links with the land and cultural identity are not dead, bu! still survive today. 
Yaluritja (Ciarrie Isaacs), who has knowledge of the Swan Valley through his father who lived and 
worked in the area, is equally concerned with these issues, and he also gives a comprehensive 
account of pre-contact Aboriginal peoples as the "original environmentalists". Yaluritja is also 
concerned with present ..<fay land degradation and the neglect of sacred sites, and non-Aboriginals' 
perceptions and (mis)use ofthe land. He offers many suggestions for change, and speaks strongly 
about the obstructive attitudes ofbureaucrats and politicians to these issues. 
Gwen Corunna is married to a Swan Valley Nyungar man, whose family have been there for gener-
ations. She herself has lived and worked in the area for much of her life. In her contribution she 
focuses on her childhood in the bush, her personal relationship with the land. and its importance for 
her people. She, too, is concerned with environmental degradation, Lut more as it affects the lives of 
local people. One of her main concerns is the building of a freeway through the area, which will go 
right by the Nyungar school where she teaches. She also expresses her views on the problems and 
prejudices that young Nyungar people are faced with in Australian society. 
Although the contributors to the Case Study expressed many interesting views on aspects relevant to 
the given topic, for the purposes of this thesis three main issues have been examined in corresponding 
order in the following chapters: they are perceptions oflar1d, the personal or cultural influences 
behind these perceptions, and environmentalists' and Nyungars' views of each other. The Conclusion 
will then analyze these issues, as they emerge from the contributor's statements, with comparisons 
from the Uteraturc Analysis. ~t is acknowledged that this method of ordering and analysis may not do 
justice to the flow of individual expression of each contributor, but in th.Js way each of these issues 
may be most clearly examined from the material provided on that issue by the contributors. Where 
necessary, individual cross-references will be given from other parts of the interview. Any particular 
emphasis in the citations, as shOwn in bold type, is that of the contnbutors. 
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Chapter Twelve 
PERCEPTIONS OF LAND 
The responses of the environmentalists on perceptions of land were all expressed in quite different 
ways. In order to perceive these differences, each of their responses will be examined, one at a time. 
Apart from describing his childhood in suburban bushland, Kingsley Dunstan did not express his 
perceptions of land in any direct statement The importance of land, for him, was conveyed by his 
emphasis on the problems of environmental degradation and the costs of economic growth. He 
describes himself as a "thinking" person, and his perspectives, as given in the interview, seem to be 
practical and philosophical, more so than emotive. He did not, however, express his ideas about land 
explicitly, being more concerned with presenting a criticism of the dominant land ethic. This is an 
example of the sort of issues that ~c explores in the interview: 
... if you look out here now where we're looking, out across the Swan River and Perth 
city, most of Perth cily is built on wetlands, and [these wetlands} were a unique part of 
the coastal plain. They say that we've destroyed probably 85% of the wetlands on the 
Swan Coastal Plain, so what does that mean? D~A.~ that mean, that cost. that we should 
be proud of that, because we've got some skyscrapers over there, we've got a big freeway 
that looks vel)' pretty at night, but, arc they all important things or not? 
I personally believe that this growth syndrome that we have, that we must grow, to be 
able to succeed and survive ... is not necessarily correct, because at the end of the day 
we have an environment that we've got to live in, and an environment thaf has got to be 
able to sustain us .... foot this] fabricated, false sort of economic environment that wftve 
created for ourselves. 
I11 this way he indicates his view of the cultural values of his society, and its effects upon the natural 
environment. He perceives the role and responsibilities of human beings within this environment as 
thus: 
We are ultimately responsible for everything that has happened. The other animals out 
there, we have an obligation to ensure that they survive. 
It would appear from this statement that there is a perceived separation between humans and other 
species "out thcren, althotJgh he adds that he perceives human beings as "only another species of 
animal", whose "erroga~c:cn often leads them to believe they are a highly-superior species. In his own 
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words: "We are only animals, but perhaps a more developed or advanced type•. He also makes it clear 
that the responsibilities that humans have incurred are due to their damaging economic activities 
described previously, and not by some pre-ordained evolutionary hierarchy. The latter view is more 
typical of the dominant land etWc, by wllich religious beliefs {man's relationship with the rest of 
Creation, os expressed in Genesis 2), and scientific values {Danvinian) are interpreted and used to 
justify human domination. over nature. Kingsley Dunstan's perceptions of humanity as "perhap.o; more 
developed or advanced" seem instead to refer to biological characteristics and capabilities, and not to 
an anthropocentric perspe:t:Live. 
Towards the close of ~he interview, Kingsley Dunstan stated that, despite the recent successes of the 
ECG, his own thoughts and experiences in environmental issues have led him to become pessimistic, 
and even somewhat fatalistic, about the future of the rest of the globe, and the ability of groups like 
the ECG to have any influence over larger powers: 
I honestly believe that it's getting almost too late lh.~use there are too many other 
pressures and powerful influences that take place in every corner of the globe, for the 
sma1llobby groups of the green movement to have any real significant influence on the 
total picture .... My view is, I don't think we can uow, but what we've got to do now is 
whatever we r.an to make life on earth, for all :.'}JCcies, as best as is possib!e .... It's 
,._._.;\~~•'Oly unlikely that we can change our destiny now, so we've just got to try and do 
He is also pessimistic about economic and population growth, and the pressures these are pulting on 
the natural environment at•d its resourc~s: 
The only thing that may happen and may control them would be things like mtural 
disasters, or perhaps war, where there will be large numbers of people lost, killed ... But 
I still don't see that as being on a large enough scale to influence it in the lifetime that 
we have, 
Despite all this, Kingsley Dunstan does acknowledge the success of the ECG in savi.t:~g a significant 
area of bushland, and the current EPA statement recommending against the proposcci r.l&ltional high-
way that would affect the Ellenbrook and adjacent regions, which he describes as an ~increditM. tum 
of fortune". This must indeed seem like a turn of luck to someone who is well aware that k. tit>~ 
decision-making at government and private enterprise levels: 
... it comes back to politics, and that's the thing that's driving everything, politics, you 
know, vot"s and power .... We live in a highly-complex environment. not the natural 
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environment, but life, and unfortunately it comes down in many cases to poJiti(:S and 
power. 
Kingsley Dunstan thus presents himself as a pragmatist who understands ilie need for strate~. as will 
be reinforced by his views of other environmentalist groups shown in Chapter 3. He expreESeS more 
than once his perception that wban people live in an un-natural environment. a "fabricated. false sort 
of economic environment" as cited earlier. This illustrates the naturaVartificiaJ. nature/culture dicflo.. 
tomies discusSl!d in Chapter 11. Even so, he acknowledges that it is the natural environment "has got 
to be able to sustain uS". His critical quesiioning of the dominant hmd ethic cited earlier also indicates 
that the natural environment is, for him, of primary value and concern. 
Lyn Dunstan expressed a very powerful emotive:: attachment to the bushland that the ECG is trying to 
prvtect. Her feelings were developed by becoming knowledg~ble about the area, and it's flora and 
fauna. 'This knowledge was obtained by consulting botanists, the Conservation Council, and educat-
ional courses given by CALM. This is the way she describes this process and its effects, although she 
is not specific as to who "we" are, other than herself: 
The more we went out there, the more we got to know the place, we just got sort of 
hooked in by it all. We ended up with a real, I suppose, affinity for the place, a most 
possessive affinity in a way because ... we want the place preserved, for the sake of 
future genemtions, but we don't want it preserved to have thousands of people just 
walking in and out of it willy-nilly, dropping rubbish and lighting fires and whatever. 
We want it to be protectell a bit more. In a way its sort o~ a selfish thing, 'cause we sort 
. . 
of want to keep it to ourselves, but not just ourselves, but some oflhe local people and 
responsible people. 
It really upsets you when you see areas getting degraded, it really does. 
This is her response to the news of the proposed development in the region: 
l.t wa!' just horrifying to think of thousands of houses everywhere, and cars roaring all 
around us. 
It's all vcty well for you to put your house there, but you've got to respect what's already 
there, That's the only prolzlem with any of the bush being developed, because there's just 
so much land already cleared. We just can't see any justification whatever for any bush 
being cleared. You've got to have a balance ... 
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These citations show that her priorities are not just to protect her own place of residence and way of 
life, though that may have been the initiaJ impetus, but aJso to protect the bushland that she has come 
to be familiar .with through undergoing the neccssruy study and research. The last citation reveals thls 
more clearly. The fonncr attitude has become known in popular tenninology as that of the NIMBYs 
(Not In My Backyard), a derogatory term given by those who invoke community or national interests 
in defending urban pl2nning or development schemes. Though Lyn Dunstan admits that her feelings 
for the bushland are indeed possessive and to a certain e"'1ent exclusive, it is the bush itself and its 
inhabitant species that are her JHir:'lary concern. Even so, there is a slight contradiction in her desire 
to save it "for future gcnerations",and her expressed exclusivity in regards to "the local or responsible 
peopleu who can benefit from its presence now, and in the future. 
Her affinity for the Ellcnbrook bushland is not generalised, but focussed on specific places: 
To be able to got out there, there's just so rrvmy places. It's not just one big blob ofbush, 
there are all sorts oflittle nooks and cmnnies that you get to know, some really thick 
areas, sort of like mlnforest, because it's all ferns and lhings C\e'}'Where. One's like a 
papcrbark forest, a lot of young paperbarks lined up in a row, with virtually nothing 
underneath, that's special, and aJI the wetlands are quite different from each other. It 
makes it all the more important to preserve it all, all the different sorts of damp lands 
right through to the lakes. 
She emphasises the necessity for becoming familiar with the land, in order to be able to really value 
it: 
Telling people doesn't do anything. Unless you can get them to go out there and 
P.xperiencc it .... When you really feel like you know the place, that's when you're 
willing to do anything to protect it. It's definitely a very deep affinity to a place that you 
gel, it's a real bonding ... It really docs change your attitude. 
Lyn Dunstan also expresses a perspective typicaJ of European Australians that Lesley Head has also 
noticed. and called "the myth of the older, the better", whereby age or antiquily is said to impart 
greater -credibility or importance to a place or a people. Aboriginal people, in contrast, do not relate to 
such a linear concept of time in expressing d1eir values in regards to land, as the Dreaming law en~ 
compasses both the distant past and the present. But in regards to European Australians: •Whether 
we are talking of Aborigines or national parks, the appeal to antiquity is a dominant theme• (Head. 
1992:47). Lyn Dunstan expresses it in this way, in reference to the bushland: 
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There's a really big paptrbark there, it's quite strange where it is. actually, because it's 
quite high up so there must be something under the soil that is making it a bit wetter in 
that place, for it to be there. Either that or the waterhole must have been a lot higher 
hundreds of years ago .... Some botanists have told us they think it could be up to 600 
years old, this tree, so that's certainly more significant than any of the colonial times. 
It's quite amazing to think that it war there for such a long time before whites were 
" here, in fact, I think it worked out to ~bout the time when Christopher Columbus went 
to America. 
Whereas Lyn Dunstan tries to explain the phenomena of a tree being in an unusual pla.:e through her 
knowledge of environmental science, such an anomaly might be understood by an Aboriginal person 
in a different way. According to the obseJVations of anthropologists: " ... trees are likely to have 
Dreaming significance if they are out of place ecologically or are distributed in what appears to be a 
non·tree·like fashionw (Rose, 1988 a:381), ilnd: "Birrls and animals, particularly when one of them 
behaves in an unusual manner or is distinguished in some way (by uncommon size or colouring) may 
be a deceased ancestor" (Baines, 1989:228). 
Here is another citation that expresses Lyn Dunstan's respect for antiquity: 
The impression of age that you get with the bush there is really important. because it 
gives you the feeling that it's always been there, longer than men have been around. I'm 
sure, and I think it's important to keep that link with the past, and want to continue it 
through to the futt:~rc. Because I mean humans might die out. It'd be good to think that 
places-like that will always be there .... I've heard it said that the planet will always 
survive, the planet will always be there, and wildlife will always be able to adapt even 
under horrific conditions. Me:n will be gone, people won't be there ... 
In this statement, she also shows a biocentric perspective, which entails an appreciation of the land, 
or ilie biosphere, for its own sake, and not just for human survival or human instrwnental ends. 
Although her personal affinity might be for certain places in the bushland around her home, she is 
also aware of the role of the activities of the ECG in a global perspective, as shown by this statement: 
... it's made me realize tluit what we've got here, banksia woodlands iUu1 the jarrah 
forests, and all tho wildlife here, it doesn't just belong to us, it belongs to the whole 
worid .... We're bulldozing bush that actually belongs to the whole world, and I don't 
. think we've 1<3lly got the moral right to be doing that. 
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Her phrase "bush that actually belongs to the whole world" does not acknowledge its past dispossess-
ion from the indigenous peoples, and indicates a "universalising" conceptualisation, aS discussed in 
Chapter 10. However, Lyn Dunstan does acknowledge Aboriginal links to land later in her contrib-
ution, as will be shown in Chapter 14, which deals with these environmentalists' perceptions \If 
Aboriginal peoples. 
Lyn Dunstan believes that the bushland will swvive only if it is protected and managed by people 
committed to it: 
rd like to do something eco·touristy in a way, because I really think you need to try and 
educate people, try and make them realise how important these places are. They won't 
survive without people's help. 
Most people probably don't know how to protect the bush •.mless they've gone on a 
course that says how you should treat the bush. 
Here she is drawing on her own experience of undertaking such a cour~. and the affinities and 
commitment that she has developed for the bush in this way. As stated previously, she believes that 
only a deep knowledge and practical experience can lead to such commitment. !t is interesting to 
compare her experience and her recommendations, directed at non-Aboriginals, with the way that 
Aboriginal peoples experience and express their links and commitment to land. as shown in Chapter 
3, and later in this chapter. 
From their contributions as given for this Case Study, it would appear that both Lyn and Kingsley 
Dunstan, whilst primarily concerned with the ECG in saving their local bushland area from develop-
ment, have also considered the broader issues behind their immediate conservationist goals. Kingsley 
Dunstan is more pessimistic about the global environmental perspective, yet considers that one has to 
continue doing what one can. Lyn Dunstan appears to be more ambivalent about the future, although 
acknowledging that, in a worst...case environmental scenario: Nmen will be gone, people won't be 
there". Both of them emphasise the amount of time, money and effort that they have _spent in the past 
six years in their quest to save the bushland, and that the activities of the ECG have put much person-
al and family stress on the people involved. This serves to illustrate the strength and resolve of their 
commitment, which has no doubt enabled them to attain the gahlS that they have made so far, despite 
the odds and seeming inevitabilities that Kingsley Dunstan perceives. 
Brian Bulb's perceptions·ofland were also expressed in an emotive way, and also conveyed his 
experience·orthe numinous: 
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When you get past the bricks and the concrete and get out there, I mean. it's so 
gorgeous, and if you absorb something for the first time, it's like discovering another 
continent. A partiCular plant, a bird, a reptile or even a bloody snail ... t!'ere's just so 
much out there, it's all waiting to be b·.amt about and experienced. 
That's why I like it up there in the Pilbara ... the presence there ... no people (lau8h) ... 
there's something primitive about that countJy .... when you get up there, get away 
from the people ... you know, if I didn't have a family I think I'd go bush, turn my back 
on society. 
Brian Bush's last statement recalls Boris Frankel's viP.WS on seeing urban life as the "cultural Other", 
as cited in Chapter 11. Equally culturally-blised is his perception of this region as "primitive", an 
issue also raised in the· same chapter. His experience of the "presence~ in the desert or outback. 
however, differs from Veronica Brady's.t--onfrontation with God in these regions (1991:4247), yet 
nevertheless evokes a sense of impenevfubte mystery: 
It just makes you feel how insignificant you are, I mean, even at night time, especially 
at night ... I mean in the daytime you can usually visualise why it is, because you've got 
such an elevated perch, you just got these wide open spaces, the countly's just so big 
and rough ... but the first time I experienced it was at night time, the first time I'd even 
hit the Pilbara, and I felt closed in, initially. Just that it was so big and I was so small ... 
that same area I've been through now in the daytime and it's just massive old hills. 
broken country, rock ... but there's definitely something there ... I'm not a religious 
person, when it comes to Christianity, I mean, you can stick it up your bum (laugh) ... 
Nature's my God\ 
Nature ~ it's a tangle, you can see it, but you'll never explain it. We keep trying but 
there's no way you can pigeon-hole or explain it ... it's just too big. 
The numinous mysteries manifest i~ "nature" recalls John Seed's Invocation, whereby the biosphere 
is invested with a sentience or spiritual aspect, called "the spirit of Gaia". Brian Bush's perceptions. 
however, are experienced and expressed in a much more immediate and less abstract fashinn. He is 
also critical of the human exploitation of natural resources, but acknowledges that, despite their 
effects on the natural environment, these activities seem to be an inevilability: 
You get frustrated, it's all for expedience, it's all for the almighty dollar, but, you. know, 
,, 
we've got to live. We1~ got to have solrie son .. ofhappy medium. Whent·~~'ve &Qt 
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houses for the people, a massive urban sprawl, at the same ti_me, you're destroying large 
areas of natural bush. 
But it's sad, you know, you get people on the wrong track. even the conservationists 
become radical, they seem to have vested interests. They target the big dollar mobs like 
mining ... I mean, mining's minimal impact, look at the damage we've done with the 
agricultural development ... the land they clear produces bugger-all. They don't use 
intensive fanning techniques, but you always hear it's the mining mobs that are targeted 
the heaviest ... how do you get across to people ... unless they actually experience the 
same things as you experience, you can't really get people to appr«:iate the value ... rm 
not talking about the economic value, but the value of leaving these tracts of bush. 
So I don't know what the solution is because we're nor all clones, the way we think. I 
don't know there is a solution, all you can do is when you're here to try to get as many 
people as you can, not necessarily to think as you think, but to appreciate what's there. 
The last citation indicates that he believes. like Lyn Dunstan, that only personal experience of the 
bush: "to appreciate what's there", will influence people's commitment to it. As shown above, Brian 
Bush also expresses disagreement with some other environmentalists, particularly radicals such as the 
•arumaJ libb~rs": 
... they tend to be radical, lose all credibility. It would be all right if you lived in a 
perfect world, but we don't, we are a life-form, even though our brain has now become 
out of proportion to our requirements, and to the detriment of most other life forms. 
However, as he himself asserts that the bush has other than economic value, he is certainly not 
entirely a "light green" who regards the land as instrumental, only for human utilitarian values, to be 
conserved and sustainably managed for human_ ends. He does acknowledge that: •we've got to have 
some sort of happy medium", but perhaps this is more of a concession to necessity than an expression 
of his personal feelings. As he says in a previously~given citation, he has also considered •going 
bush" and turning his back on society, a much more radit11l, "deep green" sentiment held by those 
who perhaps see little hope for change in their society. 
He shares with Kingsley Dunstan a concern· with overpopulation of the human species: 
The problem is the numbers of us ... there's just too many of us, I mean, Australia1s not 
a problem as to population, but Australia's a fragile environment. Most of it is desert. 
but we'll erid up with a Sahara if we aren't careful ... like these Third World countrii:s, 
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And again like Kingsley Dunstan, he too, has a rather pessimistic view of the future, but his concerns 
are more ab~·-:~ the role of humanity with the other species on this planet, and as part oft¥ global 
~~tem: 
It's sad to lose anything, you know, especiaUy when we're supposed to be such an 
intelligent life fonn. I mean. its past the stage of survival of the fittest whetc life fonns 
are concerned, its at a stage where we're going to multiply and change things at all cost. 
I mean, if it's a plague of grasshoppers moving around, it's a plague ofve~ but we'll 
see when it comes to humans .... Humans are a real aberration. haven't been a benefit to 
any other,·!~~: ·rorm ... I get depressed I was born human. 
I think we're very short-sighted, that might be one of the biggest problems. We don't 
care about the future ... [or] future generations either, when it comes to conseJVation . I 
mean, the radicals lose their credibility, because if they don't drive a motor vehicle they 
ride a bloody pushbike, [whicli] was mined anyway (laugh), same for the forest areas, 
you've got to have timber. It's just trying to strike that sustainability, but there's ncthing 
sustainable in the long term. 
Here Brian Bush seems to despair of humanity and its failings, and it's seeming inability to face and 
overcome ecological crises. He does not directly target power and politics, like Kingsley Dunstan, but 
blames humanity's misuse of it's 11brain" or intelligence: 
We've got a brain, we're supposed to be an intelliger..t life form. but we Hve completely 
without nature ... we tend to change it to suil ourselves, so we Jive in an artificial 
environment, and in so doing, everything else has got to fall by the wayside. 
Here are the same dichotomies of natural/artificial, in relation to the human. or cultural environment 
and the natural environment, that Kingsley Dunstan also indicated in his views. Hunlanity is 
perceived to be at fault for this situation and the results thrOugh its misuse of intelligence, aCC;Ording 
to Brian Bush. As he says elsewhere: 
We're the result of evolution, and it's got to. mn its course, but because we've gOt a 
brain, we know what•s right and wrong, shouldn't we be doing something to try and 
sustain these things ... to sustain the life fonns for future generations? 
The seeming lntvitability that evolution "has got to rUn its' course" may havr.oome influenc:e on his.-
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mther pessimistic outlook for· the futu1e of humanity, as mentioned_ car!ier. His vi_~ on •we know 
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what's right and wrong" also evoke the Biblical concepts of th•: Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, 
from Genesis in the Old Testament, and the Fall, whereby humanity was banished from the Garden of 
Eden, even though he emphatically declares himself to be a non-believer. However, as has been 
shown by other examples in both the Litemture Analysis and the Case Study, a dichotomized pers--
pective seems to underpin the Western world-view, and its religious beliefs reflect this conceptual 
framework. Most Christian beliefs sepamte good from evil, right from wrong, and both God and 
humanity from the natural environment. One may reject the religious trappings, and replace them 
with another set of beliefs or understt.ndings, without necessarily discarding the framework that SUS· 
tains both. This has been well illustrated by the excerpts from Robert Lawlor's book Voices or tbe 
First Day (1991) shown in Chapter 8 and Appendix 2. 
Brian Bush also tends to include all peoples and cultural perspectives in his perceptions of humanity, 
when iilfact he is only referring to the world-view and projected future of his own sm-iety. Although 
other citations show that he knows that peoples such as the Aboriginals have a diff~~nt regard for 
// 
land, this assumed inclusiveness, or tendency to "universalize", as frequently found in non-Aboriginal 
perspectives, C<\n be regarded as another form of ethnocentrism. The problems or issues of one's own 
society are perceived and expressed as those of all humanity, and other cultures and societies share 
the blame, or are upheld and idealisect as an antidote to the world's evils. The first view negates them 
entirely, the latter sees them instrumentally. Either way, an ethnocentric or culturally-solipsistic pers~ 
pective prevails. 
When describing attitudes towards snakes in a cultural perspective, Brian Bush does mention Biblical 
influences in reference to people's fears and prejudices: 
With reptiles you're not really going to change anyone, they have an affinity for furry 
animals, so most of the resources arc targeted for furry animals, everyone's got cats and 
dogs, and you go to the zoo, past the nice cuddly koalas ... you try and puH a koala out 
of a tree (laugh) .... But in some cultures [snakes] are held in very high regard, in some 
cultures it's a regard born out of fear, but in other cultures, I mean the Aboriginal 
people .... It's surprising, Christianity with their serpent in the garden of Eden, and you 
take the Aboriginal people, with the Rainbow Serpent, which gave birth to the tribes 
and caused the land fonnationS, and then look at the mythical monsters, often they've 
got reptilian features. 
He then points out that Australia has the least dangerous snakes in the world, BD:d that our fears are 
not b~d upon scientific objectivity, but on a subjective response, and the fact that: "we've got no 
predacious mammals so we te~d to tilrget the snakes." Of the fear response he said: 
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It's one of the instincts that we haven't fully suppressed, potentially dangerous thiggs, 
there's still a certain amount of awar.::ness even if we don't know it's dangerous ... I 
mean Moses, who wrote the book of Genesis, he was a mortal .... a snake symbolized 
evil, not a mythical monster ... I always maintain that Moses was a herpetologist 
(l~ugh) ... he knew people's attitudes towards snakes! 
These citations show the divergent regard for reptiles between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people, 
as understood by Brian Bush. His acquaintance with Aboriginal peoples has shown him that they hold 
different kinds of snakes wilh a different regard, either as food, or as having sacrOO significan~. 
He seems to believe that the fear response is an innate and universal instinct, which manifests in the 
"healthy respect" that the Aboriginal people maintain, and the fear and revuls:ion expressed by most 
non-Aboriginal people, even though these instincts may be "suppressed''. Brian Bush's views on 
imtincts, in regard to Aboriginal peoples, will be studied again in Chapter 14. 
Dorothy Mulder formed her perceptions of land from the past, from her early years: 
The land is everything I love best -life, freedom, nature, peace, creativity, beauty, 
history, background. It's simply in my blood. I belong to the land, it does not belong to 
me. 
The land for her is the ultimate value: "Everything I love best", and this includes cultural activities 
and concepts: "creativity", "beauty", "history", as well as "freedom" and "peace". "Life" and "nature" 
are also included, though whether she means these in a biological sense or, again, in the context of 
cultural understandings, is not defined. The last statement: "I belong to the land, it does not belong to 
me" is a minor variation of a statement frequently made by Aboriginal people, who usuaHy say: "We 
belong to the land ... " instead. In the sentence: "It's simply in my blood", Dorothy Mulder indicates 
that her feelings were fostered by her family's history on the land: 
Right from the time I was born I have loved, appreciated, observed and lived on the 
land as did my father, his father, as far as I can go back my family have always lived on 
the land. 
Her perceptions of land are thus imbued with happy memories, of relationships with family and local 
people, and also a sense of the numinous: 
When I travelled to the world's largest cities my thoughts always flew to the open 
inland where I grew up, and I yearned to be out there roaming along the Erlistoun 
Creek with my brothers and sisters out hunting with our best friends -the local Abor· 
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iginals ... The lure of the bush forever rings in my ears, and my happiest learning and 
peaceful times were away from the maddening crowds, enjoying nature. There just has 
to be a Designer of this amazing Great Ecosystem where evel)'tlting plays a part in the 
Overall System. Obviously we have overplayed our part as humans. 
This "Designer;' of the "Great Ecosystem" recaJis a Western religious perspective of God as the Div· 
ine Architect of the world. Ho\\-ever, the ~Designer" of the "Great Ecosystem", wherein everything 
plays a part, also recalls the Gaia hyp(Jthesis, and John Seed's Invocation, calling upon the spirit of 
Ga!a and the spirit ofEvolutiun (Seed, 1988:2·3). This seems less like Veronica Brady's Old Testa-
ment de.iCrt God, who tries and redeems humanity, and may be instead a more contemponuy pers-
pective of God as the Great E,;ologist, creator of the <.:we-inspiring "Great Ecosystem", be it the bio-
sphere, the: entire planet, or t.'te universe. Frt Dorothy Mulder nature, the bush, is a refuge from 
civilization: "the world's largest cities", and "the maddening crowds". Nature and civilization are seen 
as an antithesis here, as in other parts of her contribution. Like Lyn Dunstm and Brian Bush, .Doro-
thy Mulder al:oo .!ieems to uphold the vjew that hwnan beings may not be the prime or central species 
.. 
within this ecosystem, and indeed one who may have overplayed their "part". 
As well as this, she quite emphatically condemns human-centred, utilitarian values: 
I feel v·~ry sad wllen such destruction ofland is carried out by greedy, selfish, unscrup-
ulous humans~ all for the almighty dollar. For power, for self~motives and ego--
boosting. Man is destroying the earth and every day we see it in reality, the media, 
television. Destroying our natural forces forever, wiping out flora, fauna, everything 
that we love. We should not allow this to happen as this is all we lu:ve -no water, no 
land, and then no life/ 
This is one sentiment that was shared by each of the environmentalists who contributed to this case 
study, al~hough expressed in ditr~rcm ways by all. Each expressed strong concern about the use of 
natural resources for economic ends, and qucstioricd the values of the dominant land ethic, despite the 
concession that "you've got to have timber", as made by Brian Bush. 
Dorothy Mulder cqumes her feelings for the land with that ofthe Aboriginal people she has known: 
fbelieve thC Aboriginals were very territorial, and I felt like that, although only fourth 
generation on the land. I really believe that the people ofilie land have the same 
attaciJment, whether of Aboriginal or other descent, and I am only happy living among 
b'Jsh!and and birds, etc. 
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Here she asserts that: 11 We [or I] believe the same things, regarding land. as the Aboriginals", in her 
own words. Her views on this topic will be encountered again in the next chapter. Before dealing with 
the other relevant issues that emerged from the environmentalists' contributions, the perceptions of 
land as given by the Nyungar contributors will first be examined. 
Nyungar elder Ben Taylor expressed his feelings for the land quite simply; "The land is our Mother, 
we don't own it, it owns us", thereby almost i"Cpeating Dorothy Mulder's statement. Like Dorothy 
Mulder, he, too; developed his perceptions from an early age, but in a different way. He learnt about 
the Dreaming and the Rainbow Serpent from his grnndparent.s, while sitting around a campfire, and 
was taught: 
... about how the Rainbow Serpent crossed the land and formed the landscapes, trees, 
minerals. The land, and the waterholes, are the home of the sacred Waugyl [Rajnbow 
Serpent]. 
Ben Taylor sees land as being a crucial far.tor in the healing and consolidation of his people's cultw-e: 
Aboriginal people today are lying down in that park, they don't know who they are, they 
have no land, the white man has taken their soul from them -but they haven't killed us 
out. Drinking, being jailed, deaths in custody. Longmore [prison] is a place for racism. 
I talk to young people there, there arc too many white people telling them what to do. 
(The Welfare system] ... They have a different way of oppressing us now. 
Alcohol is killing off my people - they arc crying to go back to the land, lost in this 
concrete jungle, spiritually, mentally, physically bankrupt, spirits broken. 
With the land we could do a lot, sit around the campfire, talk about the Drcarnlime, 
share stories. 
Ben Taylor also made it clear that talk of reconciliation is futile: 
... until we can get our land, We don't want all Australia, not your backyard. I want to 
take my people out of bondage. 
As & Catholic, like Veronica Brady, Ben Taylor also uses Biblical allusions to give emphasis to his 
statements. He praised the support that his people arc getting from the Catholic Church, and from the 
PQPC, the Holy Father, who said "strong words" about land and Aboriginal people during his last visit 
to Alice Springs. '&'en Taylor emphasised this in his own words: 
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... our roots arc strong in the ground. The bush is burnt, the bark scorched, but we like a 
tree stand strong. 
This tree docs not symbolize evolution or the biosphere, as in John Seed's Invocation, but is more like 
Bill Ncidjic's tree that was kin, "father and brother", to his peOple, and is always awar~: of their pres-
ence. Ben Taylor uses the tree as an analogy of Aboriginal cultural survival; with the desecration of 
the land and oppression of the people, it has shared their history of near-destruction, but nevertheless 
endures. The physical and spiritual link between Aboriginal peoples and their land is also vividly 
expressed in his reference to iron--ore mining: 
We look at nil that dirt being taken away as being our body, our people's bodies. 
His views on the selling, or appropriation of land for mining arc reinforced in this statement about the 
people of the Kalgoorlic goldfields region: 
They were sold out by their own people, for big money, for a mining company. I swear 
on my mother's grave I would never sell out my land. 
His views on the early explorers of the Swan River region, such as Sir John Forrest, were also clearly 
expressed: 
{The] discovel)' of this lnnd- that's white history,that's nothing, you've only been here 
200 years" 
Here Ben Taylor uses the concepts of linear time and antiquity to dismiss the impact :md importance 
of the European presence, in comparison to that of the indigenous peoples. Although he Jocs not dir-
ectly state "the older, the better" in regards to his own culture, he docs tum the European perspective 
round to measure it against the Aboriginal perspective, in order to make his point. 
Richard Will•cs shared many of the views and concerns of Ben Taylor, both emphasise the injustices 
of dispossession of the land e.xperienced by their people since European colonization, and the intro-
duced diseases and poverty, as well as outright massacre, that had decimated their populations and 
weakened those that remained. 
Richard Wilkes points out that '.he Nyungars would leave a site after a death had occurred, and after 
the European inv;1sionthere were many deaths among th~m. The Europeans became aware of this 
custom nnd would then move in and take over the land in their absence, this being one of the means 
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of dispossession. Now the Nyungars have no ownership of land along the Swan River, and no access 
except where there is general public access. There arc many sacred sites and special places along the 
waterways of the Swan River region, they arc associated wilh the Waugyl, and once provided access 
to water for the Nyungars. 
Like so many of the other Aboriginal contributors, such as Ben Taylor in this Case Study and many of 
those citCJ in the Literature Analysis, Richard Wilkes expressed his perceptions efland as "The Land 
is our Mother", and added: 
The first thing that you remember when you're born !s the smell of your mother's 
breast... The land is your mother .. When it's raining, the Mother is making the world 
all fresh and clean again. 
There arc strong connections to the land through the mother and the maternal line ir.this region, 
according to Richard Wilkes. Despite the fact that men arc the most visible leaders in Nyungar 
society, the role of women in community life is by no means insignificant, if less obvious. 
While professing a great respect for the Christian religion, and acknowledging that some of his 
pcopie arc Christian, Richard Wilkes finds the Dreaming beliefs arc more significant for him. The 
Dreaming connections begin at birth, and continuc on through life, and according to his explanation: 
When you die, it's best to be buried in the place where you were born, and return to the 
Dreaming. After death, the spirit returns to the Mother, the land. 
He also emphasises thm the ir,digcnous ways of life and world-view arc still very strong, despite 
cduc~11ion in white schools. This bcliefhas been backed by allthc otl1er Nyungar contributors to this 
Case Study, as further citations will show, and it illustrates the fact that urban Aboriginals have as 
strong a sense of cultural identity as those living in other parts of Australia, despite the dispossession 
from land and th~ ongoing cppression and the poverty that both Richard Wilkes and Ben Taylor 
speak of in their interviews. 
Yaluritja (Cia1Tic Isaacs) began his response with the st<ttcmcnt; "Aboriginals have been the real 
environmentalists for thousands of years", and gives a detailed explanation of how they lived with the 
land: 
It wasn't a broad sort of thing ... individuals had selected duties, so it took the whole 
conutmnity to manage or to take care of the complete system, and it was a whole life-
time conunitmcnl of caring nnd learning :~bout the en vi ronmcnt, which catered for their 
RR 
lives. It was protecting the watenvays, protecting the continuation of plant species, the 
harvesting at the different times of year, it was the duty of these pe<~pie as individuals to 
care for it. They didn't just start doing anything, they had duties to do, and they had to 
follow vecy clear rules ... to harvest certain leaves or berries, or the roots of the trees, or 
collect insects that came to those plants. They were very specific ... not to over-harvest 
aU of the things that were entrusted to these people, and this obligation went on through 
their families, through other gen:rations in their families as welt 
These pel) pic lived a total life of living, not on the land, but living with the land. 
Like Richard Wilkes, Yaluritia is concerned at the lack of knowledge and lack of respect for the 
sacred sites in the Swan River region, on behalf of the non-Aboriginal residents. He also emphasises 
the insern,f<!ble link of spirituality and the land as held by his people: 
" l'i 
' 
Not't!ii}r were their physical beings, their physical presence, intertwined with living 
with the countty, but their spiritual lives as well. People had their own tracts ofland, 
their spiritual places, their sacred sites ... Unlike other people who could take their 
religion with them, and build ch~.rches wherever they liked, over to other countries .... 
Indigenous peoples in Australia can't take their sacred sites with them, so many of them 
had gone into oppression and slavery, as a sacrifice to stay on their land. And it's still 
happc11ing today, that1s why thcirc in towns which are the most racist and hostile to 
' 
them. But therc1S nothing more poo/1n this world, when you think of materialistic 
things, there's nothing more poor than to be without ycur country. 
[You can havcj all the materialistic things and just carry them around in plastic bags, 
but it's eve!!. worse to have no country where you are known, to sit there, and where 
your identity ;·r. maintained, When people can't understand that they'll say the needs of 
Aborigines will be addressed by education and better health conditions. But the whole 
ground of who they arc is embodied in being with their countty ... 
You can1t be happy betause you1re living next door to Alice or anything like that, you've 
got to belong in your country ... and when it comes to times of dispute, there are people 
who are questioned about: "What right do you have to speak in this part of the 
country?" 
Yalurilja's own affinity to the land is particularly evident when he discusses the important role of 
trees in an urban environment. His reasons arc both philosophical and aesthetic as well as practical, 
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though it is interesting to note that the trees he describes here are deciduous: "all different coloured 
leaves", and therefore possibly exotic: 
Why do people choose certain types of trees when they draw up a plan? Why do people. 
look upon trees as being messy sorts of things when they're so beautiful, all diJie.o:nt 
coloured leaves, laying there and just son of decaying away like us, like we will decay, 
as they will decay, as an things will be regenerated, by the next springtime they'll be 
alive. 
They need to have the strength and support of other plants around them, you can'tjust 
have a tree. And why should they have just big open parks and no trees in them, so that 
people can't sit underneath those trees and be in the shade and watch a game of football 
or do what they want to do. 
I mainly see trees because they're just so lovely. Oh, I see the grass, weeds and that ... 
flowers arc beautiful, some imported flowers arc lovely, the ones that live with the 
environment. 
These citations indicate tlmt while Yaluritja has a sound ecological awareness: "you can't just have a 
tree", he is also tolerant of exotic species for their aesthetic value, a tolerance not shoMl by all the 
environmentalists, as will be indicated later. Although he clearly described his own people's ways of 
caring for the land and_ the link of land to cultural identity, it is evident from his contribution that he 
also shares many of the concerns of the environmentalists. In fact, a significant part of his contrib-
ution focussed upon environmentally-friendly urban planning, and a respect for natural resources that 
did not preclude their use by human beings. Here are soml! examples of these concerns: 
Why not have a system where people can get away from the continuation of houses, 
housing areas, and can go and live and walk in green belts that go for rnHes. and walk 
through there. The roads can go underneath the ground, not over the top, they should 
go underneath. The green belts should be like highways so that people can walk over 
them. What's the purpose ofhaving nature reserves like islands in a great polluted 
river? The seeds need to go from one island to another, to cross-pollinate the country. 
The pollen needs to be carried by insects and those insects need to travel from one place 
to anoth~r at different times, to different places in the environment. They really do need 
to be looked at in a holistic way. 
I ti1ink it is important to see the value of timber. Not just artificial timber which is put 
out by machines, which is made of sawdust and glued together ... it's not timber at all. 
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There's nothing more beautiful than big slabs of timber, cut them and make them into 
tabletops and things like that 1 ••• and people should be encouraged to do something with 
the wood that's cut or fallen down, lots of things they can do rather than just cut them 
up anc! throw them in the rubbish tip. Big logging companies shouldn'~ be allowed just 
to go and log all the time. There's lots of timber from building sites just dumped ... just 
forklift pallets ... you see it thrown away everywhere. Hardly used and they throw it 
away. I think there's not P.nough recyclirog oi materials. 
Yaluritja aims his strongest criticism at fanners, citing rural areas as the main site of environmental 
degradation. From amoJ1gst the environmentalists, Brian Bush concurs with this view, saying that in 
comparison mining has only minimal impact, despite the criticism levelled at tltis induslly from other 
environmentalists. Yaluriljr., however, is also critical of mining, both for it's appropriation of 
Aboriginal land and resources, and in it's impact on the environment: 
Mining companies come and go, the destruction they leave behind. It's a very poor 
country where the local people are just seen as workers. 
Yaluritja summed up his views with this statement 
People need to care for the country. You don't need a Bill of Rights to care for the 
country, you need a Bill of Commitment and a Bill of Responsibility. 
From the concerns and viewpoints expressed iil his contribution, it is safe to assume that he is 
including both non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal Australians in his call to "care for country". 
Gwen Corunr;a be£.'ln describing her feelings for land by giving an account of her early childhood in 
the bush, from which her family drew their sustenance. At that time the town was out of bounds to 
them, and her parents would only go there to get necessary stapie foods. Later on, living in a house 
anri goinlj1ri SChool presented the children with a real culture shock, including encountering racism 
directly for the first time. Gwen Corunna says this about the Aboriginals• need for land: 
To me, I think it's always been that when people talk. about Aboriginal people just 
wanting land for the sake of land, I mean, it goes det!perthan that. It's part of your own 
spirituality of the land and y~llr cuiture that's all sorfOflntenwined in the bush. 
She also. describes how she herself draws much more than physical sustcw..nce from the land: 
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At times when I get really stressed and I'm really feeling low, and I need a booster for 
myself! go into the bush and JIU sit down and I'U just relax and I'll just let the bush take 
over my spirit, and it's Jike an injcttion that comes in, and you can feel it sort of flowing 
through you ... It's very hard to explain, but it's like a revival, and it's like your spirit 
has been given a new lease oflife, and you come out there and it's just like ... I don't 
have auy stress any more, and I don't fceiiC'St any more. I feet my energy flowing again. 
and I feel that I can go out and I can cope with whatever problems I have after that 
happens. 
I do it quite frequently, and my own beliefs in that is that it's the old people's spirits 
who are roaming the countryside, and when you go in there they are revitalizing your 
spirit because they kr.ow that you have a job to do ... to look after the little kids that are 
in this school here. You've got to see that they get to know about their heritage and their 
culture and so you know you draw on their strengths ... and that's how I feel, and the 
older I get I find that it's very important to me as an Aboriginal woman that I can draw 
on their strengths. And the other thing is that it docs not in(erfere with my own 
religious faith, because I believe that they are one and the same. that they both have the 
same flowing of energy, into me. 
Gwen Corunna's relationship with the bush is thus personal in it's therapeutic effects, but it also 
affinns her membership and responsibilties in the community. She shows very explicitly how the 
bush can confer strength to those who are linked to it, as Aboriginal people. She also draws a 
distinction between the "bush" and tlte urban environment 
TC' me the bush or the land that's not been touched by white man has more power ther~. 
than there is in the city, You don't get that, you lose it bctausc they [the old people's 
~pirits] can't settle there, you know, bctause that's where the white man has sort of 
taken over. So to really feel that you have got to go out into the bush or even this place 
here [the Nyungar school], it has good feelings about it. 
This is not identical, however, to the Western city/wilderness dichotomy described in Chapter 11. 
While "white man" may have appropriated the urban areas, the "bush" is not seen as a pristine, unin~ 
habited area, but a place where the presence of past anceslor>;.remains to sustain those alive in the 
present. Culture, the impact of people past and present, and the land, are not pel'Ceived as separate or 
dichotomized. Through these links wHh the past, the bush is alive with meaning, and can commun~ 
icate this ro those in the present who are sensitive, as Gwen Corunna explains: 
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... the bush has got something very special about it. it doesn't Jr. ·r- :- be any Specific 
bush ... there are bushes, or parts of the bush that you can't go-to; because you just sort 
of know that you can't go there, something instinctively says no, that'& not a right and 
proper place to go, so you don't go near that. But you then go to other places, you get 
this real happy feCiing about going in there, it's a sort of peaceful one, so you go there 
and you sit there. And I still firmly believe that the old people are looking after us, 
because they tell us where not to go and where to go ... it's all still pan of that culture 
tltat flows through. 
The importance of the "old peopl:" and the past is perceived by Gwen Corunna in both a historirol 
and personal sense, as she explains in these citations: 
We did a little bit of research and found that this was a camping area. when they were 
moving through they used to camp here, so that was very significant, because we were 
going to build a school on a place that was a camping ground to our ancestors. Some-
times here, if we're having after school classes and stuff like that, and when the child-
ren go ... and the peace that comes through the school, is like revitalizing everything for 
tomorrow. And you've got that sort of flow on all the time, and it's vety hard to explain, 
but it's there, and the strength is there. I guess you've go to really believe these things. 
and I Jinnly believe them. 
Because my grandfather taught me a lot when I was growing up, I believe that he is 
always there guiding me. In directions, when I can't make a decision, I think and I 
think about him, and I believe that his strength's still there. 
This may be compared to Lyn Dunstan's respect for antiquity, as described previously. Gwen 
Corruna's perceptions are based on :an ancestral presence from the past in the land, which still in-
'! 
fluences the present, \l'htreas Lyn Dunstan expresses a sense of awe~~ a tree or landscape has 
outlived so many human generations, including those of the European colonizers of the region. She 
draws significance from the parallel strands of linear time, wh..:rcas Gwen Corunna seems to perceive 
the past as inter-penetrating the present. (This concurs with the anthropologist W.E.H. Stanner's 
explanation of the Aboriginal perceptions of time and the Dreaming, as described in Chapter 2.) For 
Gwen Corunna, it appears that the influence of past ancestors: "the old people". may be as strong or 
significant as that of more recent and more personal relationships, such as with hei grandfather. The 
passing of linear time does not necessarily diminish these links. 
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Gwen Corunna also strongly expressed her feelings about the environmental degradation that has 
happened as a result of the European impact on the land. She spoke at length about this, and here are 
sqmc of her views and concerns: 
... wouldn't it be nice if we could have tried a bit better here, in Australia, because I 
mean we're the last country to have been discovered, you would have thought that they 
would have learnt from other countries, of the devastation that's taken place in these 
countries. I mean, they've cut down rainforests and stuff' like that, you would have 
thought that Australians would have loOked at all those places, before starting in on and 
destroying all the stuff in Australia ... I mean, it's nearly all gone now. 
Like, I mean the Swan Ri.ver now, you know that was just so beautiful. You could go 
down there of an evening and have a barbecue and take th~ kids out, but now ycu 
can't .... The river is full of horrible algae and whatever else is in there, and who knows 
what you can pick up if you let your kids go in there, so people have had to back off. 
Whether it'll ever be back to its proper place again, who knows? It depends on how far 
or how damaging or what new thing they can think of to do next, who knows? I don't 
know what to think about it (laugh) ... it's really sad ... that we've let such a beautiful 
country go to waste ... 
These are feelings that n·.~m-Aboriginal environmentalists have also expressed, for example Lyn. 
Dunstan: 11lt really upsets you when you see land gcuing degraded, it really does" Frotr' the inform-
ation given here, however, it appears that th~ environmentalists arc more concerned with conserving 
land. species and resources, repairing environmental damage, and examining and contrasting their 
values with those or the dominant land ethic which is held to be to blame. The Nyungar people do 
share some of these concerns, but they arc also concerned with their own needs as a people. Land is 
indeed a crucial part or these needs, but their priorities appear to be focussed as much on cultural 
restoration as with protecting and restoring the land. In fact, the two concerns must be regarded as 
one and the same. 
In the next Chapter of this Case Study, the personal or cultural influences that shaped the perceptions 
of land as held by the environmentalists and the Nyungar people, will be looked at. 
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Chapter Thirteen 
CHANGING PERCEPTIONS AND INHERITED CONNECTIONS 
Each of the four environmentalists interviewed for this Case Study said that their affinities to the land 
were formed by factors and influences from their childhood. All of these four will be cited in tum, in 
order to illustrate how their perceptions and understandings were formed, and, in a couple of cases. 
strongly renewed by their involvement -in the ECG. 
Kingsley Dunstan described his childhood in the Perth subl_,rb ofDoubleview as influential: 
... at that time Doubleview was in fact bush and I spent all my childhood in the bush, 
playing with some of the other kids in the area. We developed a very healthy respect 
and relationship with the bush .... 1 used to collect lizards and make all sorts of imple-
ments in the bush, and just generally muck around as a kid in the bnsh ... I used to have 
lizards and things like that as pets, and you'd watch things on programs ... I can rem-
ember it was children's Channel 7 years ago, when there was Harry Butler and Len 
McKenna, who used to have a segment ... and you'd become involved in that part. so 
involved you would have an interest ... 
It would aiJpear that cultural influences, such as television programs, had a part to play as well in 
developing his interest in the bush. Kingsley Dunstan then goes on to describe how his interest was 
then eclipsed by other concerns, only to re-emerge later in life: 
... and then throughout life, as you get into the next stage of life, where you're looking 
for some kind of employment ... in my case, you don't follow that road, you go for a 
more professional and academic or economic environment ... And then you go through 
another stage, a few st'Jges in life, and then, if you're a thinking person, you sort of 
analyze a lot of what's going on around the place ... and the media in particular have an 
incredible amount ofpowerin this way, and car a constantly put forward issues as they 
would like them put fonvard ... and along the path that you are going, you get to a 
point, I think, either some experience has happened along the way ... 
For Kingsley Dunstan, this experience occurred when he and his family spent some time living in the 
Kimberley region in the north-west of Western Australia, in small (;()mmunities in quite remote areas, 
where they grew to h~we an appreciation for the local natural environment. It was here that they were 
confronted with the "natumlness" oftheir environment, emphasised by itS isolation Md low popul· 
ation density. Moving back to Perth later, into suburbia, proved to be uncongenial for the family, as 
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Kingsley Dunstan put it: "we found ... this is ridiculous, here we arc, living wit"b.in metres of the next 
house and people, and, I mean, it's just ridiculous ... ", so t.'ley moved out into the EUenbrook area. 
Not long after that, they and other local residents found out about the proposed development for the 
local bushland area, and thus the ECG came into being. He goes on to descri~ the outcome of his 
changing perceptions in this way: 
Now along the way, of course, [\v:ith] all these things that have happened. you develop, I 
suppose, a much heallh~er and broader mlderstanding of the envir9nment ... it becomes 
a very phiiosophical-type thing ... in my ca~e. I think quite deeply and anaJyze these 
situations, and that drives me to be more committed to what w~'re doing .... Yes, we do 
change along the way, but that's what it's all about anyway, that's life, it's about 
changing. So I suppose, yes, we've changed our values in some ways, if anything, they 
were always there, in early childhood in my case, and they were resurrected at some 
later stage, and wem then developed mt~re strongly. 
It would appear that for Kingsley Dunstan the time and effort spent in participating in and furthering 
the goals of the ECG not only renewed and fostered his affinity for the bush. but aJso stimulated his 
philosophical explorations into relateci areas and into the meaning of life itself: "that's life, it's about 
changing11 • In his case, the change was a divergence in perception from the dominant land ethic, and 
the influence of the media in supporting its vall!es, to a questioning cfthese vaJues and their effect on 
the natural environment, a!> shown by his. citations in the previous chapter. 
Although claiming that his perceptions were shaped by many influenl~s. but "no-one in particuJar", 
Kingsley Dunstan acknowledged some of the ideas that influenced his philosophy as coming from the 
works of Dr David Suzuki, a Canadian geneticist and writer on environmental issues., and Dr. Gra-
ham Chittleborough, a West Australian scientist, and past chief of the EPA. Kingsley Dunstan has 
read hi~ publications, as well as having made personal contact and shared discussions with him. Dr. 
Chittieborough has been publicly vocal on environmental issues, and "has made me think further". 
However, Kingsley Dunstan emphasised that his perceptions primarily :•ev\llved from my childhood 
background, to where I am now", and that his earl) experiences in Doubleview set the stage for the 
influences that followed. 
Lyn Dunstan was also very much influenced by her childhood in Applecross, which was then a new 
·: subulb surrounded by banksia woodland. As a child she spent a lot of time in the bush~ "climbing 
trees and catching bugs and all sorts of creepy-crawly things". Much time was aJso spent down by the 
foreshore ofthe Swan River, before it was cleared, Although she also participated in other activities 
such as music ?fid dancing, she was never as interested in these as she was in exploring the bush. 
More recently, she says her main influences have been people like Dr. David Suzuki and Richard 
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Attenborough, and also the people she knows in the conservation movement, such as Joan Payne of 
the Conscrvntiou Council, who has devoted much of her time to issues such as enforcing a ban on 
due~ shooting. 
She also spoke about how her apprccintion of the land has been consolidated since becoming involved 
with the ECG, and pursuing her studies: 
I've always thought that it was important, but I've never been able to look at something 
and say 'that's n weed, it shouldn't be there'. Now the property that we've moved on to, I 
turn around and think 'Oh my God, there's weeds everywhere', whereas when we first 
moved in l wouldn't know, it wouldn't have made any difference. 
You get upset when you sec trees dying from dieback. You really get depressed, 
incredibly depressed, whereas before we would have thought 'Oh well, just stick 
something else in'. Now I'm getting really particular about what sort lJfplants get put 
in. I tend to want to go for the indigenous species ... 
This change of perspective and desire to learn was fostered by her involvement in the ECG: 
... yeah, definitely, it gives you the st~ength to sort of carry on doing things like 
[community work, study}. It's given me that extra sort of push to get out there and get 
involved in nora :md fauna surveys all over the Swan Coastal Plain, and volunteering 
for CALM at the moment, their Go-Bush program and Earth-Carers program ... and 
doing the course here at uni [l!nvironmental Management}. 
lu his own way B.-ian Bush has c:;:plored many of the same issues that concern Kingsley Dunstan, 
and his affinity for the land was also influenced by his cl;ildhood, for him in the Sydney region of 
Mcnai which was then: "all sandstone and woodlands". On a later visit he found that "it's depressing, 
it's all highways nod freeways now". Of his childhood experiences and perceptions he says: 
I've been fascinated by reptiles since I was a boy, bitten by my first snake as a ten-yea.r-
old, but I just had a fascination. It's marvellous how you can relate to them ... I can 
remember as a boy, you're going into an agricultural area, your family takes you out 
there picking mushrooms. As a boy I thought 'oh, this is natural', these man-made 
grasslands, and it's not natural, you know. I mean, all the timber's been removed and 
it's a totally foreign environment, really, and it took a few years for me to appreciate the 
damage that had been done. 
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He e"'-plains that he was 11always a bit of a loner" as a child, and became interested in reptiles by 
observing the common lizards in the garden. The only books that he then had on the subject were 
European and North American books, which gave information that couldn't be applied locally. His 
"passion for the bush" equates his "oassion fo~ the reptiles"; although he has had no fonnaJ education 
apart from his electrician's trade, he 11picked it up as I went along" instead. Even today he says that 
there is "more at peace in the PHbara than in the city." 
Dorothy Mulder's perceptions were also shaped by her childhood on the land: 
Like the Aboriginals I was born to the bush, being reared in the outback .... Virgin land 
taken up by my father from 1926, north from Laverton, no telephone, no mail, no 
v;:~ndals, and mostly no trouble. 
The 11outback" where she grew up is thus perceived as a refuge from all the "troubles" of the urban 
environment, like the city/wilderness dichotomy discussed in Chapter 11 of the Literature Analysis. 
My first recollection of life was feeding a baby kangaroo and baby lambs, and evecy day 
we saw Aboriginals hunting, digging and specking for gold after the rains .... From the 
time I was 3 or 4 I always looked afier joeys, wallabies, orphans ... in fact my sister and 
myself would have reared most creatures from the \\ild .... 
We were always in contact with the Aboriginals wherever,, .. , · ·-d to live outback 
.... We learnt from these Aboriginals how to track, ._,. ullud, dig up wild onions, 
bardies, bungarra, goanna, while eating quandong and sandalwood nuts, honey from 
the ants, gums, mistletoe, fruit, etc. 
When she was eight years old, she moved to Perth, to her &l!lndmother's house at Como. From her 
~~count, it would seem t!lat,like Doubleview, Como still retained much of its original bushland in 
earlier years: 
They were great days as I could walk bare-footed from Como school througb mostly 
bushland and tluough the great wet lands to see the water-birds and the great looming 
'Wizard of Oz' paperbarks .... I haria lot offrcedom even around the city areas and 
would \\'alk among the river reeds along the river banks of those days to see t11 .. 
wildlife. 
Popular children's literatUre thus also influenced Dorothy Mulder's early perceptions Of the natural 
environment. Native trees have an associillion with the 11Wizard of Oz", the creation of an Americart 
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aulhor. (This is pr~bably when there was no TV. and thus no Harty Butler or other nature progi1li11S, 
such as those that inspired Kingsley Dunstan's affinity for the bush in his childhood.) She later moved 
to her other grandmother's house at W~t Guildfor!l: 
She had a look-out on top of the house and a jetty. We oould watch the waterbirds and 
fish right out on the Swan R\ver. As my brother was aJso there we spent all our spare 
time in the low swamp lands and creeks catr.hing flogs, gilgies. tortoises, etc. 
It must be remembered that what is now part of Perth's built-up urban environment was cbviously still 
covered or fringed with native bushlaJid in Dorothy Mul~'er's younger years. and this is born out by 
her description. Her affinity for the natural environment has continued and still gives her pleasure 
today: 
My greatest pleasure in ~he l&.st 12 years has been to watch the bird-life, flora and fauna 
ofEllenbrook, and this morning I saw a large colony of splendid Fairy Wrens. inciud· 
ing four with blue tails and three full-coloured males. How lucky! a~ to see Blue 
Wrens every day on my home block alongside Ellenbrook. 
Some ofthc Nyungar contributors also described the way their perceptiCJns of land were shaped in 
their early years. However, this appreciation ofthe land was endowed to them by their elders, their 
grandparents or other r~!atives, and would have included detailed local knowledge about the environ· 
ment as well as the Dreaming stories of how it was created and sustained. This endowment, in what-
ever form it .. takes, is an inherited connection with the land, with the past, and with the culture. It is 
31! endowment that these people have been immersed in since birth. and 'tit~ difficulties face them 
daily in living alongside non-Aboriginal society has not diminished t11eir feelings for their land 
The environmentalist's perceptions of land were lOr most part shaped by a change or divergence from 
the attitudes of their family or society. Altlwugh Lyn and Kingsley Dunstan say that, in their own 
ways. they have 11always felt like this", they also outlined how events in later life, especially their 
involvement in the ECG, greatly influenced their present perceptions, and even affected their under· 
standing of broader issues, global perspectives, and philosophical views. Brian Bush admits that as a 
child he was not aware that the environment that he grew up in wasn't "natural",.be learnt this later 
' in life. Dorothy Mulder, however, asserts that her affinity for the land has always been strong. and 
inherited from her fsmily four generations back. Whether her perceptions have ever changed or been 
influenced since, she did not mention in her contribution. 
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When asked how her children responded to their parents' preoccupations with ronscrving the 
bushland, Lyn Dunstan replied: 
!think our oldest boy has sort of slipped pas~ because he was elready fairly grown up 
by the time we go~· into all this, and he sort of thinks it's all a bit ... Mmmhl It's not vezy 
cooll It's good that ~hcy're getting environmental education at school, so they know it's 
notjust us that say these things .... And the other kids.~ just totally rapt They spend 
'·:).. 
heaps of time just out in the bush .... but we don't like th~'m riding bikes and things 
tluoUgh the wetlands. 
She then went on to give an example of how the children were encouraged to respect the habitat of 
nocturnal animals that are rarely seen, such as the bandicoots: 
we li)' to tell the kid.'>- 'don't go through there, don't disturb them becaUse there's not 
many places :where they can feel safe',· don't go poking through all the time. We prefer 
them to be completely left a:one. 
Kingsley Dunstan also described how his children's environmental education would probably vcuy 
from that of his own, as a child: 
My grandparents and parents didn't sit down with me and tell me about the bush as 
such (except in the conte:\1 ofbulbck trains and logging), so we haven't had the oppor-
tunity of passing on, and we still probably don't do that ... but in an environmental 
group, like, our children •. for e.xample, we do discuss thc.se things, and we do relate to 
what Doublcview as like 38 years ago, i!. was all magnificent bushland, and then we 
drive through today and have a look. I think tl'.at is where our children, at least, wheth· 
er they continue with the cause or not, will have a good understanding of what's 
happening out there. 
Speaking both as a parent and a schoolteacher, Gwen Corunna gives an account of how Nyungar 
values of land were imparted to the young, and tho problems encountered in passing on these values: 
It's very hard for our kids that 3tC here to come from suburbia to appreciate the bush as 
much as my generation. Like my kids, ~ey like the bush, and they all go to the bush. 
we've always taken them, but it wouldn't be theit top priority, because their up-bringing 
was not in the bush. So they don't have that affinity, but then again it may not come 
until later in life, becaUse sometimes Aboriginal people have to mature, before they get 
special things haPpening to them, so maybe that ~come later, I don't know. 
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[On the children at school} ... if we do a good enough. job here, then there is hope for 
tho~ ltids and they tan still maintain their culture and their identity to land ... they talk 
· about it now, this is ours, or this was our land, because things are being taught about it 
So they know that many, many years ago this was their country, the whole of it was 
their country, and I think that•s part of\vhere they will link up to their past 
It is interesting to compare how both these women, Nyungar and non-Aboriginal environmentalist, 
emphasise the need for school education as well as home education in imparting their values, yet Lyn 
Dunstan emphasises the need to protect wetlands and animal species, whilst Gwen Corunna sees her 
people's perceptions and relationship to land as a crucial component of their cultural awareness and 
identity. These citations of these two people reinforce the point made at the end of Chapter 12 about 
the different priorities held by each group. 
..·, 
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Clitapter Fourteen 
PERCEPTIONS OF EACH OTHER 
One ofthe issues examined in the Literature Analysis waS the way that non~Aboriginals, particularly 
environmentalists, perceive Aboriginal peoples and their values and priori tie~: in regard to land. Each 
of the environmentalists wllo contributed to the Case Study gav~ quite a substantial response when 
asked how they thought Aboriginal perception$ efland compared to their own. so the issue obviously 
warrants a chapter of it's own in the Case Study Analysis. All of the environmentalists ·based their 
responses on personal contact and observation with Aboriginal people, yet. as will be shown. their 
wtderstandings and perceptions of Aboritina1 p:uples varied significantly. Their perceptions are 
worth comparing to the issues discussed in Chapter 11. Mo'lt cfthe Nyungar contributors gave their 
,, 
perceptions of the aims and understandings of environmentalists, and these will also be studied in this 
.~hapter. 
-Kingsley Dunstan thought that in situations such as at Ellenbrook, where bushland areas were 
threatened by development, the Nyungar people and the ECG could giy-e each other mutual help and 
support. His ex'Planation is lengthy, but is worth including in its entirety: 
Aboriginal communities in the area have certainly been very understanding and suppor.: 
tive of conservation and environment type of groups. Ho•vever, they do have a healthy 
distrust of white people, which is understandable, and it takes tirr.e for them to be able 
to trust people, because they see white people as perhaps more of an economic 1"\ould, 
that we don't have the same types of interests, that link with the natural environment 
Bearing in mind, o~ cO"tm;e, that Aboriginal people have had it right all along ... they 
know their environment, for them it has been a sustainable existence. 
~d for white people, I suppose it's very hard for them to understand the At .original 
connection, what Aboriginal people see in the land, how can they have this connection. 
and I think it's changing, it's a very slow process, but yeah, environmental groups, 
consetvation groups, they are willing 1o assist and we assist them. They can n:ly on 
white skills, we can assist them in getting information, and presenting Ulat information 
in a way that the other white people who are in that position controlling the outcome ... 
it could be in their inte~sts to have it presented in a way which will assist them. 
Ori the other hand •. of course, it works well for the community envirortmental-type 
groups to use the skills of AbOriginal peopl,e because they understand the land, they 
w1derstand seasons,-they understand the changes that are taking place, where we don't 
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have a hope of understanding ... because of their family situation. a lot of this infonn· 
ation is passed on, and they get to understand signals in the environment. which we 
haven't even begun to understand. 
So I think there's an incredible amount of knowledge with Aboriginal communities 
which we haven't been able to utilize fully ... but sure, the environmental groups are 
probably the ones that a lot of Aboriginal people that are still living in a semi-rural type 
environment relate to more than the average white person, I suppose, because the 
common link there is the natural environment, the bush. Their links with the land are 
more spiritually-based, where I suppose white people's links ... people who have a 
concern for the environment, it's more of a learned thing in a relatively very short time. 
Kingsley Dunstan tries to give a balanced perspective of the possible ways in which environmentalists 
and Aboriginal peoples could help each other when m:cessaty. He perceptively understands the cui· 
tural and historical differences between the two groups that could explain a divergence of their per· 
ceptio·ns ofland. He emphasizes that a sharing of knowledge could be for mutual benefit, although he 
acknowledges that Aboriginal peoples would have their own reasons for doing so: "their concerns are 
about the same end product, but their needs are different". Despite this, he asserts that there is a 
commonality of concern in regards to the natural environment. However, there is no acknowledge. 
ment here that Aboriginal peoples, in all or some situations, may prefer to liaise with non-Aboriginal 
official bo-dies and bureaucrats on their own terms, and in their own ways. 
: -'·' Lyn Dunstan, however, seemed to find it hard to understand why there wasn't more inte~ sho-wn by 
the Nyungars in regard to protecting the Ellenbrook bushland: 
We've heard that there's been some Aboriginal artefacts found in the~ but we 
haven't been able to get any more information than that. It's just rumours and hearsay, I 
think. 
We find it quite amazing that that huge bit of bush is there, and there doesn't seem to be 
anybody that's completely linked with it, none of the Nyungar people really seem to 
know very much about it. Probably because it's been in private ownership for such a 
long time. The tittle block where we're at is one of the original places where they used 
to bring cattle over fro~ the Darling Ranges to the coast back in the pioneer days. one ,, 
of the permanent waterholes. 
Like Gwen Corunna, who researched the Nyungar ~story of the land for the school and fo~d it to be 
a. siinm.cant and auSj,ic!~us site. Lyn Dunstan has also researched ilie histol)' of the block Oftand she 
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lives on. However, she has not been able to access more than it's part in the post-contact history of the 
area. Also, for Aboriginal peoples, size. (."that huge bit of bush") does not always equate with the 
significance of a site or area of land. It is also possible that the people once associated with it are no 
longer in the region, or that those who are linked with it may, for whatever reason, not wish to 
indicate their association. 
As a member oft he ECG, Lyn Dunstan has a1so made contact with the Nylngar elders, and her 
account of their interaction concurs with that of Kingsley Dunstan: 
We've met quite a bit with the Nyungar circle of elders, people down at the Lockridge 
[Perth] campsite. We're trying to keep in touch with them, because we can back each 
other up, when it comes to the crunch. letting each other know what's go~~g on .... 
There's certain things that Aboriginals only get consulted on, and things that only we 
get consulted on ... It's just incredible, I can't believe that .J'.n this day and age they don't 
realize that people have got a close link to a particular ar//a ofJand. 
Speaking about her own contact with the Nyungars, Lyn Dunstan said: 
I'd like to have more ... at this stage I'm still learning how to approach them. I'm not an 
elder, so I can't just go and start talking. I mean, I have to find my own level ... and by 
and communicate at that level with them. 
This statement shows that she is sensitive to the Nyungar ways of consultation and the right way to 
approach the elders, those who can speak for their people in liaison with other groups. Still, as 
Dorothy Mulder's account will also show later, it seems that the Nyungar people of the region have 
not responded with as much interest in the Ellenbrook bushland as these members of the ECG had 
expected from them. It must also be noted that both Lyn and Kingsley Dunstan drew no distinction 
between urban and "tribal" or "traditional'' Aboriginal peoples, and only mentioned Aboriginal 
peoples in context with those of the region that they had contacted. 
Brian Bush's contact with Aboriginal peoples has mostly been in the north~westem regions of 
Australia, as far as can be gauged from his contnbution. As the following citations will show, he 
draws a distinction between "tribal" peoples, whom he admires and perhaps even envies, aud 
educated, urban Aboriginals. He deplores what he perceives as the destruction of their lifestyles 
through the increasing adoption of a non~Aboriginal way of life, lind blames non·Aboriginals for the 
· prOblcnls that result: 
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I mean, you know, the Aboriginal people, I mean tribally, were very small populations, 
in little groups that meandered about They were fairly nomadic and had very little 
impact on the environment .... But see now w~;'va placed them on cattle stations and 
things like that and they're still using their burning, they're burning their a.~s far too 
often. I mean, up in the Pilbara, up in the Kimberley, the areas have been totally 
degraded because of over-burning ... 
Living in a white man's world and going to a white man's schoo~ and teaming our 
ways, they've more or Jess had one foot in the tribal ways and one foot in white man's 
ways .... It's a great life, but really, we've stuffed it, haven't we, we've removed that 
mobility ... and we've given then lots of diseases and things. Even up there they plonk 
them in areas but they still go wandering ... that's why you find them broken down 
everywhere, you know, out to Jigalong, ripping out to somewhere else, up to Matble Bar 
or out to Nullagine, lhey're always mobile, they've got relatives evecywhere ... 
As a herpetologist, Brian Bush has made certain observations about the relationship and attitudes that 
the Aboriginal peoples he knows have f~r the snakes in their region; 
In places other than the Pilbara, the Aboriginal people will tolerate a black-headed 
python around the camp because it does feed on venomous snakes, so you get a bit of 
control over the venomous species ... The pythons tend to be the more heavy-bodied 
snake that they utilize as food, and they are not the venomous snakes anyway ... like the 
Waugyl around Perth, the Waugyl's the carpet python. Because the pythons often hunt 
around water, animals come to drink, and they harvest their prey around the waterbole. 
The Aboriginal people tended to give that particular snake significance because it relat-
ed to water ... again, I mean, that's the tribal situation ... not the educated Aboriginal 
people today ... most of their Aboriginality has gone. 
Contrary to what he might believe, the Nyungar people of the Swan River region still give great 
significance to the Waugyl and it's associated sacred sites, as the citations given by elders Richard 
Wilkes, Ben Taylor and Yaluriija in the first chapter will testify. Brian Bush is also incorrect in ident-
ifying the Waugyl as the carpet python. This is true of other areas in the south-west 6fW~ but not in 
the Swan Valley region. While still on the topic of snakes, and identifying dangerous snakes, Brian 
Bcsh reveaJs another perception of Aboriginal people that is not supported by either anthropological 
studies, or their own account _of themselves: 
,._., 
But I believe a _1ot of these things that are dangerous, and are~'t dangerous. they know· 
. without _any training, it seems to bejtist an instinctive knowledge; like, you can 
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probably take that a step further, also the medicinal qualities of different vegetation, 
they probably know instinctively, too. When they're on walkabout. and someUting 
happens to them, they don't necessarily have to be trained, they tend to be closer to 
nature. They haver.'t relied on their brain to the extent people of European Qrigin have 
in Australia, and we've suppressed our instincts, we move without instincts. There are 
people who are probably more instinctively aware of things than others, but, like the 
Aboriginal people, tribally, I mean, I Utink. a lot of these things they just know. They've 
still got that strong instinct that's passed on genetically .. which tends to initiate their 
different behaviour, in different situations. 
This indicates a strange sort of genetic determinism whereby the "instincts" of "tribal" Aboriginal 
peoples endow them with survival strategies largely lost to Europeans and those who have lost their 
"Aboriginality". His previously-cited perception of the Pilbara region as "primitive" seems to have 
been projected onto its indigenous inhabitants. The latter, according to Brian Bush's viewpoint, by 
increasingly relying on their ''brain", have so diminished these "instincts" and thus their cultural 
identity. For any people, th~ act of defining and defending their cultural identity is often fraught wilh 
conflicting perspectives and the articulations of things more easily felt than described, and this is 
particularly so with the Aboriginal peoples of Australia. Often, and even with perceived good inten-
tions, non-Aboriginals have imposed their own measures of authenticity t•pon them, in the arts. in 
print, in legislature, and in daily life wherever contact is made. It is beyond the scope of this part of 
the chapter, and even this thesis, to examine and evaluate all the perspectives and attitudes that 
emerge from the above citation, as they touch upon issues of debate within and between many dis· 
ciplines, particularly ethnology and cultural anthropology. 
However, there is plenty of material already given by Aboriginal people in the Literature Analysis and 
in the contributions from the Nyungar People as given in this Case Study, to indicate that the survival 
strategies described by Brian Bush in his previous citation are not acquired biologically, but cultur-
ally. This has been supported by the obsentations of anthropologists such as Deborah Bird Rose: 
... intimacy with (the land) is achieved through cultural constructions of the environ-
ment based on close observations accumulated through time .... it is through moral and 
ontological systems that Aboriginal people have strategies (Rose, 1988 a:384-38.5). 
According to Yalurilja, for Aboriginal peoples: "living in the land" was: "a whole lifetime commit· 
ment of caring and h•.aming about the environment", and Kingsley Dunstan is also aware that: "a lot 
of this information is passed on, and they get to understand signals in the environment, which we 
haven't even begun to understand". Perhaps because this form of education is not recognised as such 
by many non-Aboriginals, Aboriginal knowledge may be thought to be instinctive, like animals who 
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have their survival instincts, and not as a body of knowledge and skill:; acquired culturally, as in all 
other human societies. 
Dorothy Mulder also perceived a distinction between "bush" Aboriginals and urban Aboriginal 
people. She, too, seems to see them as being closer to nature than most non-Aboriginals, in her own 
way: 
I personally see the Aboriginal peopl~ as part of the land, blending into the eco-system 
with the rest of the ecology, 
Whether intended or not, this perception implies that Aboriginal people more part of the flora and 
fauna of the land, than part of humanity. By implication also, human beings are perceived to be, to 
some degree, removed from the ecology, and she has said elsewh.:-re, in reference to the ecology: 
"Obviously we have overplayed our part as humans". Are Aboriginal people part of this hwnanity that 
has "overplayed it's part", or not? Her intentions are unclear in this respect. The issue that emerges is 
related to those discussed in the previous chapter on the non-Aboriginal tendency to universalize from 
perceptions of their own culture. 
Despite these ambiguities in her statement, Dorothy Mulder expresses a strong affinity for the 
Aboriginal people she has known in her past: 
We were always in contact with the Aboriginals wherever we happened to live outback. 
We were also very friendly with the tribal people and had great respect and affinity for 
them. They loved my family dearly and there was nothing they would not do or share 
with us ... 
However, she seems to be unaware of the contradictions inherent in the following statement: 
These were pure bush Aboriginals still living in their simplest manner from the land, 
and supplemented with flour, tea and sugar from us on the station. 
This affinity with the Aboriginal people seems to have led her to identify with them throughout her 
childhood, at least as regard to feelings for the land: 
When we returned to the station Dad had shifted to the main homestead, and we spent 
our time mustering sheep with the Aboriginals, and we rode and laughed aU day with 
them. How happy we all were together on our beloved land. Was there any difference in 
the way we felt .r don't think so. 
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Memories of an idyllic past, of which time spent working and playing on the land with her brothers 
and sisters, and with the Aboriginal people, fonn the basis for Dorothy Mulder's perceptions. Her 
affinity for the land still seems strong today, as can be gauged by her citations given earlier. Her 
perceptions of Aboriginal people, however, seem to be locked in the past that she describes, and in 
her conceptions of the "true bush Aboriginals". Her account of more recent observations of the 
Nyungar people of the Swan River region and attempts to make contact with them give indication of 
this: 
I did notice the Aboriginals asked permission to kill kangaroos in Ellenbrook ... no 
doubt with guns and dogs, which I find very sad ... I did ask the local Aboriginals to 
become involved in saving the bushlands ofEIIcnbrook originally, but I never heard 
anything more from them. 
Here Dorothy Mulder seems to be deploring the use of guns and dogs for hunting, although no doubt 
the outback Aboriginal peoples she has known would today be doing the same. 
So far in this chapter the environmentalist's perceptions of Aboriginal people have be-~•• ~~t~.minect 
Some of the Nyungar people also gave their opinions of non~Aboriginal environmentalists, which will 
now be examined. 
Ben Taylor had this to say about the environmentalists who are at present tiying to save areas of 
forest in south-west WA from being logged: 
They understand ... those forests arc the roots of the land. My heart goes out to those 
environmentalists ... trees arc the heart of the earth. 
Yaluritja, who is acquainted with some of the organisers of local environmental groups, also gave 
praise to those who arc committed to environmental issues and activities: 
It's really great, they're committing their time, which they don't have to do, and they're 
distributing lots or information. 
He does, however, acknowledge that there were differences in perception to land: 
They have different ideas, such as the use and cultivation of land. They are familiar 
with the people who do the· destroying, who clear the land to make paddocks. They have 
different perceptions, and seek to achieve different things, and are not linked to one 
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particular place like cur peaple. They can go anywhere, they can be happy wherever 
they are. 
He also gives caution th.'lt, by the same token, this "go anywhere" attitude has also hastened the land 
degradation caused by farmers and miners: "when thcyVe finished, they just move on ... " This recalls 
the comparison made by Lesley Head in Chapter 10 between "eco-system people" and "biasphere 
people", whereby the latter: " ... if they draw on one ecosystem, they can draw on others" (1990:451-
452). 
Richard Willtes expresses his opinions in a very similar way. He feels that the environmentalists are 
more concerned with "saving what's left: of the world", such as the trees, and adds that the clearing of 
tand has interfered with rainfall patterns. However, they don't have the same "love for the landM, a 
love that for Aboriginal peoples "can't be denied" as it has developed for tens of thousands of years. 
For them, Australia was "the one land they lived in, living with the land". 
Richard Wilkes also points out that non~Abpriginal Australians are a migratory people, and move 
from one place to another. "They do not have the same allegiance to the land, to the Mother". They 
move about the continent, drawn by opportunism and expedience from one place to another, whereas 
while Aboriginal peoples moved over their land, they were, and still are, loyal to their land, no matter 
what happens. He defines their relationship to the land as that of a parent and child. 
Despite this, Rlchnrd Wilkes adds that when environmentalists protest against the abuse of the land, 
his people are "with them in spirit". He is critical of CALM's attitude to Aboriginal management of 
land, and adds: "they cannot take away our love for the land, even while they deny us the land". 'This 
love for the land is p~rt of the Dreaming and their religion, whereas "Jesus, he came from another 
land, he walked on water, but you can't see his footprints". In· contrast, the Waugyl: •we can see 
where he's been". 
Gwen Corunna has a somewhat more critical perception of non~Aboriginal environmentalists: 
My own personal feelings is that I believe a lot of environmental people go too much by 
the book, and not by instinct. Whereas Aboriginal people go by instinct, and there's a 
vast difference between book and instinct. The Aboriginal people themselves were 
probably the most expert environmentalists in the world, because they had to live off the 
land and they had to survive by the land, everything else related to the land. So they 
moved from section to section and season to season, and every area was significant 
because of the changing of seasons, where tbe food was. So I guess in that extent they 
were the real experts . 
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And I guess later \\'C've got what we call the environmental people who are non· 
Aboriginal people, who are experts in their fields, but still have not got that same kind 
of instincts that's within the Aboriginal person. Because I believe that that's still there, 
part of their cultural being is that. If they were lost in the bush., they would be able to 
survive, and I'd love to !cam if these environmentalists were lost in the bush. whether 
they would smvive. 
It is worth comparing Gwen Corunna's use and understanding of the word "instinct" with that given 
earlier by Brian Bush. From the understanding implicit in her statement, it is likely that Gwen 
Corunna is referring more to intuitive responses that have been cultivated as part of her people's 
cultural up-bringing, than to genetically-acquired traits, as Brian Bush understands the tenn. She also 
indicates, in this citation, that her people moved over the land with purpose, according to the season 
and the availability of food in each region. This is a very different sort of activity than the tmeander· 
ing about" "on walkabout" that Brian Bush mentioned in his citations given in this chapter. 
Having examined the Nyungars' and environmentalists' perceptions of each other, it is also interesting 
to note that Kingsley Dunstan's perspective of the ECG as compared to other environmentalist or 
conservationists groups. In order to maintain their public accounta!lility and credibility, members 
undertook careful research, and were always dressed fonnally, or as was appropriate: 
So that when we started to meet with politicians and various government bureaucrats, 
developers, and that, we were treated probably a little differently to an average group of 
environmentalists, I suppose. When we would auend a meeting we'd have documents to 
substantiate what we were saying, and I think that was important in the early stages of 
the groups, to establish that early credibility. 
He and the other members intended to be seen as other than an ''average group of environmentalists", 
thus indicating that they arc also aware of the popular media image of environmentalists as being 
unkempt, unemployed and uninfonncd. He does this, however, without defining which groups he 
was referring to. Kingsley Dunstan describes the members of the ECG as representing as "a mixture 
of skills and backgrounds", but "with a genuine desire to achieve it's objectives". He attril;Jtes their 
diligence and sensitivity to pubtic accountability and personal appearance as contributing to the 
successes of the group. 
In IUs contribution Brian Bush criticised the radicals, particularly their views on the use of natural 
resources and the d.easiires they take to put these view into practice: 
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I mean, the radicals lose their credibility, because if they didn't drive a motor vehicle 
they'd ride a bloody pustlbike, [which] was mined anyway (laugh) ... same as for the 
forest an:-.as. You've got to have timber, it's just trying to strike that sustainability, but 
there's nothing sustainable in the long term. 
Environmentalists can thus encounter some critical appraisal from within the movement (even if only 
implied, as in Kingsley Dunstan's citation) as well as from Aboriginal people. With the diversity of 
goals and philosophies found within the environmental movement. as described in Chapter 1, this is 
not surprising. However, in the Case Study, the environmentalists cited did no! rP.present any of the 
particular shades of green in a pure sense; conservationists expressed views more corr:rnon to deep 
ecologists, such as the serious concerns about over-population and perceptions of the ro~ of humanity 
in the biosphere, as well as light-green concerns with sustainable development Some of them 
acknowledged that Aboriginal people had perceptions of land an~ priorities different to their own, 
whereas Dorothy Mulder felt that her feelings for the land was the same as theirs. 
However, although there is a mutual acknowledgment of different perceptions and priorities between 
environmentalists and Aboriginal people, there is nothing to indicate that the two groups could not 
support each other and work together when necessary - if these differences are respected in both 
understanding and practir.e. 
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CONCLUSION 
Having examined the vie\\.> of the writers, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, it is worth•.vhile 
returning to the original statement as heard from certain environm.:ntalists: "We beHC\·e the same 
·things, regarding land, as the Aboriginals". It is thi! term "same" that needs to be r.arefhlly defined 
before fuis statement can be rebutted or endorsed, either with or without qualifications. The question 
that needs to be asked is: "Is this a statement of identical belief and experience, or an understanding 
and agreement that docs not necessarily imply identical beliefs and cxpe<icncc, and thus an express-
ion ofverstehen?" In the case of the latter, it indicates beliefs that may be considered equivalent, in 
the context of each respective cultural framework. With both this question and the original statement 
held in mind, the responses of the contributors cited in the Case Study analysis will be examined and 
compared. 
Do we believe ~be same things? 
While looking back onto her past childl1ood experiences, Dorothy Mulder came to the conclusion 
that: "Was tl'cre any difference in the way we felt· I don't think so", and "I really believe that the 
people of the land have tht! same attachment, whether of Aboriginal or other descent." She is the only 
one of the four environmentalists interviewed for the Case Study who unequivocally slates that her 
fceling'i for llle land are the same as those of the Aboriginal peoples she has known. Brian Busb 
appears to believe th:tt it is the diminishing of "instinct" that separates the "tribal" Aboriginal peoples' 
perceptions and relationship to land from those of non-Aboriginals and other Aboriginals, and that 
this diminution is caused by the "white man's" way of life and edu~tion. H~ docs not compare his 
own expressed feelings for land with those of Aboriginal peoples, as he recognises, in his own way, 
that there arc differences. 
Lyn Dunstan and Kingsley Dunsfae do not directly equate their perceptions efland \\ith those of 
Aboriginal peoples, either. They appear to be more concerned with their onn views and goals as non· 
Aboriginal environmentalists, and mention the local Nyungar people only as they may be connected 
to the bushland and with the possibility of mutual suppvrt. By and large, both Lyn and Kingsley 
Dunstan, each in their own way, base their understandings of the Nyungar peoples' relationship to the 
land on their own acquainlance with these people, and not on theories from elsewhere. However, in 
their articulations of their own perceptions and goals, they do not evoke a commonality of perception 
with Aboriginal peoples, as Dorothy Mulder does. Kingsley Dunstan shows the most perceptive use of 
verstehen in his cited conlparison of the way that Aboriginal peoples learn how to live in the land, ns 
compared to the way that non-Aboriginals do {or don't). Lyn D:.mstan cites her understanding of the 
land as coming mainly from courses of study. and advice from trained experts such as botanists. 
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The contributions given by Yaluritja and Gwen C: 1a show that in Aboriginal societies evecy 
person is trained to be an "C:\\J(rt" from an_ early age, and that non-Aboriginals do not have this kind 
cflcaming, but have to go about it their own way. Th~: other Nyungar contributors, Richard Wilkes 
and Ben Taylor, emphasize that along with their need for lam!, Aboriginal peoples are also concern-
ed with cultural restoration, and that these two issues arc inextricably intertwined. From the contrib-
utions given by these Nyungnr people, one m:::-· come to the understanding that for these people i~es 
of land arc not separated from cultural issues. Land docs not just concern the well-being of the 
biosphere, but also the well-being of Ute people. 
What's the land for? 
All four of the environmentalists cited in the Case 3tudy expressed criticism of their socie!J•'s values 
in regard to land. Although Brian Bush asserts that: "you've got to have timber" and "we've got to 
have some happy medium", they all disagree with the oomomic imperative of the dominant land ethic 
in some way. Dorothy Mulder condemns the "greedy, selfish, unscrupulous humans" responsible for 
the destruction of the natural environment, and Brian Bush agrees that: "It's all for the almighty 
dollar". Lyn Dunstan expresses her anguish tlJ.at urban development threatens the bushland she has 
developed an affinity for, and Kingsley Dunstan looks out over the view ofPcrth city from the 
elevation of Kings Park and asks: "What's it all for?" 
These statements of criticism arc directed at the individuals, institutions and perceptir,ns within their 
own society that perpetuate the dominant land ethic. Although none of these contributors have "drop-
ped out" of this society (although Brian Bush indicates that he would like to be able to), they all dis-
tance themselves from these values and perceptions and take a r.ritical stance. The Nyungar contnl>-
utors, on the other hand, seem intent on consolidating their own society and supporting its own land 
ethic, not just for the sake of the .land, but, as stated before, for the sake of the people. These two 
groups are taking a different stance within their own societies, and their priorities regarding land may 
not be in every way identical. Their perceptions of land may thus also diver~e. Any apparent similar-
ity that emerges from their expressed perceptions of land docs not nCCC$53rlly mean that the under~ 
lying understandings are identical, as has been explained in the Theory section. 
Nevertheless, a certain sharing of Interest with environmentalist'\ may be found in lhe contributions of 
Yaluritia and Gwen Corunna, who both deplore the misuse of natural resources and environmental 
degradation. However, while Gwen Corunna feels that in urban areas where the "white mar," domin-
ates. ,.t.he original ancesirat presence within the land has departed, Y:,tluritja devotes a substantial part 
' 
ofbiS contribution towards suggesting ways in which the urban environment might be improved for 
the benefit of both its human inhabitants as well as the natural environment. Even so, both of these 
Nyungar peOple assert that their people, like all Aboriginal peoples, have a relationship to the land 
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that is not shared by non-Aboriginals; and of the environmentalists Yaluritja say.s: ~ hav~ differ· 
ent perceptions, and seek to achieve different things, and are not linked to one particular place, like 
our people". This migratory .characteristic of non-Aboriginal people, and the way lhat it could affect 
their perceptiol"..s ofland, was also expressed by Richard Wilkes. 
Migratory movements have played an important part in the histocy of Western societies, culminating 
in the "discovery" of the New World, and the colonization of Africa, Asia, and the Pacific since the 
lSth centucy. However, even before t11en, the development of agriculture, the growth of cities, 
changing political and social structures, religious and secular conceptual frameworks, have all com· 
bined to influence Western perceptions and values ofland Berger and Luckmann have previously 
been cited as saying that "symbolic universes are social products within a history" (1966:115), they 
are the products of change, and resistance to change. 
This briefly-outlined example of some of the historical factors that have ii>fluenced Western percep-
tions of land may be compared to the history of the Aboriginal peoples in the Australian continent. 
whose perceptions and values of land were, and are, shaped by living the Dreaming in everyday life. 
These traditions have sustained Aboriginal peoples for over 60,000 years, on a continent that has 
remained relatively isolated, as compared to other countries, for that period oftime. After 1788, post-
contact history inflicted a brutal breach of these traditions. The loss of their lands caused these people 
not only an economic, but also a profound spiritual crisis, from which many are still su!fering andre-
covering today. Time has not erased the pain, and Aboriginal peoples have not adjusted to living well 
without their land. As shown by citations from the Nyungar elders in the Case Study, their people 
catmot happHy migrate, their attachments to land are still deep-rooted as a result of their long history 
in the land, and the ongoing law of the Dreaming. 
The Dreaming Law is not resistant to change. As the observations ofTony Swain (1!:91, 1992) and 
Deborah Bird Rose (1988 b) have shown, it seems to have the capacity to incorpomte post-contact 
influences without losing anything of its essence or functional qualities. In this way it may be comp-
ared to a web, which survives amendment or repair because of its inherent structural resiUence. 
Without the land, however, where the ancestral spirits of the Dreaming rtside, Aboriginal peoples are 
without their spiritual roots and connections, and are thus culturally and even physically impover~ 
ished. Citations given from the Nyungar elders, and by Aboriginal people in the Literature Analysis, 
strongly support this fact. 
This kind of feeling for the land, and this kind of land-ownership, has largely gone un-noticed and 
often violated by most non-Aboriginal Australians throughout post...fXlntact history. It is only in recent 
decades ~t more of them have begun asking "what1S the land for?", thereby searching for new values 
and perceptions of land All the environmentalists interviewed for the Case Study expressed strong 
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affective links with the land, although in many cases these were connected to their wider environ~ 
mental concerns, a critique of the dominant land ethic, and issues of human and even planetaiy 
survival One may summarise this point by saying that whi!e land is a crucial issue to both Aboriginal 
peoples and environmentalists, their values and priorities may diverge, and so may their way of. 
perceiving it. 
Global or local? 
This brings us to the ne:-..1 point to be discussed in the Conclusion: the divergent perceptions of land 
between the local and the global. Citations from Deborah Bird Rose as given in Chapter 2, the pers~ 
pective shown by the Gaia Hypothesis in Chapter 5, John Seed's Invocation in Chapter 6, and "The 
Dreamers" in Chapter 7, all serve to illustrate a comparison between the global perspective held by 
many environmentalists, and the more localised perspectives of Aboriginal peoples, supported by 
citations in Chapters 2 and 3. 
Whether or not all environmentalists know of or uphold the Gaia hypothesis, it is evident from exam~ 
pies given in the Literature Analysis and citations from the Case Study that their concerns, while in 
practice perhaps focussed on local issues, are ultimately global. Lyn Dunstan asserts that the Ellen~ 
brook bushland, for which she has a possessive affinity, really ''belongs to the whole world". 
Kingsley Dunstan analyzes the global situation, particularly in terms of politics and power, in regard 
to the effect of environmental groups. While not explicitly indicating a global concern, Dorothy 
Mulder's criticism of the economic imperative is no doubt directed towards a wider perspective than 
the preservation of the Ellcnbrook bushland. Brian Bush lilso mentions global concerns as well as 
local issues in his contribution, such as in his views on human over-population. In articulating these 
global concerns, such as population pressure, little or no mention is made of indigenous peoples. 
This global perspective supported by concepts such as the Gaia hypothesis, whereby the biosphere in 
its entirety is regarded as a self-regulating organism. involving land, sea and atmosphere. John Seed, 
in his Invocation (Appendix 1), combines the global with the cosmic, whereby the "spirit of evol-
ution" refers to not only the evolution of the species but also to the formation of the planet in the 
history of the universe. It may be argued that all cosmologies, by their very nature, are writ large and 
beyond human scale. However, John Seed's "spirit of evolution" is as remote as the Christian Heaven 
in its conceptualisation, white the Drearntime ancestors of the Aboriginal peoples still dwell in the 
physical environment around them in localised sites, and they may be visited and cared for by those 
people who are associated with these sites. Gwen Corunna's contribution to the Case StuUy illustrates 
this most clearly. 
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As well as the divergence of perspective or priority between the global and the local as shown by these 
examples, the anthropologist Deborah Bird Rose (1992:219-220) has perceived a divergence of•cent-
ralized" and ''localised" perspectives between the hvo cultures. This has been shown in her citations 
in Chapters 2 and 10. Her understandings are supported by citations from Aboriginal people, as indic-
ated in the Literature Review. She posits in this excerpt that Y arralin people share a similar under-
standing to the Gaia hypothesis, and in the context of the belieftlllit the land is, in a sense, alive. and 
that all parts of the ecosystem are inter-related, her views may be correct. As has been shown in 
Chapter 5, however, this was not exactly James Lovelock's original understanding of"Gaia", which 
was more an application of systems theory to global ecology. One might argue that these perspectives 
of Lovelock and Yarralin people are equivalent from within their Ol'.TI respective world views, but it 
certainly cannot be said that they are identical. 
The more localised perspective of Aboriginal peoples becomes easier to understand when one rem-
embers that in Aboriginal societies only certain people are allowed to speak for certain sites or areas 
of land, regarded as their "country". To do otherwise, to presume to speak for other peoples' counby, 
is against their custom and law. The globaUy-oriented ''biosphere~ people, such as Western societies, 
have no such restriction, and their concepts of land-ownership arc much more fluid. as land can be 
bought or sold on its market value. 
Interestingly, despite its mention by Marshall (1992), Hallen (1994), Rose (1992), Swain (1992) and 
Seed (1989) as cited in the Literature 'Analysis, the Gaia hypothesis was not ciled by any of the any of 
the environmentalists who contributed to the Case Study, either as a concept or as the sowce of their 
perceptions. 
A Wilderness of Dichotomies 
\~J~ the texts studied in the Literature Analysis and the citations given by environmentalists in the 
~ Study Analysis indicate that non-Aboriginal people have a strong tendency to dichotomise their 
perceptions and understandings. In tenus of the issues dealt with in this thesis, this applies not only to 
land, but also to Aboriginal peoples as they relate to the land. Their conceptuaJisation appears to be 
based on "either/or" conflicts, whereby sets of concepts are polarised and in competition with each 
other. In Chapter 11 Lesley Head has listed some of these, as they relate to non-Aboriginal concepts 
of ''wilderness" (1992:49), and it was found that these dichotomies reflected those held towards 
Aboriginal peoples. 
To recapitulate: The pristine, untouched, uninhabited wilden~~ssJs contrasted to the despoilt, over-
populated ulban areas; this is the city/wilderness dichotom~ ~~:~o or illdicated in many of the 
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texts and citations. This also parallels the sacred/profane dichotomy, as applied to the lands.;ape, The 
concepts of "ttaditional" versus "non-traditional,. arc applied to Aboriginal peoples as being either 
"outback" or "tribal", or urban and therefore not "authe~:~tic". These distinctions have been made on 
the basis of their use of non-Aboriginal technology, their place of residence, and their way of life. 
These dichotomies are not value-neutral, and therein lies their problematical nature. One is a1•"f3yS 
preferred over the other, but the preferences do not alWays reflect in non-Aboriginal lifestyles. For 
example, the realm of "nature" or "wilderness a is usually seen as having a moral and even spiritual 
superiority to the urban, civilized realm, even though that is where most of them remain to live. Many 
maybe for-ced to do so by expedience or necessity, but those who do move out of the cities end up 
taking much of the city with them. One's quiet home amid the trees soon gets surrounded by others, 
and shopping centres and busier roads soon follow. This is the case with Ellen brook, whose residents 
end up either deciding to move funher out into rural areas, or staying instead to fight "selfiShly" and 
"possessively" (to paraphrase Lyn Dunstan) against creeping urban development. Even so, they know 
that if it is prevented from happening in Ellen brook, it will surely happen elsewhere. 
It is perhaps no wonder that urban-based non-Aboriginals, and in particu1ar environn.entalists, regard 
the way that Aboriginal peoples live in the land in outback regions as the ideal way out of this Catch 
22. Their status as the "original environmentalists" SCI!mS duly warranted. Unfortunately, urban 
Aboriginal p!!oples do not fit into this often~idealised perception, nor do those who use modem tech-
nology or adopt other "white man's" ways. In many popular non-Aboriginal depictions and under-
standings, Aboriginal p!!oples are expected to embody pristi:JI! culture as well as pristine "nature•, in 
contrast to the polluted, corrupted urban environment and the culture that created it. 
As stated throughout this thesis, dichotomised perspectives seem to underpin Western world views 
and values. These have their basis in the JudaeowChristian world view, and the Nco-Platonic dualism 
that strongly influenced the religious concepts and philosophies of many earlier Western societies. 
Deborah Bird Rose has also referred to Western perspectives and social structures as "monocentric" 
and "centralized" (1992:218-220), which links IC:I the global perspective discussed earlier. The cent-
ralized structures of Non-Aboriginal societies, such as their urban areas, may well be a major factor in 
environme.ntal problems, such as when extensive roads and freeways are needed to take those who 
live in the outlying areas of the cities to their places of work and recreation. In contrast, while Abor-
iginal perspectives and social structures are "a-centred", they are also less likely to perceive the world 
as dichotomized. When each pan of the world, each tree and hwnan being, has got it's "own story" (to 
paraphrase Bill Neidjie), there is more likely to be a multiplicity of perspectives, eacb. one speaking 
for its own people, its own land, and its own concerns. 
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It may seem inconsistent, or paradoxical, then. to point out that from the material studied for this 
thesis, Aboriginal peoples' perceptions of land showed a greater coherence than those of the non· 
Aboriginal writers and the environmentalists who were interviewed. It would appear that beneath this 
multiplicity of localized perspectives there is an underlying unity, or commonality Qfw1derstandings. 
Deborah Bird Rose cites Yarralin people's perspective as: "one of a multi-centred world in which each 
centre is structurally equivalent, and linked, to evecy other centre" (1992:20). These linkages may be 
perceived as a web, extending beyond Yarra] in society, into other Aboriginal societies. and preserving 
both the particular qualities of each as well as the shared understandings. Tiris is a metaphoric way of 
explaining what may seem, from a non-Aboriginal viewpoint, to be illogical, but for Aboriginal peop-
les it is made plain in the Dreaming Law. 
From the Litemture Analysis and the Case Study, non-Aboriginal perspectives of land, including 
those of the environmentalists, did not dic;play such a consistency of outlook or priority. There is the 
divergence between the "light greens" and the "detp greens", and between those who respect Abor-
iginal peoples and their cultures. and those who violate that respect through idealisation and "posit-
ive" stereotypes that are as deleterious as the negative ones. Although the members of the ECG who 
were interviewed shared a commou concern for the environment in a global as well as local perspec-
tive, their views diverged in many ways on other issues. And, when comparea to some of the view-
points that emerged from the non-Aboriginal writers cited in the Litemture Analysis, an even greater 
diversity of outlook was shown. 
This discovery does not give cause to dismiss the perceptions and feelings for land that were express-
ed by non-Aboriginal environmentalists in this thesis. While Aboriginal peoples have a a more older 
and cohesive tradition to dmw from, most environmentalists have had only the Green movement of 
the last few decades to draw on for their political as well as philosophical perspectives. As Kingsley 
Dunstan put it: "It's more of a learned thing in a relatively very short time". Their divergences of 
outlook and priO:rity may well reflect a need for the eXploration of many ideas, and experimentation, 
along with the concomitant mistakes. In seeking to create a new land ethic, or even a new society, it 
may be tempting to idealisc those of other peoples as exemplary models, and even to try to 'emulate 
them or claim their traditions. This is, however. one of the iessons that ~ill need to learnt: that each 
culture or group must cultivate a relationship with the land that best suits the conceptual framework 
and needs of its people, while giving due respe:;:t to the ways of others. 
The Call of the Land 
In this thesis concepts such as the Gaia hypotltesis, and practises such as those of the Dreamers, ha•1e 
been examined <:ritically, especially in their regard to attitudes to land, and Aboriginal peoples. In 
practice. the Gaia hypothesis can become just another universalizing metaphor, ignoring the diver-
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sities and needs of indigenous peoples, and those who do not participate or believe in Lovelock's 
technologically-based global self·awareness. The Dreamers perceive themselves as initiating a similar 
global awakening, based on their earth-centred meditational practices. Cowan and Lawlor seek the 
"universal Dreaming" for similar purposes, and a workshop offers it as a means of self-development 
These are some of the ways in which non-Aboriginal writers have expressed their perceptions and 
aspirations, in regard to land and indigenous cultures, in the Litemture Analysis. 
The environmentalists cited in the Case Study analysis did not refer to any of these practices and their 
concomitant mystical beliefs, in their statements, yet each indicated. either directly or implicitly, that 
their perceptions of land diverged from the dominant land ethic. This appears to give them both much 
fulfilment as well as great stress, particu1arly in their efforts to save the Ellenbrook bushland. and in 
perceiving the environmental degradation around them. They all expressed some degree of pessimism 
for the future, yet believed in persisting with their cause. Whatever underlying philosophy sustains 
them, it suffices i.o maintain their commitment to the land. 
Models such as the Gaia hypothesis, and practices such as those of the Dreamers, can, I believe. offer 
a viable alternative to the dominant land ethic if they can be upheld and carried out withOlJt ignoring 
the presence and violating the needs of indigenous peoples. It is joe underlying assumptions, and the 
lack of acknowledegement of the diversities in perspective and culture that does the real hann.lf 
indigenous peoples have anything to teach environmentalists, it is that there are a multitude ofpen;.. 
pectives within this earth, and that they are all "structumlly-linked and equivalent (ie. not the 1ame], 
to every other centre" (Rose, 1992:220). This also refers to the beliefs and pmctices that accompany 
those perspectives. As non-Aboriginal peoples, most of us inherit a Western conceptual framework. 
The domina11t, and dominating, land ethic is part of this, but it can not be effectively changed by 
appropriating aspects of indigenous peoples' cultures. To do so only perpetuates the act of domination. 
We may be inspired, or guided, by their world-view and ways of life, but beyond that, we will have to 
create a new land ~~thic in our own way. In the words of Veronica Bmdy: "We are who we are , and 
are called as we are" (1991:37). 
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APPENDIX I 
INVOCATION -John Seed (1989,~3) 
:J rwocation 
We ask for the presence of the spirit of Gaia and pray thai the breath of life continues to caress 
this planet home. 
May we grow into true understanding- a deep understanding that inspires us to protect the 
tree on which we bloom, and the water, soil and atmosphere without whi~h we have no existence. 
May we turn inwards and stumble upon our true roots in the intertwining biology of this 
exquisite planet. May nourishment and power pulse through these roots, and fierce 
determination to continue the billion-year dance. 
May iove well up and burst forth from our hearts. 
Mlly there be a new dispensation of pure und powerful consciousness and the charter to witness 
and facilitate the healing of the tattered biosphere. 
We ask for the presence of the spirit of Gaia to be with us here. To reveal to us all that we need to 
see, for our own highest good and for the highest good of all. . 
We call upon the spirit of evolution, the miraculous force that inspires rocks and dust to weave 
themselves into biology .. You have stood by us for millions and billions of years- do not forsake 
us now. Empower us and awaken in us pure and dazzling creativity. You that can turn scales 
into feathers, seawater to blood, caterpillars to butterflies, metamorphose our species, awaken in 
us .the powers tlwt we need to surriive the present crisis and evolve into more aeons of our solar 
journey. 
Awaken in us a sense of who we truly are: tiny ephemeral blossoms on the Tree of Life. Make 
the purposes and deJ;tiny of that tree our own purpose and destiny. 
Fill each of us with lovefor our true Seif,.which includes all of the creatures and plants and 
l:mdscapes of the world. Fill us with a powerful urge for the wellbeing and continual unfolding 
of this Self. 
May we speak in all human councils on behalf of the animals and plants and 
landscapes of the Earth. 
May we shine with a pure inner passion that wi/1 spread rapidly through these leaden times. 
May we all awaken to our true and only nature- none other than the nature of Gaia, this living 
planet Earth. 
We call upon the power which sustains the planets in their orbits, that wheels our Milky Way in 
its 200-million-year spiral, to imbue our personalities and our relationships with harmony, 
endurance and joy. Fill us with a sense of immense time so that our brief, flickering lives may 
truly reflect the work of vast ages past and also the millions of years of evolution whose potential 
lies in our trembling hands. 
0 stars, lend us your burning passion . 
. 0 silence, give weight to our voice. 
· We ask for the presence' of the spirit of Gaia. 
-John Seed 
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